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Abstract 

Curcuminoids (CCMoids) are a group of molecules that display two aromatic rings joined 

by a seven-carbon conjugated chain (diarylheptanoids) and a β-diketone moiety in the 

central position of their structures. The straightforward synthesis of this type of 

molecules allows their thorough design depending on the final purpose, mainly by 

modifying the lateral substituents, but also the chain length and/or the β-diketone unit. 

Despite of the number of CCMoids that have been synthetized until now, and the 

presence in many of them of functional groups susceptible to react with other species, 

the use of CCMoids as building blocks for the creation of highly dimensional structures is 

scarce. This, together with the properties shown by this family of molecules (biomedical, 

electronic…) and their versatile chemistry, motivated the development of the ideas 

presented in this doctoral thesis. 

In this sense, nine CCMoids, including four not previously described in the literature, are 

presented in this doctoral thesis. Moreover, their detailed characterization has been 

carried out, probing not only the achieving of the desired molecules in high purity but 

also how their structural differences may affect their physicochemical properties.    

Regarding the formation of extended structures, several coordination polymers (CPs) 

have been achieved from the reaction with transition metal ions and first steps in the 

synthesis of organic polymers (OPs) are also shown. 

For the studies of CPs, two CCMoids were tested: a natural one, the 

bisdemethoxycurcumin (BDMC), with phenol groups at the sites of the molecule, and a 

synthetic CCMoid, 3pyCCMoid, with pyridines as aromatic substituents.  

The reaction between BDMC and zinc acetate, performed under mild conditions in EtOH, 

provides a new 1D system. In addition, dimensionality and porosity of this network have 

been expanded by studying the reaction occurring between three species: BDMC, Zn(II) 

salts, and a ditopic co-linker (1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene, 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane or 

4,4′-bipyridine). In total, here seven new CPs are presented. The structures of five of 

them were elucidated by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Moreover, we show that the 

combination of solid state 13C NMR and conventional techniques (elemental analysis, 

FTIR.) can provide useful information about the coordination modes of BDMC, in the 

cases of unresolved structures. 

The coordination of 3pyCCMoid with Zn(II) centres results in three CPs with different 

architectures and dimensionalities (from 1D to 3D). Here it is examined how synthetic 

methods and some slightly changes, in the reaction conditions, affect the formation of 

the final materials. In addition, an effective method for the exfoliation of a 2D CP was 

optimized and the characterization of the few layer nanosheets performed. Using the 

same CCMoid but reacting with a Co(II) salt, an isostructural 2D CP was synthetized, being 

the first CCMoid-CP with a metal different than Zn(II).  



  

 
 

For the synthesis of OPs, two approaches have been proposed: (i) the formation of 

extended structures by the use of a CCMoid with boronic acids (BOHCCMoidBF2) at the 

sites that reacts with commercial polyols and, (ii) the in-situ synthesis of CCMoid units 

that evolve together forming high dimensional materials. Regarding this part, preliminary 

results are presented in this Thesis, proving the formation of expanded structures, and 

encouraging future work to continue with this study. 

Here, the variety of structures, different dimensionalities and conformations adopted by 

the studied CCMoids probe the potential of these molecules to form extended structures 

by themselves or with the assistance of metal coordination and/or co-linkers.  

   



  

 
 

Resumen 
Los curcuminoides (CCMoids) son un grupo de moléculas que presentan dos anillos 

aromáticos unidos por una cadena conjugada de siete carbonos (diarilheptanoides) y una 

β-dicetona en la posición central de sus estructuras. La síntesis sencilla de este tipo de 

moléculas permite su diseño minucioso en función del propósito final, principalmente 

modificando los sustituyentes laterales, pero también la longitud de la cadena y / o la β-

dicetona. A pesar de la cantidad de CCMoids que se han sintetizado hasta ahora, y la 

presencia en muchos de ellos de grupos funcionales susceptibles de reaccionar con otras 

especies, el uso de CCMoids como bloques de construcción para la creación de 

estructuras altamente dimensionales es escaso. Esto, unido a las propiedades mostradas 

por esta familia de moléculas (biomédicas, electrónicas…) y su polivalente química, 

motivó el desarrollo de las ideas presentadas en esta tesis doctoral. 

En este sentido, en esta tesis doctoral se presentan nueve CCMoids, incluidos cuatro no 

descritos previamente en la literatura. Además, se ha llevado a cabo su caracterización 

detallada, comprobando no solo que se habían conseguido las moléculas deseadas en 

alta pureza sino también cómo sus diferencias estructurales pueden afectar sus 

propiedades fisicoquímicas. 

En cuanto a la formación de estructuras extendidas, se han logrado varios polímeros de 

coordinación (CP) a partir de la reacción con iones de metales de transición y también se 

muestran los primeros pasos en la síntesis de polímeros orgánicos (OP). 

Para los estudios de CPs, se probaron dos CCMoides: uno natural, la 

bisdemetoxicurcumina (BDMC), con grupos fenol en los laterales de la molécula, y un 

CCMoid sintético, 3pyCCMoid, con piridinas como sustituyentes aromáticos. 

La reacción entre BDMC y acetato de zinc, realizada en condiciones suaves en EtOH, 

proporciona un nuevo sistema 1D. Además, la dimensionalidad y la porosidad de esta 

red se han ampliado mediante el estudio de la reacción que se produce entre tres 

especies: BDMC, sales de Zn (II) y un co-ligando ditópico (1,2-bis (4-piridil) etileno, 1, 3-

bis (4-piridil) propano o 4,4'-bipiridina). En total, aquí se presentan siete nuevos CPs. Las 

estructuras de cinco de ellos se resolvieron mediante difracción de rayos-X de 

monocristal. Además, mostramos que la combinación de 13C NMR en estado sólido y 

técnicas convencionales (análisis elemental, FTIR.) Puede proporcionar información útil 

sobre los modos de coordinación de BDMC, en los casos de estructuras no resueltas. 

La coordinación de 3pyCCMoid con centros de Zn (II) da como resultado tres CP con 

diferentes arquitecturas y dimensionalidades (de 1D a 3D). Aquí se examina cómo los 

métodos sintéticos y algunos cambios leves en las condiciones de reacción afectan la 

formación de los materiales finales. Además, se optimizó un método eficaz para la 

exfoliación de un CP 2D y se realizó la caracterización de los sistemas de pocas capas. 



  

 
 

Utilizando el mismo CCMoid pero reaccionando con una sal de Co (II), se sintetizó un CP 

2D isoestructural, siendo el primer CCMoid-CP con un metal diferente a Zn (II). 

Para la síntesis de OPs, se han propuesto dos enfoques: (i) la formación de estructuras 

extendidas mediante el uso de un CCMoid con ácidos borónicos en los laterales 

(BOHCCMoidBF2) que reaccionan con polioles comerciales y, (ii) la síntesis in situ de 

unidades CCMoid que evolucionan juntas formando materiales de altas dimensiones. 

Con respecto a esta parte, en esta tesis doctoral se presentan resultados preliminares 

que prueban la formación de estructuras expandidas y alientan el trabajo futuro para 

continuar con este estudio. 

Aquí, la variedad de estructuras, diferentes dimensionalidades y conformaciones 

adoptadas por los CCMoids estudiados demuestran el potencial de estas moléculas para 

formar estructuras extendidas por sí mismas o con la ayuda de coordinación de metales 

y / o co-ligandos.



  

 
 

Outline 

In this doctoral thesis, a group of organic molecules that belong to the family of the 

curcuminoids (CCMoids) have been synthetized, together with a set of extended 

structures (coordination polymers, CPs, and organic polymers, OPs) based on them. The 

general introduction displays a brief explanation of all the topics addressed in this work 

elaborated later in the rest of chapters. In the objectives section, the principal aims are 

presented and, in the methodology, and characterization techniques section, the 

synthetic procedures presented in the different chapters are described, as well as 

specifics on the characterization techniques applied.  

In chapter I, the synthetic protocols for the different CCMoids are described. Some of 

these units are later used as linkers, and therefore, special attention is paid to the 

analysis of the different substituents in the lateral positions and unit lengths of these 

CCMoids, hence the influence of the skeleton structure in the CCMoid properties is 

discussed. 

Chapter II shows the synthesis of CPs based on a natural CCMoid, the so-called 

bisdemethoxycumin, BDMC, containing exclusively phenol groups as lateral substituents. 

The most part of the structures of such CPs were completed by the use of a set of 

bipyridine molecules as co-linkers. The results presented in this chapter were published 

in a publication (appendix II): 

Rodríguez-Cid, L., Sañudo, E. C., López-Periago, A. M., González-Campo, A., Aliaga-

Alcalde, N., & Domingo, C. (2020). Novel Zn (II) Coordination Polymers Based on the 

Natural Molecule Bisdemethoxycurcumin. Crystal Growth & Design, 20(10), 6555-6564. 

Chapter III describes the CPs obtained using a synthetic CCMoid that contains pyridine 

moieties at the sides (3pyCCMoid). This work describes the achievement of a new 3D 

structure, where this CCMoid coordinates to Zn(II) centres, and compares it with two 

additional systems (1D and 2D) prepared in the past. In addition, a robust methodology 

established for the exfoliation of the 2D-CP based on this curcuminoid is also shown. The 

results presented in this chapter were published in a publication (appendix II): 

Rodríguez-Cid, L., Qian, W., Iribarra-Araya, J., Etcheverry-Berríos, Á., Martínez-Olmos, E., 

Choquesillo-Lazarte, D., Sañudo, E.C., Roubeau, O., López-Periago, A. M., González-

Campo, A., Planes, J.G., Soler, M., Domingo, C. & Aliaga-Alcalde, N. (2021). Broadening 

the scope of high structural dimensionality nanomaterials using pyridine-based 

curcuminoids. Dalton Transactions, 50(20), 7056-7064.   

Chapter IV, describes the explorative work performed with the aim of creating OPs based 

on CCMoids. Preliminary results in the synthesis of such extended structures are 

discussed here together with general feedback for future studies.  



  

 
 

Finally, the general conclusions section provides final considerations of the 

achievements of this doctoral thesis. 
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General introduction 
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1. Introduction 
At the heart of this doctoral thesis is the development of new coordination polymers 

(CPs), including 2D structures, and organic polymers (OPs), all of them extended 

structures involving known and newly synthetized curcuminoid molecules (CCMoids). 

Thereafter, this introductory chapter describes the synthetic protocols and main 

characteristics of the developed materials and CCMoid precursors. 

1.1. Curcuminoids (CCMoids) 

CCMoids are a group of molecules that present a conjugated carbon chain with different 

aromatic substituents in the corners and a β-diketone moiety in the central position 

(figure 1). As it is typical in molecules with a β-diketone, CCMoids could have the keto-

enol and diketo forms in equilibrium, predominating in many cases the keto-enol form. 

This is the case of curcumin that displays mostly the later in organic solvents, acid media 

and solid state.1 

 

Figure 1. General structure of CCMoids in the enol form.  

CCMoids can have a biological (natural) or synthetic origin, although all of them can be 

synthetized in the laboratory.2 The chemical versatility and potential tritopic 

coordination of these molecules make them interesting candidates to develop 

coordination chemistry, including the generation of coordination polymers (CPs). The 

substituents present in the corners can react with organic molecules as well forming 

polymers (OPs). All these important aspects are developed in the core of this doctoral 

thesis and are illustrated in the following sections. 

1.1.1. Natural and synthetic CCMoids 

There are three known CCMoids available in nature, curcumin (CCM), 

demethoxycurcumin (DMC) and bisdemethoxycurcumin (BDMC). These three 

compounds are part of turmeric, a spice obtained from the rhizomes of the plant 

Curcuma longa. This plant is included in the Zingiberaceae family and it is cultivated in 

tropical and subtropical regions, mainly in Asia.3 In turmeric, CCMoids occur in a 

percentage between 2-8 wt%, being CCM the most abundant (70-80 wt%), followed by 

DMC (15-25 wt%) and BDMC (3-10 wt%). All of them have oxygen groups as substituents 

in the two aromatic rings (R in figure 1 and figure 2). CCM has one hydroxyl and one 

methoxy groups in each ring, in the positions para- and meta-, respectively. The structure 
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of BDMC is similar to that of CCM, but the two methoxy groups are missing; and, finally, 

DMC is an asymmetric CCMoid, since it has different substituents in the two aromatic 

rings, e.g., one side contains one hydroxyl and methoxy groups and the other only one 

hydroxyl unit.4 From them, CCM has been the most studied and used material. The first 

set of scientific studies dealing with the properties of the CCM molecule go back to 1748 

in the publication of Loeber and Buechner;5 however, CCM was not isolated until 1842 

by Vogel et al..6 and its chemical formula was described in 1910 by Milobedzka et al.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Molecular structures of natural CCMoids. Flowers, leaves and rhizomes of the 

plant Curcuma Longa are shown on the background.  

Nowadays, different methodologies have been developed to increase the number of 

members of the CCMoid family by the use of synthetic methods, with a huge variety of 

lateral substituents that have been designed to answer the requirements of different 

applications. Figure 3 displays some examples of synthesized CCMoids. 

 

Figure 3. Examples of synthetic CCMoids with different lateral substituents.8-13 
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1.1.2. CCMoids preparation: extraction and synthesis  

The increased historical interest in CCM and other natural CCMoids have boost the 

development of different extraction techniques from turmeric, going from conventional 

extraction with organic solvents14,15 to assisted with microwave technology16 and even 

the use of supercritical CO2.17 Extraction is followed by separation using chromatographic 

methods to obtain each CCMoid individually.18 However, extraction techniques have the 

drawbacks of low percentages of recovery and low selectivity, which make difficult to 

obtain each single CCMoid highly pure. All these factors have promoted advanced 

research on synthetic approaches¡Error! Marcador no definido. that, at the same time, allow the 

preparation of new CCMoids, with different substituents than the observed in the natural 

molecules. 

For the synthesis of CCMoids, first attempts were based on a condensation reaction 

established between acetyl acetone (acac) and an aldehyde owning the desired 

substituent. Thus, vanillin was utilized to obtain CCM. In the first synthesis, performed in 

1910, eight steps were necessary to obtain the final molecule, which resulted in very low 

yields.19 Later, in 1937, Pavolini et al.20 proposed a fast one-pot reaction involving boron 

oxide, but still the yield was very low, approx. 10 wt%. Finally, in 1964, Pabon et al.21 

managed to improve the yield up to values of 70 wt% by adding tributylborate and n-

butylamine to the reaction medium, while using ethyl acetate as solvent. This synthetic 

protocol, summarised in figure 4, starts with the formation of a compound by the 

reaction of two molecules of acac and boron oxide (1, figure 4). This step avoids the 

undesired Knovenager condensation occurring through the protons of the central C atom 

in the acac molecule, that are more acidic than those from the corners. Then, the 

aldehyde is added together with tributylborate and n-butylamine, the latter in catalytic 

quantities. The first is used to remove the molecules of water formed by condensation 

in the main reaction and the second, to facilitate the removal of the protons of the acac. 

Finally, the compound with the boron oxide (2, figure 4) is dissociate using water or acid 

media to obtain the desired CCMoid in high yields.15 

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the Pabon’s method. 
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Using the Pabon’s method or variations from this, it has been possible to obtain all the 

natural phenolic CCMoids, and also others with different substituents in the benzene 

rings,2 for example, with aromatic cyclic substituents such as thiophenes.22 However, this 

method is not always the optimal to obtain all the CCMoids with reasonable yields. To 

solve this problem, new synthetic protocols have been proposed,2 although most of them 

still keep the condensation between the acac and the aldehyde as initial main step. As 

an example, Rao et al.23 have proposed the formation of a different intermediate by using 

boron trifluorate instead of boron oxide. Other authors suggested changes in the solvent, 

as Ferrari et al.24 that used DMF instead of EtOAc. Finally, different molecules to remove 

protons in acac have been studied instead of n-butylamine, for instance piperidine or 

morpholine used by Babu et al.24 Also, the use of microwave assisted synthesis has been 

proposed to reduce reaction time and the amount of solvent.25 

1.1.3. CCMoids applications 

Turmeric has been employed since ancient time, mainly in China and India, as a dye, 

aromatic spice, food additive for preservation and in traditional medicine.26 All these 

applications relate to the presence of CCMoids in this spice. These molecules confer to 

the turmeric the characteristic yellow-orange colour and, as many of other 

diarylheptanoids, give biomedical properties.27 Most of the biomedical benefits can be 

attributed to their antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects. Particularly CCM has been 

recognized and used worldwide in many different forms: in curries in India, served in tea 

in Japan, in cosmetics in Thailand, as a colorant in China, in drinks in Korea, as an anti-

inflammatory and antiseptic agent in Malaysia and Pakistan, and as a preservative and a 

colouring agent in mustard, cheese, butter or chips in the United States.28 In addition, all 

natural CCMoids have been tested as antioxidants, antiprotozoal, antibacterial, antiviral 

and antitumoral agents.28,29 

Some synthetic CCMoids have been studied in molecular electronics. In that sense, the 

team of Aliaga-Alcalde et al.30,31 have studied the used of anthracene based CCMoids in 

molecular break junction devices. In these works, the CCMoids were coupled by π−π 

stacking to few layer graphene electrodes; this way, measurements of the electron 

transport throw the molecule were carried out, proving the potential of room-

temperature operation of molecular-based devices.30,31 The same group have performed 

studies with gold electrodes and thiophene and methylthiophene based CCMoids by 

mechanically controllable break junction technique.22 For the family of thiophene 

CCMoids, HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital) studies in solution and anchored to a gold electrode have been 

performed.  

In addition, the so-called pseudo-CCMoids are described as molecules that maintain 

some CCMoid features, but also present differences from the general structure, some 
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examples are shown in figure 5. Thus, pseudo-CCMoids could be CCMoids with 

substituents in the central carbon (in yellow), which confer interesting new 

functionalities to the molecules, including the possibility of anchoring them to substrates 

(nanoparticles, rigid or flexible surfaces, electrodes, etc.).32-34 Modifications in the 

number of carbons in the skeleton of the molecule are included here too (in blue).30,31 

Finally, the presence of the β-diketone allows the coordination of metals and semimetals 

(in green, figure 5), intensively studied in coordination chemistry.35 This last aspect is 

further discussed in the next sections. 

 

Figure 5. Examples of CCMoids with different moieties: (a) Wanninger et al.36, (b) Burzuri 

et al.31 (c) Olavarría-Contreras et al35, (d) Prins et al.30, (e) Olavarría-Contreras et al 35, (f) 

Dulic et al.34 and (g) Ohtsu et al.37 

 

1.2. Coordination chemistry of CCMoids 

1.2.1. CCMoid-based mononuclear compounds  

The β-diketone functionality has been intensively studied in coordination chemistry due 

to the easy formation of mononuclear compounds with a multitude of the elements of 

the periodic table.38 The presence of a β-diketone in the central position of CCMoids 

makes feasible the formation of metal and semimetal coordination compounds thus, 

changing or adding new properties to the compounds, opening them to new 

applications. In general, these compounds include one divalent or trivalent metal centre 
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and a variable number of CCMoid entities (one to three), requiring sometimes additional 

molecules (e.g., solvent and/or co-ligands) to complete the coordination sphere of the 

metal ion. Mononuclear CCM compounds have been synthetized with most of the 

elements in the periodic table, generally with metallic centres of the d-block, particularly 

Cu(II), Zn(II), Ni(II), Fe(II), Mn(II) and Ru(II); although there are also a good number of 

publications with vanadyl species, mainly with the V=O unit.38 In addition, some 

examples of compounds can be found involving Na(II), Be(II), Mg(II), Ca(II), Ba(II), In(II), 

Sn(II), Pb(II), Y(II), La(II), Zr(II), Cr(II), Tc(II), Th(II) and U(II), among others.39 Finally, many 

examples of coordination compounds have been also published with CCMoids, natural 

and synthetic, involving most of them metal ions of the groups eight to twelve in the 

periodic table.40 

In general, the synthetic path for the achievement of mononuclear CCMoid compounds 

involves the mixing and heating of the chosen CCMoid molecule and the metal salt often 

under the presence of a weak base to help the deprotonation of the former.40 The 

heating method is usually by the use of conventional reflux setups or oven, but 

microwave-assisted synthesis can be used as well.41 In many cases, the precipitation of 

crystals containing only the CCMoid as the ligand in the coordination compound 

(homoleptic species) is difficult, being more common the achievement of crystal 

structures where, in addition to the CCMoid, other molecules participate in the 

coordination (heteroleptic compounds). These spectator ligands can be solvent 

molecules or small/capping molecules, among others.42 

CCMoid-based coordination compounds have been synthetized basically for medical 

purposes. For example, some compounds involving Zn(II) are proposed to reduce the 

levels of insuline in plasma,43 to increase females fertility,44 to act against gastric ulcers 

or to give hepatotoxicity protection.45 Different CCMoid compounds involving Zn(II), 

Cu(II), Pd(II) or vanadate have shown encouraging properties in cancer treatments.40 

Some of these coordination compounds have been studied for the treatment of different 

diseases, such as Parkinson,46 Alzheimer47 or VIH.48 Along with them, CCMoid-based 

coordination compounds containing Ga(III), Tc(I) or Re(I) metal centres have been 

developed as potential contrast agent in imaging diagnosis.49,50 

Besides biomedical purposes, CCMoid-based coordination compounds have found 

applications as sensors and/or capturing toxic heavy metal ions, such as Cu(II), Cr(II), 

Cd(II), Pb(II) or Hg(II).51 Advanced optical applications have been described for Ln(III)-

CCMoid compounds.52 Co(II)-CCMoid compounds were synthetized to exploit the 

magnetic properties of the metal centres that vary depending on the disposition (E or Z) 

of the CCMoid ligands.53 Finally, Ni(II)-CCMoid compounds have been studied for the 

modification of electrodes.54 

Moreover, it is also remarkable the number of publications based on compounds with 

CCM and boron species, particularly boron oxide, which have previously been analysed, 

and sometimes even isolated, as intermediate units in the synthesis of CCMoids (figure 
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4). In fact, the first two synthetized mononuclear coordination compounds based in CCM 

were two boron compounds (figure 6), rosocyanine55 and rubrocurcumin.56 

 

Figure 6. Molecular schemes of rosocyanine and rubrocurcumin.  

The coordination of CCM and boron ions produce huge variations in the light absorption 

capacity of the final compounds vs. pristine CCM, which allows the development of boron 

detection methodologies in different media.57 This colorimetric approach is still in use 

for the determination of boronic acid and derivatives, where the addition of CCM 

produces a clear colour change in the solutions.58 In the family of boron compounds, the 

most studied are those containing boron difluoride moiety coordinated to the β-diketone 

group of the CCMoids. This type of “CCMoidsBF2” systems are widely studied for their 

electron-accepting properties and strong fluorescence.59 Indeed, the BF2 unit enhances 

and promotes shifts in the absorbance and fluorescence properties of the CCMoid-based 

coordination compounds.60 This effect is related to changes in the energy gap between 

HOMO and LUMO orbitals.60 In general, CCMoids and coordinated CCMoids present a 

semiconductive behaviour and, usually, a reduction of the bandgap is observed when 

they are coordinated to BF2 units.13 

1.2.2. CCMoids coordination polymers 

In addition to the β-diketone functionality, CCMoids may also contain other donor atoms, 

placed as aromatic substituents in the lateral positions, which are prone to coordinate 

with metal centres. Curiously, the possibility of having these additional interactions was 

already detected during the synthesis of mononuclear species, and the resulting 

polymers were considered undesired by-products.40 Historically, this issue has been 

overlooked, although in some occasions the possibility of forming CPs was already 

suggested.40 These precedents proves the capacity of the CCMoids family to act as 

exceptional candidates to synthetize new CP structures.61,62 This is the starting point and 

query that triggered the studies presented in this doctoral thesis. For this reason, this 

introductory chapter gives a general description of CPs, describing, in particular, the 

limited information of regarding the existing CCMoids-CP. 
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1.3. Coordination polymers (CPs)  

CPs, and the subclass of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), are extended infinite 

structures of different dimensionalities, i.e., one-, two- or three-dimensional (1D, 2D or 

3D) structures, formed by the coordination of metal centres or metal clusters with 

organic linkers (figure 7).63 The dimensionality of the structure is defined by the number 

of directions in space where the infinite array extends, that in return, depends on the 

structure and number of coordination bonds established between the metal ions and the 

linkers. CPs are usually precipitated as highly ordered crystalline materials64 that can be 

studied by single-crystal XRD. In general, due to the almost infinite existing structures 

and the strength of the coordination bonds, CPs are highly insoluble in most common 

solvents. In some cases, solubilisation is achieved by the use of strong coordinative 

solvents or extreme pH values.65 

Figure 7. Schematic description of the formation of CPs. 

Different bibliographical sources have suggested that the first synthetized CP is the 

compound known as Prussian blue, obtained between 1704 and 1705, although its 

structure was not elucidated until 1974.66 The term "coordination polymer" appears in 

the decade of 1950 and the subject rapidly evolves in the 1960s and 1970s67,68 with the 

publication of several initial reviews about CPs. However, it was not until the 1980s, and, 

especially, since the elucidation of a 3D CP synthetized by Hoskin and Robson in 1989,69 

when the field triggers the interest of a vast part of the scientific community.  

Since the beginning, the sub-class of MOFs has attracted most of the attention. The term 

MOF was popularized by Yaghi et al.70 around 1995 to describe a microporous CP. 

Nowadays, the IUPAC recommended the use of MOF to name CPs that involve porosity, 

while CP can be utilized to name all the infinite structures formed by the coordination of 

metal centres and organic linkers.71 

Metal

Organic
linker

CPs
1D

2D

3D
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1.3.1. Metal centres 

CPs have been synthesized with almost all the metal ions of the periodic table, although 

mainly transition metals (3d-5d) and lanthanides are used in most of the investigations. 

Metal ions are connected with their neighbours through the organic linkers. In many 

cases, the metal centre is pre-organized in secondary building units (SBUs), which are 

well-defined clusters containing two or more metals connected through donor atoms.72 

Metal ions influence the final structure of the CP through their coordination number and 

adopted geometry. In CPs, the metal centres have basically coordination numbers from 

two to six, extensible to higher values in few cases, mainly for lanthanides. Besides, for a 

fixed coordination number, the metal can adopt different geometries (table 1). Multiple 

articles describe the possibility of controlling the final structures by conveniently 

choosing the metal geometry.73 However, structural design is a complex process, since it 

can be affected by several parameters, such as the functional groups and length of the 

linkers, as well as the existence of counter ions, solvent molecules, or non-bonding guests 

that occupy some of the available coordination positions of the metal unit.73 Stoppers 

are commonly used to control the number and orientation of the coordination of the 

metal ions.73 The metal centres, as the linkers, contribute to the properties of the CP, 

therefore, depending on their nature the CP may present magnetic properties,54 by 

involving paramagnetic metals, or luminescence, due to antenna effects, caused by the 

presence of lanthanides.74 

1.3.2. Organic molecules as linkers  

The principal requirement for an organic molecule to act as a CP linker is to have at least 

two donor atoms that promote coordination to metal ions. Taking into account this 

broad definition, the number of molecules accomplishing this requirement is extremely 

high.63 Figure 8 depicts some examples of linkers often used to build CPs, showing oxygen 

and nitrogen units as the most typical donor atoms. Molecular bridges with only one type 

of coordination group are called homotopic linkers, in contrast to heterotopic linkers that 

possess at least two different coordinative groups. The latter are less common than the 

former and increases the serendipity in the prediction of the final structures (due to the 

combination of more than one functional group, having different reactivity within the 

same linker, e.g., charged and neutral).75-77 One interesting strategy to obtain new CPs is 

the use of isoreticular synthesis, also known as the node spacer strategy. In this 

methodology the coordinative part of the ligand (node) remains unchanged, varying the 

nature/length between the coordinative part (spacer).78 Some examples are shown in 

figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Examples of linkers used in CPs classified by the neutral or charged nature of 

the donor atom, including examples of heterotopic linkers and the strategy of node and 

spacer. 

In the case of oxygen-containing linkers, the most well-known systems are a family of 

carboxylic ligands. Actually, many of the most famous MOFs contain carboxylates, e.g., 

HKUST, MOF-5, MIL-100 and the IRMOF family (table 1).79 Other oxygen containing 

linkers incorporate alcohol, catechol or β-diketone functional groups.79 From the 

nitrogen-containing linkers, pyridine-based molecules have been extensively studied. 

Within this family, the linkers have in common at least two pyridine groups with the N 

atoms in different positions (ortho- meta- or para-). Between the two rings, spacers are 

located, such as other aromatics groups or carbon chains with different lengths and 

saturation degree. As bipyridines are neutral ligands and the metal centres have, most 

of the time, two or more positive charges, the resulting CPs need to incorporate other 

entities to compensate the charge, which can be counterions from the metal salt or 

additional ligands.80 Inside of the pyridine family, also molecules with three pyridine 

rings, tripyridines, have been used as linkers in CPs.81,82 
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Table 1. Organic linkers, secondary building units and structures of some well-known 

MOFs. 

 

 

The most common CPs are those formed by metal centres connected through one type 

of linkers. Despite of this, the combination of two or more linkers is a common practice 

too, leading to compounds known as mixed-linker systems. Related to this, a number of 

CPs formed by the mixing of ditopic and tritopic linkers83 or anionic and neutral linkers84 

can be found in the literature. A frequently reported combination is the mixing of 

carboxylic acids and rigid bipyridine co-linkers; this way, even structures like helical 

chains have been described.85-87 The approach of using a co-linker is often applied to 

drastically modify the structure of the CP, for instance to obtain CPs with two or more 

types of pores or to increase the dimension of the final structure.88 
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1.3.3. Natural molecules as linkers  

Efforts to synthesize new molecules that could be used as organic linkers have risen 

together with the scientific interest in CPs. In this respect, they have been performed 

many studies in molecules present in nature to establish their potential use linkers. For 

instance, amino acids,89 peptides,90,91 nucleobases,92,93 proteins94 and saccharides95,96 

have been extensively used. Some investigations have also been carried out with 

porphyrins97 or even with small biomolecules present in living organisms (figure 9).98,99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Examples of natural linkers used for the synthesis of CPs.100 

Most of the natural molecules are heterotopic linkers, which confers asymmetry to the 

molecule and can hamper the achievement of infinite structures. Moreover, they often 

have more flexibility than designed synthetic linkers, being this a drawback to achieve 

crystalline structures.61 Nevertheless, they bring interesting properties, such as 

biocompatibility, facilitating relevant biological applications. In recent years, it has been 

developed a new sub-class of CPs called biological metal organic frameworks (BioMOFs) 

that present biomolecules as linkers, thus ensuring the biocompatibility.101 For synthetic 

CCMoids, the biological capabilities of each system should be addressed depending on 

the design. Regarding this matter and taking into account that natural CCMoids have 

been used in medical trials thanks to their low toxicity and absence of side effects, these 

CCMoids meet the criteria toward the synthesis of BioMOFs.  
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1.3.4. Synthetic methods 

The literature related to CPs and MOFs synthesis displays multiple methods. In this 

section, a short description of the different synthetic approaches is given, paying special 

attention to the three methodologies applied in this doctoral thesis: (i) layering, (ii) 

reaction at high temperature (solvothermal and non-solvothermal syntheses) and (iii) 

synthesis in supercritical CO2.  

1.3.4.1. Direct precipitation (open and close vessels) and layering 

In the direct precipitation method (performed in open vessels), reagents are mixed at 

room temperature in a fixed concentration, slightly below than the corresponding to 

their supersaturation level. Factors such as nucleation are thus reduced, and high-quality 

crystals are formed by slow solvent evaporation.102 

The layering approach is similar, but in this case, crystallization is produced by the slow 

diffusion of the reagents. In this methodology, represented in figure 10, two miscible 

solvents are used, the organic linker is dissolved in one and the metal salt in the other. 

Here the densities of each solvent organise the layers, the densest is placed at the 

bottom of the vial meanwhile the other is carefully added on the top, forming two 

different layers. The vials are kept unaltered during a period of time enough to allow 

solvents diffusion and gradual mixing of the reagents, with the idea again of favouring 

crystal growth versus nucleation.104 This technique has been traditionally used to obtain 

crystals of organic molecules, coordination compounds and proteins,103 and it was also 

used in early works for the synthesis of CPs.104 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the layering method. 

In the solvothermal technique, temperature and pressure are used to accelerate the 

kinetics of the process and, at the same time, to achieve high quality crystals. Indeed, 

solvothermal methods are  the most commonly used in the synthesis of CPs and MOFs. 

Solvothermal reactions take place in closed vessels under autogenous pressure above 

the boiling point of the solvent.105 Experiments are performed in teflon-lined autoclaves 
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or even sealed glass vials when the filling volume and the temperature are relatively low. 

There are variations of the method used in this doctoral thesis, displaying soft conditions 

that involve the use of closed glass vials using again low temperatures and filling volumes 

(figure 11a). For the solvothermal reaction, the recipient is typically introduced in an 

oven at RT and the temperature is raised to the desired value either straightforwardly or 

with a complex ramp.106 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Schematic solvothermal method: (a) a vial with hermetic closure and the 

reagents completely solubilized is introduced in an oven used for the solvothermal 

synthesis, recovering a vial with the precipitated crystals; (b) Examples of solvents used 

in CP syntheses: DMA: dimethylacetamide, DMF: dimethylformamide, DEF: 

diethylformamide, DEE: diethylacetamide, DEP: diethylpropionamide, DMSO: 

dimethylsulfonamide, EtOH: ethanol, MeOH: methanol, H2O: water.  

In the solvothermal method, heating can also be performed with a microwave, and with 

a precise optimization of the parameters (e.g.: temperature, pressure, power, solvent 

and time), it is possible to increase the yield of the reaction and improve crystallinity and 

product purity. It is particularly remarkable the effectiveness that have shown this 

heating technique in the achievement of nanoscale products.106 Indeed, the fast-heating 

in microwave favours nucleation vs. crystal growth. 

It is important to emphasize that many net and mixed solvents have been used in CPs 

synthesis (figure 11, right). The physico-chemical properties of the solvent play a key role 

in the synthesis; for example, the boiling point is important in solvothermal methods, the 

density is relevant in layering approaches and the dipole moment in microwave heating. 

The basic treat of some of the solvents, such as dimethylformamide (DMF) or 

dimethylacetamide (DMA)107, is often necessary to deprotonate the linker, triggering the 

formation of the CP. In addition, some solvents, such as MeOH, EtOH, DMF, DMA or H2O 

have the ability of coordinating with the metal ions becoming part of the structure.108 In 

other cases, the solvent remains in the structure as a guess molecule, without forming 

strong bonds with the metal centre, but interacting with different parts of the structure 

through electrostatic forces.109 Even when the solvent is not included in the structure, 

(a) (b) 
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different CPs can been obtained by changing this factor in the synthetic protocol, thus 

they can act as structural directing agents.110 The use of mixtures of solvents has also 

been extensively tested to favour crystallization.111 

Regarding other conditions, the pH effect has been extensively studied in aqueous 

reactions, either in pure water or mixed with alcohols, particularly in compounds 

involving carboxylic acids.112 Clearly, here the deprotonation of the linker would favour 

the coordination with the metal units. Following the strategy of playing with the pH, the 

selective deprotonation within the linkers (e.g.: tricarboxylic acids) can be attained giving 

place to different structures.113 

Finally, reagent’s concentration is a basic parameter to define not only the crystal quality, 

but also the precipitated phase. In that sense, high concentration can trigger fast 

precipitation, leading to small crystals. On the contrary, low concentration can 

significantly increase the reaction time, hindering precipitation and the achievement of 

crystalline materials.114 The search of the successful concentration of reagents is 

frequently performed based on a trial-and-error method. Variations in the molar ratio 

between metal salts and linkers can easily produce changes in the structure as well.  

1.3.4.2. Synthesis in supercritical CO2 

A supercritical fluid is a system that can be liquefy at temperatures and pressures above 

its critical point. In these conditions, the fluid have intermediate properties between the 

gas and liquid phases.115 In their supercritical conditions, fluids present some interesting 

properties, such as high diffusivity that facilitates mass transfer, gas-like viscosity and 

null surface tension.115 ScCO2, the most used supercritical fluid, has a relatively low 

critical pressure and temperature (73 bar and 31 °C, respectively, figure 12), as well as 

low cost, non-flammability, and negligible toxicity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Phase diagram of CO2, remarking in yellow the critical point and conditions. 
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ScCO2 has been extensively used in the post-synthesis activation of MOFs to eliminate 

residual reagents and/or solvents remaining in the structure, while avoiding the collapse 

of the porous structure.116 This is especially problematic when solvents with high boiling 

point are used in the synthesis. In these cases, it is necessary the exchange of these 

solvents with more volatile liquid solvents (e.g., alcohols) before scCO2 activation. In 

addition, scCO2 is considered a green methodology that avoid toxic solvents generally 

used in the synthesis of CPs.117 The first CP achieved using scCO2 was published by the 

team of Domingo et al. in 2015118 and since that, the effectiveness of this methodology 

in the synthesis of previously reported119 and new compounds have been probed.120 The 

main drawback in the use of this technique is the low solubility of many reagents in 

scCO2. Different approaches can be applied to solve this limitation, as it is the use of co-

solvents, in which a small quantity of a solvent miscible with scCO2 (EtOH, DMSO…) is 

added to the reaction media.121 Some basic additives, such as tert-butylpyridine, have 

also been used to increase the solubility by forming an intermediate specie with the 

metal ions.122 Moreover, in many cases the products are obtained as powder crystalline 

precipitates in contrast to the single crystals obtained with other techniques.62 Overall, 

nowadays the use of scCO2 for the synthesis of CPs is increasing.123 

1.3.4.4. Additional synthetic methods 

Electrochemistry: metal ions are continuously produced by the oxidation of a metallic 

electrode introduced in a solution that contains the organic linker and a conducting salt. 

This methodology was developed for large scale production, since it allows the 

continuous formation of a large quantity of material, while avoiding the presence of the 

contra ions in the salt sources.124 

Mechanochemistry: the driving force that makes possible the reaction is mechanical, e.g., 

pressure or gridding. The use of this method avoids the need of high external 

temperatures or/and high boiling point solvents, while open the possibility of using 

reagents with low solubility in typical solvothermal solvents. In some cases, it becomes 

necessary the addition of small quantities of salts or solvents (ion or liquid assisted 

grinding, respectively) to obtain crystalline products.125 

Sonochemistry: ultrasonic waves are used to induce the reaction by cavitation, i.e., by 

the formation of microbubbles in the solvent containing the reagents, due to the high 

negative pressure produced on it by the waves.126 

1.3.5. 2D-CPs: properties and synthetic approaches. 

Since the exfoliation of graphene in 2004, 2D layered materials have attracted much 

attention because of their especial characteristics giving by the dimensionality, such as 

huge aspect ratio, quantum-size effect and plain surface conformation.127 In 2D 

materials, the layers are constituted by covalent or coordination bonds, while they are 

stacked together in 3D products through weak interactions, such as π-π stacking or H-
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bonding and electrostatic forces. The name nanosheets is used for 2D structures stacked 

from few layers to a thickness of approx. 100 nm. In general, nanosheets present high 

flexibility and resistance to mechanical stress, and higher specific surface area than the 

non-exfoliated bulk materials. Currently, many different families of 2D materials are 

under study, including graphene-based products, transition metal dichalcogenides 

(MoS2, TiS2, TaS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, etc.), layered metal oxides, layered double 

hydroxides and black phosphorus, and more recently 2D CPs, MOFs and COFs (covalent 

organic frameworks).128 Due to the great technological interest of these nanomaterials, 

many different methods have been developed to obtain nanosheets, which are here 

divided in two groups: bottom up and top down. 

Bottom-up approach: the nanosheets are formed by controlling and limiting the growth 

of the material in one direction.129 Actually, for CPs the restriction of the growth in one 

direction is challenging, but some strategies have been developed. One of the most 

popular is the interlayer growth, where the structure is moulded in a liquid-liquid 

interphase of immiscible solvents, such as water or DCM,130 or in air-liquid interphase.131 

Recently, methodologies based on the use of surfactants, which avoid the vertical growth 

of the nanosheet and the staking, or the intercalation of small molecule between the 

layers have been successfully tested.132 Related techniques are vapour deposition and 

sonication.128 

Top-down approach: layers are separated from the bulk material by breaking the 

supramolecular interactions that keep them together.128 For this, the most used 

techniques are mechanical cleavage by sonication, mechanical force-assisted liquid 

exfoliation, ion intercalation-assisted and selective etching-assisted methods.133 In this 

doctoral thesis, the liquid exfoliation technique using sonication as the mechanical force 

has been used (figure 13), as it has been described previously for other CPs.134 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the liquid-assisted exfoliation method using 

ultrasounds as the mechanical force.  
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This technique is straightforward, fast and effective, although the exfoliation yield is low, 

and problems related to re-aggregation of the layers are common.135 The selection of the 

solvent is one of the key points in this method. The studied material must be insoluble in 

the solvent, but still weak interactions between the solvent and the nanosheets are 

required to avoid re-stacking. Nanosheets are basically characterized by atomic force 

(AFM) and high-resolution transmission electron TEM (HR-TEM) microscopies. 

Additionally, with TEM the electron diffraction pattern of the nanosheets can sometimes 

be obtained and transformed in the XRD pattern, thus proving that the structure of the 

bulk crystals is maintained after exfoliation. TEM also provides an idea of the thickness 

of the nanosheets by using the contrast of the images. However, for this matter AFM 

gives a more precise information regarding the material thickness.135 

1.3.6. Applications of CPs 

One of the advantages of CPs is that they can afford the best properties of their two 

components, the organic linker and the metal centre, and for this reason they can be 

applied in multiple fields. Some examples are presented in figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Examples of the application fields of CPs.  

For catalytic applications, it is crucial the role of the transition-metal centre, that should 

be catalytically active. This property is especially interesting in open and porous MOF 

structures, due to the high number of metal centres accessible to the reagents that 

participate in the catalysis. This topic has been extensively considered and several MOFs 

have been studied toward oxidation, condensation, alkylation and reduction reactions.136 
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For conduction applications, conductive CPs are divided according to the charge carrier 

in the studied material, being possible electronic or ionic conduction. From these two, 

proton conduction is the most important. In these materials, apart from the components 

of the CP, the counter ions and/or molecules surrounding the structure/occupying voids 

are also important. For example, to obtain high proton conductivity, organic linkers with 

–OH, –SO3H, –PO3H, –SH or –NH groups137 as substituents are proposed, together with 

the inclusion of Lewis acid molecules or counter ions.137 For electronic conductivity, 

significant overlapping between the orbitals of the metal ions and the organic molecules 

facilitates the charge transport. In this regard, conductive CPs open the application of 

these extended structures to the fabrication of ion batteries, supercapacitors, field effect 

transistors, etc.138 

For optical applications, the luminescence properties of some CPs have been taken into 

consideration.139 For this, the selection of linkers is crucial, although the metal centre 

also plays a role because it can quench or increase this property. For example, 

lanthanides have been recurrently chosen for this application, due to their antenna effect 

that increases luminescence emission.140 

For biomedical applications, bioMOFs and bioCPs are being proposed too. Uses have 

been found in biomedicine and/or as biosensors. For all these applications, it is necessary 

the used of non-toxic and biocompatible components.141 In medicine, the most studied 

CPs have been porous structures (MOFs) used for drug encapsulation and delivery. Many 

articles propose the placement of different therapeutic drugs inside the pores of these 

compounds and the further delivery of the drugs inside the body.142 In most cases, there 

is a decomposition of the MOF, which also implies the release of their components 

(figure 15). For that reason, it is especially important the use of innocuous organic 

molecules and metals in the synthesis of BioMOFs.143 Recently, Miller et al.144 have 

proposed that the organic linker may be also the drug of interest. This last approach 

reduces toxicity and the drawback of needing a porous material to encapsulate the drug, 

since the active agent is already part of the CP structure (figure 16).145 In addition, some 

BioMOFs have shown antimicrobial properties146 or even biomimetic catalysis.147 

BioMOFs display encouraging properties as biosensors for the selective detection of 

metal ions148,149 or other species.150 Regarding this matter, as has been previously 

explained, many CCMoids have shown relevant medical properties and low or null 

toxicity, being considered suitable for the formation of CPs with biological applications 

and a new member of the BioMOFs family.  
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Figure 15. Drug encapsulation in porous CPs and forming part of the structure. 

1.4. Organic extended structures 

1.4.1. Organic polymers (OPs) 

OPs are formed by the repetition of sub-elements involving covalent bonds among these 

monomeric units.151 Many OPs are available in nature and have been used since ancient 

times.152 Very well-known examples are wool and cotton. Bakelite, the first organic 

synthetic polymer, was already described in 1909, followed by polyethylene, poly(vinyl 

chloride) and polyamide between 1930 and 1950. This discovery supposed a complete 

revolution in human society, leading to the development of the plastic industry in the 

1950s. The development of synthetic polymers has represented a huge impact for 

industry, with the development of highly important materials such as nylon or 

polyethylenepolystyrene.153 During this period, the research on OPs was of great 

importance, leading to several Nobel prizes (e.g., Flory, de Gennes, Ziegler and Natta).154 

Since then, the number of articles related to OPs continues growing. The functional 

groups and the structure of the monomers are of great relevance and affect the rigidity, 

the capacity of stablishing interchain interactions and crosslinking.155 

The methodology chosen to achieve polymerization would depend on the functional 

groups implicated in the formation of the covalent bond, being distinguished in the 

literature two types: addition and condensation polymerizations (figure 16).  

Addition or chain-growth polymerisation: here, the polymer contains all the atoms of the 

starting monomer. This is the typical reaction for monomers with double or triple bonds 

in the carbon chain, as for example polyethylene, propylene, polypropylene or polyvinyl 
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chloride. In many cases, this polymerization follows a radical, cationic or anionic, 

mechanism with three steps, denominated initiation, propagation and termination. 

There is only one point of the chain where the next monomer can react.155 

Condensation or step growth polymerisation: this process is done by the reaction of the 

lateral functional groups of the reactive monomer (carboxylic acids, amines, alcohols…). 

In many cases, the formation of the bond produces the elimination of a small molecule, 

frequently water. Examples of this type of polymers are polyester, nylon, proteins and 

even DNA.155  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Schematic representation of the addition and condensation polymerization 

processes. 

The properties and applications of OPs depend on the constituent monomers and the 

connection between them. This is one of the most used material around the world, from 

packing to transportation, with more added-value applications in the biological and 

electronical fields.154 

In the case of biological and biomedical applications, biological OPs play an important 

role in living organisms. DNA or proteins are examples of these OPs with essential 

functions, as well as some polysaccharides (cellulose, chitin, starch and agar).156 Many of 

these polymers have been used for different industrial purposes, including the 

pharmaceutical, where they are often used as excipients, i.e., inactive substances that 

act as vehicle or medium for an active substance.157 In the biomedical field, OPs, natural 

or synthetic, are used in biosensors,158 drug encapsulation159 or tissue regeneration.160 

In another matter, conductive polymers are of great relevance for the construction of 

electronic devices because of their high electrical conductivity, mechanical flexibility, and 

low cost. In many cases, they are doped to increase the conductivity. The first conductive 

polymer was described in 1977 by Shirakawa et al.161 by doping polyacetylene with 

halogens. Further on, many polymers have shown interesting conductive properties that, 

in many cases, are also combined with magnetic, wetting, optical or mechanical 

features.161 This allows the fabrication of field effect transistors, diodes, thermoelectrics, 

sensors, solar cells, and supercapacitators, among others. 161 
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As it occurs in the area of CPs, the formation of ordered materials with porosity creates 

a new type of OPs, called covalent organic frameworks (COFs) that opens the door to 

new applications.162 These structures can be used for absorption and separation of 

molecules and gases, as they can be design with specific pores size and specific moieties 

in the voids allowing selectivity. Many applications have been proposed based in this 

capacity, such as the fabrication of selective membranes, contaminant entrapment, drug 

encapsulation, separation of chiral compounds, gas storage and transport.162 

1.5. Precedents and motivation of this doctoral 

thesis: CPs and polymers based on CCMoids. 

One of the main novelties of this doctoral thesis relays in the preparation of highly 

dimensional structures based on CCMoids. For that, we take advantage of the 

coordination capabilities of the central β-diketone moiety and lateral substituents to 

form CPs or, in the case of the OPs, the ability of the lateral substituents to react with 

organic molecules. In this section the state of the art of this topic is explained to 

emphasize the motivation of this work.  

In 2015, Su et al.61 reported the first CP based on CCM, involving Zn(II) metal centre, 

depicted in figure 17a. This is a porous structure where three Zn(II) form a SBU through 

oxo bridges from lateral hydroxy groups of nearby CCM molecules. Within the CP, the 

central Zn(II) atom is coordinated to six oxygens of four different lateral moieties, two 

methoxy and four phenolic groups. The lateral Zn(II) atoms are pentacoordinated, where 

two of the five oxygen atoms are from a β-diketone and the rest from neighbouring 

moieties, two phenolic and one methoxy groups, respectively. The phenol groups  are 

acting as bridges between the central and the lateral metal atoms. 

More recently, the synthesis of a new CCM-Zn(II) MOF structure was achieved in scCO2 

by the team of Domingo et al.62 Here, it is worth to mention that CCM is typically 

extracted from turmeric roots using scCO2 and EtOH as a solvent and co-solvent, 

respectively.163 In this new structure, shown in figure 17b, all the Zn(II) atoms are 

equivalent, constituting a SBU formed by two metal atoms connected through oxo 

phenyl bridges. Here, the Zn(II) atoms are pentacoordinated to one β-diketone of one 

CCMoid and three oxygen atoms of two substituents of the aromatic ring being one 

methoxy and two phenolic oxygens, the latter are shared between both metal ions. In 

this case, only one of the corners of the molecule is coordinated and the other remains 

protonated forming, despite of this, an ordered extended porous structure. 

Additional CPs based on different CCMoids than CCM have been described by the team 

of Aliaga-Alcalde et al. 53 Figure 18 shows two isostructural CPs with Co(II) an Ni(II) ions, 

respectively, coordinated to the β-diketone of a CCMoid with anthracene substituents in 

the corners. In this case, as this CCMoid does not have donor atoms in the corners, the 
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coordination was completed with bipyridine co-linkers to achieve the extension of the 

structure forming 1D chains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Published CPs based on CCM: a) Su et al., 62 b) Portoles-Gil et al 62 and the CCM 

structure and metal used emphasized in the centre of the figure. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 18. Published CPs based on other CCMoid different to CCM.  

This doctoral thesis aims to enlighten in the knowledge on the design of CPs based on 

different CCMoids by using additional reactive lateral moieties, that can affect the 

dimensionality of the final structures as well as their chemical characteristics, thus, their 

potential properties.  

In the subject of OPs, most of the research performed so far with CCMoids relates to the 

inclusion of these molecules in preformed polymeric structures, approach often used to 

increase the biodisponibility of synthetized polymers.164-166 Hence, the CCMoid is not 

normally used as a monomer in the formation of the polymer. This idea has been only 

explored in few works where CCM or derivatives have been used as co-monomers to 

form polymers (figure 19).167,168  
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Figure 19. Organic polymers based on CCM and derivatives.167,168 

Also related, in 2019 Liu et al.169 published an organic polymer using as monomers 

acetylacetone boron difluoride and tris(4-formylphenyl)amine (figure 20). Even though 

the monomers where not CCMoids, the condensation between them gave as a result a 

CCMoid-based network and, therefore, the repeated unit in the end product is a CCMoid, 

forming a CCMoid-like OP (figure 20). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Organic polymer synthetized by Liu et al.169  

This doctoral thesis aims to provide insight on the above topics, obtaining polymers 

based in new CCMoids and new covalent bonds. Moreover, new CCMoid units have been 

also synthetized toward their future use in the creation of CCMoids-based polymer (1D-

3D). Each chapter of the present doctoral thesis evaluate different aspects of CCMoids 

applied in the field of CPs. 
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Objectives 
This doctoral thesis focuses in the synthesis, characterization and further used of 

molecules that belong to the curcuminoid family (CCMoid). In general, CCMoids present 

a β-diketone moiety in the central position of the molecule and, additional functional 

groups in the lateral sides, some of the latter display the ability of forming more complex 

structures. In this doctoral thesis we present CCMoids as molecular units that contain 

three reactive points and examine their capabilities coordinating with metal centres as 

well as reacting with additional organic molecules. Hence, the principal objective of this 

doctoral thesis was to explore the use of CCMoids in the formation of extended 

structures, probing their ability to act as building blocks for the creation of new 

coordination and organic polymers (CPs and OPs), respectively. For that, it became 

necessary to achieve a series of objectives: 

• The first goal involves the synthesis of a family of CCMoids used in a second step as 

monomeric units. The initial part includes natural and synthetic CCMoids, that could 

be also described as known CCMoids and new ones, the latter not previously 

published. Moreover, our purpose included the thorough analysis of the 

physicochemical properties of these CCMoids, to suggest possible applications and 

to direct our synthetic efforts. 

• The consecutive objective of this doctoral thesis involves the creation of extended 

structures (coordination polymers, CPs) exploring, in a first step, the formation of 

coordination bonds between metal centres and the -diketone moiety and phenol 

substituents of a natural CCMoid, bisdemethoxycurcumin, BDMC. The assistance of 

co-linkers is also included in the study. This way, we analyse changes in the 

dimensionality of the CPs using neutral bipyridine linkers. 

• In parallel with the CP studies performed with BDMC an artificial CCMoid, so-called 

3pyCCMoid, is also examined. This molecule was initially used in a previous thesis 

work, however, here the formation of new CPs is explored by modifying the 

synthetic approach and the exfoliation of a previous synthetized 2D system based 

on the same CCMoid tested. 

• Following our aim of creating extended structures, and taking advantage of the 

molecular design, this doctoral thesis examines the formation of organic polymers 

(OPs) based on CCMoids using two basic routes: the first involves the use of a new 

CCMoid, containing boronic acids that later could react with diol molecules, and the 

second path includes the creation “in situ” of CCMoid-like extended structures.
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1. Equipment and methodology 
1.1. Synthetic methods 

This doctoral thesis encompasses the synthesis of a variety of products, from small 

organic molecules to extended materials. As a consequence, a number of different 

methodologies have been applied to obtain the final systems. In general, organic small 

molecules are obtained using traditional synthetic procedures and the specific conditions 

for each one are given in chapter I. However, some of the CPs and OPs, especially the 

ones where crystallinity was required, are synthetized with the use of specific 

approaches. In this section, these methodologies are explained. 

1.1.1. Solvothermal methodology 

The solvothermal synthesis of the different compounds, outlined in figure 1, is carried 

out at high temperature using and oven as the heating source. The reagents and solvents 

are placed in a Pyrex vial with hermetic closure and sonicated during few seconds. Once 

the complete solubilisation of the reagents is achieved, the vials are placed in the oven 

for a fixed period of time, usually 72 h. After that time, some crystals placed on the walls 

and at the bottom of the vial are observed. These crystals are recovered directly from 

the mother solution and washed with fresh solvent. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representations of the solvothermal methodology. 

This methodology was used for the synthesis of CPs in chapters II and III, as well as for 

the formation of some boronic esters in chapter IV.  The oven used is an Ecocell comfort. 
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1.1.2. Layering methodology 

In this methodology, depicted in figure 2, two miscible solvents were used, and each 

reagent was solved in one of them. The denser solution was placed in the bottom part of 

a long vial and few mL of the less dense solvent were carefully added on the top, forming 

two different layers. Then, the second dissolution was added in the same way and the 

vial is kept unaltered the necessary time. The slow diffusion of the solvents allows a 

gradual mixing of the reagents appearing crystals in the mixture that were cleaned with 

fresh solvent. The intermedia layer of net solvent makes the mixing of the reagent slower 

assisting the formation of a clearer boundary.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic representations of the layering methodology followed in this 

doctoral thesis. 

This methodology was used to crystallize the 3D CP described in chapter III.  

1.1.3. ScCO2 methodology 

ScCO2 synthesis was carried out in a high-pressure equipment involving a CO2 bottle, 

cooling system, pump, pressure and temperature controllers and a stainless-steel reactor 

of 100 mL volume (figure 3).  In a typical experiment, a Pyrex vial holding the solid 

reagents and a stirring bar and covered with a filter paper that allows the free entrance 

of the CO2 but not the exit of the solids (zoom in figure 3), was first prepared. In some 

reactions, the addition of a small amount of EtOH as a co-solvent was necessary due to 

the low solubility of some of the reagent in the supercritical fluid. This vial was placed 

into the reactor and all the system was sealed. Then, the autoclave was filled with CO2, 

heated until the desired temperature (40-60 oC) and pressurized (150-200 bar), thus 

reaching supercritical conditions. The reaction was kept this way and under stirring (150 
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rpm) during 24-72 h. After that, the CO2 was evacuated in gas state by a slow 

depressurization, and the reactor was cooled down to room temperature, obtaining the 

product inside of the vial as a completely dry solid.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the scCO2 equipment, reactor, and sample 

montage. 

The supercritical methodology has previously been used for the synthesis of CPs in the 

group,1,2 including one CP in which CCM was the organic linker3. In this doctoral thesis, 

the method was used with the same purpose and the results are presented in chapters 

II and III. Moreover, it was also used for the drying of some organic molecules to obtain 

the non-solvated forms (chapter I).   
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1.2. Liquid-assisted exfoliation 

In this doctoral thesis, a top-down method was used to obtain nanosheets, starting with 

crystals of a bulk 2D material (Chapter III). Due to the small crystal size of this product, a 

liquid-assisted method was chosen, using ultrasounds as the mechanical force in the 

exfoliation process (figure 4). In a typical experiment, the 2D material and the solvent 

were added to a small vial and sonicated in an ultrasonic bath during 1h. After that, the 

vials were placed on a flat surface and left unaltered until the precipitation of the largest 

nanosheets (6h). Small nanosheets remained in the supernatant, as was checked by 

Tyndall effect. A drop of the supernatant, from the top of solution vial, was deposited on 

a TEM grid or a SiO2 surface for its characterization.  

The ultrasonic bath used was an ultrasonic Branson M3800-E. 

 
Figure 4. Schematic representations of the ultrasonic exfoliation methodology. 

2. Characterization techniques. 
The diversity of products obtained in this doctoral thesis implies the need of a variety of 

characterization techniques to attain the understanding of their molecular and 

supramolecular structure and related properties. In that way, this section aims to make 

a brief explanation of the techniques used, divided according to the information that we 

can extract from each of them. 
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2.1. Composition and structural information 

First of all, new products must be characterized in regard of the composition and 

structure to determine if they are the desired ones. For that, it is mandatory to determine 

the composition of the sample and the way the atoms/molecules are interacting among 

them.  For soluble organic compounds, the most used technique to ascertain product 

composition is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which gives information on the 

number of different species, and therefore purity, and their local chemical environment. 

Mass spectroscopy (MS), elemental analysis (EA) and infrared spectroscopy (IR) are 

complementary techniques to extract information about the mass of the structural unit 

and its fragments, the molecular formula and functional groups, respectively. However, 

these techniques cannot give information of the molecular conformation in the solid 

state neither the atoms dispositions, being this aspect especially important for extended 

structures, much of them not soluble in organic solvents. Single crystal X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) is the most used technique to elucidate the structure of the new compounds; 

however, difficulties found sometimes to obtained high quality crystals reduce the 

applicability of this technique. In these cases, other solid state technique, such as powder 

XRD and solid state NMR, can provide additional clues on the structural composition. 

Following, the mentioned techniques are described briefly. 

2.1.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)  

With NMR, signals from nuclei with magnetic moment different to zero are obtained, 

e.g., for 1H, 13C, 31P, 19F,16O,11B and 15N, which make it a perfect technique to characterize 

organic samples. During measurement, the spin of these nuclei is aligned with an external 

magnetic field, some of them in the same direction and another in the opposite, 

producing a difference in energy between them that depends on the applied field. The 

frequency necessary for all the nuclei to go to the most energetic state (resonance) 

depends on the environment of the nucleus and therefore can be used to determine its 

nature. In this way, in a typical experiment, a constant frequency is applied, and the 

magnetic field is varied, detecting the moment in which this energetic jump occurs.4 In 

general, the samples are measured after solubilisation in a deuterated solvent, but it is 

also possible their measure as in solids.   

In this doctoral thesis, solution 1H and 13C NMR techniques were applied as routine 

measurements to ascertain the molecular structure, composition and purity of soluble 

reagents and products. The spectra of all the synthetized CCMoids and non-commercial 

reagents are shown in chapter I. As well, the spectra of some soluble extended products 

are also shown in chapter IV. 

Solid state 13C NMR was utilised to prove different conformations, of some CCMoids, in 

the solid state (chapter I) and to delineate potential structures for some new CPs that 

could not be elucidated by other methods (chapter II), putting in value the great utility 

of this technique. The studies of solid NMR are focussed in the 13C nucleus due to their 
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high abundance in all the studied molecules. Moreover, 13C recorded spectra are, in 

general, of higher quality than the ones of NMR of protons. The 13C NMR in solid state of 

CCM has been deeply studied, including theoretical calculations to facilitate the 

interpretation of the spectrum.5 For CCMoids, it has been demonstrated that changes in 

the solvent affect the molecular structure by stablishing strong interactions, especially 

with polar solvents that interact with the proton of the enol form. First of all, the 

CCMoid/solvent complexes stablished with different solvents can be observed by 

changes in the solution colour. Moreover, due to the relative flexibility of CCMoid 

molecules, they can adopt different conformations that can be also affected by the 

presence of solvents. Solid state 13C NMR can give much more information than the 

conformation of the molecule, since it is also sensible to the chemical environment of 

each atom.6 For this reason, better results are obtained for materials with a certain order 

in the structure, e.g., crystalline samples, than for amorphous powders. For the latter, 

the chemical environment of each atom is different, thus appearing very broad bands in 

the 13C NMR spectra.7 

Currently, solid state 13C NMR is gaining attention as one of the best techniques for the 

characterization of highly ordered insoluble structures, such as MOFs and COFs, specially 

to analyse small changes in their structures.8,9 The establishment of solid state 13C NMR 

as a routine technique for the characterization of this type of solids has been possible by 

the development of new data acquisition modes that greatly increase the quality of the 

spectra facilitating their interpretation. One of these approaches is to use cross 

polarization (CP) sequences to increase the intensity of the signals and spinning samples 

at the “magic angle” (MAS, magic angle spinning) to obtain sharper peaks, developing 

the solid-state CP MAS NMR technique.3 

In this doctoral thesis, solution 1H and 13C NMR measurements were carried out in a 

spectrometer Bruker Avance‐III of 400 MHz (9.4 T) and in a Bruker Avance DPX of 360 

MHz (8.4 T). 13C CPMAS NMR data was acquired in a Bruker Avance III (9.4 T) equipped 

with a double channel 4.0 mm MAS probe. Sample spinning was set to 10 kHz in all the 

experiments. Pure adamantane was used as external chemical shift reference (CH signal 

at 29.5 ppm). 

2.1.2. Mass spectrometry (MS) 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a technique used to determine the mass to charge ratio (m/z) 

of the ions in vapour phase. First, it is necessary the ionization of the sample to obtain 

the charged molecule or charged fragments of it. In a matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization (MALDI) measurement, the ionization is achieved by a laser pulse. 

In many cases, the sample is mixed with a matrix helping in the ionization and reducing 

the breakdown. After the ionization, the fragments are analysed in a time of fly (TOF) 

analyser, in which all the ions are accelerated with the same electric filed and the time 

that they need to arrive to the detector, which is based on their m/z, is measured.10  
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In this doctoral thesis the mass spectrum of all the CCMoids (chapter I) was measured 

confirming the precipitation of the desired product in each case. The equipment used for 

this was a MALDI-TOF/TOF Bruker ultrafleXtreme with a laser power between 50-70 % 

and without the necessity of adding any matrix. 

2.1.3. Elemental analysis (EA) 

The composition of the samples can be determined throw elemental analysis. Essentially, 

this technique is applied to obtain the weight percentages of C, N and H, although other 

elements, such as halogen atoms or S, can be also analysed. The analysis is performed by 

the combustion of the sample in the presence of oxygen and analysing the gas products 

(CO2, H2O, NOx…). 

In this doctoral thesis, EA measurements were performed in a Thermo Carlo Erba Flash 

2000 apparatus. Experimental values measured for the CPs (chapters II and III) are 

compared with the calculated from the formula of the compounds. Moreover, when the 

structure of the compound is unknown, the elemental analysis can be taken as a guide 

to suggest a valid formula.  

2.1.4. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)- 

attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 

When a sample is irradiated with infrared light, part of the light is absorbed  by the 

sample producing the vibration of specific bonds. The energy necessary for these 

vibrations is related with the type of bond and the atoms implicated- Hence, IR 

spectroscopy gives information about the functional groups present in the molecule. 

Nowadays, measurements are performed with fourier transform (FT) 

spectrophotometers, because of the enhance resolution and sensitivity obtained with 

them. Traditionally, the sample was mixed with dry KBr in a mortar and a pellet was made 

in a press. Regarding the measurement, the light goes through this ultrathin pellet and 

the not absorbed (transmitted) arrives to the detector.11 

Modern instruments include the ATR accessory due to the simplicity of sample 

preparation. In ATR, a few mg of the solid sample or a drop of the liquid species is placed 

on the surface of a zinc selenide (ZnSe), thallium bromide iodide (KRS-5) or Ge crystal, 

respectively, and hand-pressed against it. Crystals, in general, have a high index of 

refraction, so that when the IR radiation hits at the proper angle there is an effect called 

total internal reflection. This phenomenon produces in the boundary of the crystal and 

evanescence wave that interacts with the sample that is placed there. The attenuation 

of the radiation at specific wavelengths produced by the absorption of the sample is 

recorded by a detector, thus generating the spectrum of the compound. As the solid is 

placed directly on a crystal, a minimum or null sample preparation is necessary and the 

product can be recovered after the analysis, contrary to the classical method of FTIR. The 

principal drawback of the ATR-FTIR technique is the low penetration of the radiation at 
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short wavelengths, which discourages its use when the area of interest is below 600 cm-

1.12 

In this doctoral thesis the IR spectrum was recorded for all the products, both CCMoids 

and extended structures. The ATR-FTIR spectra of the samples prepared were obtained 

in a FT-IR JASCO 4700LE in the range between 600 and 4000 cm-1. For samples in which 

it was necessary to obtain data below 600 cm-1, pellets with KBr were prepared and 

measured using the FTIR mode. 

2.1.5. X-ray diffraction (XRD): powder and single-crystal. 

Synchrotron source 

The X-ray diffraction is based on the capacity of X-rays of penetrating the matter and 

their dispersion produced when the incident beam collides with an atom. A single atom 

scatters the radiation in all directions, but when a certain number of atoms are ordered 

periodically, as in a crystalline compound, most scattered rays are eliminated by 

destructive interferences. In that way, diffraction is only produced in certain directions, 

related with the disposition of the atoms, and predicted by the Bragg’s law.11 Depending 

basically on the type of sample, two techniques are used, single-crystal XRD and powder 

XRD.11 

In single crystals, the X-ray radiation impacts the sample and when the Braggs law is 

satisfied a constructive diffraction is produced and detected. Measuring the angles and 

intensities of this diffracted beams, the electron density of the structure can be 

determined, and thereby the atoms and the position of them in the structure. In that 

way, the XRD of a crystal can give the structure of the measured compound. The principal 

drawback of this technique is the experimental difficulty to obtain single crystals of many 

materials, which should have minimum sizes between 50 and 250 µm. The use of 

synchrotron radiation as the source for X-ray allows to work with small crystals (few 

micrometres), because the incident beam is much smaller than in traditional sources. 

High collimation synchrotron radiation has other advantages that generally improves the 

measurement of any technique that requires radiation. These improvements are due to 

high brightness, high intensity, high level of polarization, low emittance, large tunability 

in wavelength by monochromatization and short pulse of the radiation. This last 

property, makes possible doing ultra-fast studies in minutes, which in routine 

instruments would take hours.13 

In powder samples, the solid is irradiated and the angle of incidence of the beam (2θ) is 

modified continuously. The result is a series of peaks appearing at specific 2θ angles, 

which satisfy the Bragg equation. In amorphous samples, as there is no order in the 

atoms, destructive interference do not occur. Powder XRD can be used for determining 

the crystallinity of a solid and, by comparison with published files, the structure of the 

solid. It is also used for the determination of the purity and the identification of 

crystalline impurities denoted by extra peaks in the spectrum. This technique allows the 
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characterization of bulk material, but a high quantity of sample is necessary and the 

information about the structure, in general, is limited comparing with the achieved by 

single-crystal XRD.14 

In this doctoral thesis, all the crystalline materials were routinely characterized by 

powder XRD on a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. For new 

compounds, in the cases where a single-crystal with the necessary quality and size could 

be obtained, structural data were collected on a Bruker APEXII Qazar CCD diffractometer 

equipped with a Mo-k wavelength using phi and omega scans at 100 K. For small single 

crystals, it becomes necessary the use of synchrotron facilities at the ALBA synchrotron 

collecting data at the XALOC beamline K with a 0.72931 Å wavelength using the Dectris 

Pilatus 6M detector at 100 K. The phi scan was repeated at three different κ angles (0, 45 

and 90°), and merged afterwards to increase the completeness and redundancy, when 

possible. 

Regardless of data source, the structures were solved by Dr. E. C. Sañudo at the 

University of Barcelona, using intrinsic phasing methods (SHELXT) and refined on F2 

(SHELXL). Hydrogen atoms were included on calculated positions, riding on their carrier 

atoms. Data for the rest of characterized species were indexed, integrated and scaled 

using the XDS software. The corresponding CIF files of all the resolved structures have 

been deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. 

2.2. Morphology 

The study of samples morphology, especially for the crystalline products, can give  

information about the crystal growth mechanism and, thus, in the pathway to achieve 

better crystals for structure determination. All the synthetized extended crystals have 

been studied by optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM), and results 

are shown in chapters II and III. Moreover, nanosheets obtained of a 2D compound 

(chapter II) were characterized by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). 

2.2.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM uses the interaction between electrons and matter to form images. The equipment 

uses an electron beam, instead of a light beam used in optical microscopes, being able 

to see much smaller structures.15 In this technique, the electrons are accelerated and hit 

the sample penetrating a few microns and producing secondary electrons, backscattered 

electrons, and characteristic X-rays that are recorded by different detectors. This 

electron bombardment can damage the samples, specially the not conducting ones, with 

higher content of organic compounds. For this reason, it is important to control the 

voltage used for the electron acceleration, which should be lower for non-conducting 

samples. Other option is to cover the sample with a thin layer of a metal, normally gold 

or platinum. This last approach allows the use of high voltages with organic samples while 
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reducing damage and obtaining a better resolution. In SEM, the morphology of the 

sample is observed through 3D images, then, allowing the analysis of textures and 

volumes.20 

2.3. Characterization techniques for nanosheets 

Some additional techniques have been used for the analysis of 2D materials. 

2.3.1. Energy Dispersive X-rays Spectroscopy (EDS) 

As it was previously mentioned in the description of the SEM equipment, X-rays are also 

emitted by the sample when it interacts with the accelerated electrons. This radiation 

can be detected and used for determining the composition of the sample. This technique 

is called EDS and, nowadays, is usually coupled to most SEM microscopes.20 The principal 

advantage is that the composition of the sample can be detected, while the SEM photos 

are acquired, chosen specific regions based on what the image show. In this doctoral 

thesis, it was used to determine if the nanosheets, attributed to the compound, have the 

same composition that the bulk 2D material.  

A QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-ESEM was used to obtain the SEM images, while a FEI MAGELLAN 

400L XHR was used for SEM/EDS. 

2.3.2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

TEM microscope is based in the same principles that SEM, but the detector is placed 

under the sample and only the electrons that go through it are measured. For this reason, 

only ultrathin samples (lower than 2000 Å) can be measured.16 Moreover, TEM can arrive 

to more magnification than SEM and organic compounds can be analysed with lower 

damage. However, images are displayed only in 2D, thus, not giving information on the 

sample texture or volume. Taken all this into account, the TEM technique is appropriate 

to analysed 2D nanosheets that meet the criteria of thickness. 

For the preparation of the sample and in order to analyse the exfoliated 2D compound, 

a drop of an aqueous dispersion containing the nanosheets was deposited in a TEM grid 

and the liquid was allowed to evaporate. The TEM grid was covered with a carbon film 

with holes that allows to hold the sample. 

For recording the TEM images a 120 KV JEOL 1210 was used.  
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2.3.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AFM does not use lenses or beam irradiation, but its resolution arrives to nanometre 

fractions. In the topography mode, a sharp conical tip is put in contact with the sample 

and it is moved scanning the surface of it. The different heights of the sample change the 

deflection of the cantilever that is connected to the tip, and these changes are plotted in 

a colour mapping image where each pixel represent a specific position of the sample, 

being the colour scale related with the different heights.17 In this doctoral thesis, to 

analyse the thickness of the layers in the exfoliated 2D material, topographic images of 

surfaces with nanosheets deposited by drop casting were obtained. The number of layers 

in the nanosheets can be estimated by knowing the 2D material structure and thus the 

distance between layers in the bulk material. 

Here, for the AFM characterisation a Keysight 5100 AFM was used.  

2.4. Optical spectroscopic properties 

The optical properties of a material provide important information about its physical 

properties, such as texture and thickness obtained by electronic (SEM, TEM) and probe 

(AFM) microscopies. Moreover, valuable information about the electronic properties of 

a material can be also obtained through the use of optical spectroscopic strategies. It 

covers UV-Vis absorption and the fluorescence properties.18 

2.4.1. Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy. 

With this technique, the electronic transitions produced when light of the UV and visible 

region interact with the sample are measured. In a typical UV-Vis absorption experiment, 

the sample is irradiated with light of different wavelength, reaching the detector only the 

fraction that is not absorbed by the sample. An absorption band is observed at the 

specific wavelength in which the energy is enough to produce an electronic jump. This is 

a common technique used to characterized organic molecules, being particularly 

interesting in the case of CCMoids as they present high UV-Vis absorption due to their 

conjugated skeletons. In general, absorption spectra are recorded with the sample 

solubilised in an organic solvent. However, the absorption can be affected by interactions 

established between the solubilized molecules and the solvent. Then, absorption maxima 

at different wavelengths are observed in different solvents (solvatochromic species). In 

this doctoral thesis, CCMoids spectra were measured in different solvents to study the 

way in which they affect the spectra (chapter I).  

The UV-Vis absorption was also measured in solid for the different samples to avoid 

solvent contribution to the wavelengths maxima.  For solid samples, not all the light is 

transmitted linearly, as it occurs in solution. Depending on the nature of the sample, the 

light can be partially scattered (diffused transmittance) or reflected (specular reflectance 

and diffused reflectance), the latter occurring mainly in opaque samples where the light 
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cannot penetrate. In this case, the integrating sphere accessory must be used used, in 

which a coating of BaSO4 is used to allow the collection of the transmitted or reflected 

light concentrating it on the detector. With this methodology, powder samples can be 

measured.19 However, the measurement of pristine solids can be problematic in 

compounds displaying high absorbance, mainly due to problems related to saturation of 

the detector. To avoid that, a good option is to mix a small quantity of sample with KBr 

and to prepare a pellet, like it was done in the IR measurements. This procedure was 

used to prepare for analysis CCMoids pellets involving 0.1 mg of the compound and 100 

mg of KBr and measuring it using the integration sphere. The absorption of a compound 

is specific of it and can be used for their identification and quantification, as well as to 

detect changes in the structure, such as the coordination mode. Moreover, UV-Vis solid 

spectroscopy can be used to estimate the bandgap energy from the absorption spectra 

in semiconductor molecules, such as CCMoids, as the absorption is related with the 

electronic jumps between HOMO and LUMO, not conditioned by solvent.20 For this 

calculation, equation 1 is applied: 

Ebandgap= h.c/λonset (Equation 1) 

 

where h is the Planck constant (4.136·10-15 eV/s), c is the speed of light (3·1017 nm/s) and 

λonset was obtained graphically from the crossing of the tangents, as it is explained in 

figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Example of the graphically determination of the λonset. 

 

The instrument used for the measurement of all the UV-Vis spectra presented in chapter 

I was a Jasco V-780 UV-Visible/NIR spectrophotometer, with the liquid and the 

integrating sphere setups.   
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2.4.2. Fluorescence 

Fluorescence is the process where a material absorbs light of high energy (short 

wavelength) and emits light at a lower energy, usually visible wavelength. After the 

absorption of light and the subsequent jump of the electrons from the ground state to 

an excited state, this energy is loss by different pathways. One of these paths is the 

fluorescence that is the loss of energy by the emission of a photon and that occurs 

nanoseconds after the excitation. The energy of this photon is lower than the energy 

absorbed, therefore of higher wavelength than the necessary for the absorption. This is 

because before this emission some energy is dissipated by internal conversion, e.g.,  

radiationless transition between energy states of the same spin state.20 CCMoids, and 

especially those that include BF2, are fluorophores and due to their conjugated nature, 

they emit in the visible region, and it is reported that some of them have been used as 

sensors and for photoelectronic applications.21,22 

In this doctoral thesis, a fluorometer Varian Cary Eclipse was used to measure the 

fluorescence of the different CCMoids (chapter I).  

2.5. Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry links the flow of electrons with a chemical change, in other words, the 

transformation of electric energy in chemical energy.23 The voltammetry techniques in 

electrochemistry are based on the intensity of current produced when an applied electric 

potential is measured. The most common equipment used for measurements is a 

potentiostat connected to three electrodes that are immersed in a solution of the analyte 

and the electrolyte in a solvent of high purity (figure 6).24 

 

Figure 6. Setup of the electrochemical cell and electrodes used in this doctoral thesis. 
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Electrodes 

The three electrodes are called reference (RE), counter (CE) and working (WE). A known 

potential is applied in the working electrode as a function of the reference one, 

producing a current (electron flow) between the WE and CE at the potential where the 

reduction or the oxidation of the specie of interest is produced. The reference electrode 

has a well-defined and stable potential, so that the potential of the others can be 

measured by taking this one as a standard. There are multiple reference electrodes, such 

as Ag/AgCl, calomel or hydrogen electrode, specially used in aqueous media. In organic 

solutions is more common the use of an internal reference compound, such as ferrocene, 

reporting the potentials vs. the couple Fc/Fc+, assigning to this redox proces the value of 

0 V. The working electrode is commonly made of platinum or glassy carbon and the 

reference of platinum wire or disk. 16 

Electrolyte 

During the voltammetry experiments, electron transfer processes are produced and the 

neutrality is maintained through ion migration in the solution. To reduce the solution 

resistance, a salt that migrates to balance the charges is added. A much higher 

concentration of electrolyte than the analyte is necessary to increase the probability of 

migration for the salt than for the rest of species. Typical salts that can be used are 

NaClO4, Bu2NBF4 or Bu4NPF6 in concentrations of around 0.1 M.16 

Purity, oxygen presence and other considerations 

The solvent and the electrolyte must be both of high purity, avoiding the presence of any 

electroactive specie, and completely dry, since water suffers redox reactions easily. The 

same occurs with oxygen that must be removed before the process, by bubbling an inert 

gas such as Ar or N2, being also recommendable to maintain a low flow of inert gas during 

measurements. This flow should not disturb the solution and, as well, any vibration or 

stirring must be avoided. Finally, the electroactive window should be also considered. 

This is the range of potentials where the experiment can be carried out and depends on 

the electrolyte, the electrodes and the solvent. It is very important to have this in mind, 

since the potential necessary for the reduction or oxidation of the specie of interest can 

be outside of this region and, therefore, not detectable. 16 

2.5.1. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

There are different techniques that use the voltammetric principles. The most common, 

and the one used in this doctoral thesis is cyclic voltammetry (CV). In CV, the potential is 

linearly applied in a defined window of values, from an initial potential (Ei) until the first 

potential limit (E1) and, then, it comes back until the second limit (E2) and finishes in Ef. 

In figure 7, the applied potential vs. time is represented, as well as the resulting 
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voltammogram (current intensity vs. voltage) in an experiment from positive to negative 

potentials. At a specific positive potential (Epa) the electroactive specie loses at least an 

electron (oxidation) generating a peak of anodic current (Ipa). The same occurs at 

negative potentials, in which the specie is reduced gaining electrons at a Epc and 

generating a catiodic current (Ipc).25 

  

 

Figure 7. Diagrams of CV: (a) potential vs. time and (b) current vs. potential. 

2.5.2. Reversibility 

Total reversibility occurs when all the species come back to the initial state after a 

forward and reverse scan cycle in which they suffer an oxidation or reduction reaction. 

The voltammogram of a reversible process has the cyclic shape shown in figure 8.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Diagram of cyclic voltammogram experiment displaying a reversible electron 

transfer process. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Experimentally, one way to analyse by CV the reversibility of a process consists of 

recording several voltammograms at different scan rates to determine the maxima 

values of the potential and the intensity in the oxidation and reduction peaks. To consider 

a process reversible, several requirements must be fulfilled:  

• The coefficient between the maximum current intensity of the oxidation and 

the reduction bands (Ipa / Ipc) has to be to the closest to unity in value and 

independent of the scan speed. 

• The difference of potentials (ΔEp = Epa-Epc)) must be constant in all the scan 

speed range.  

• The half-wave potential ((E0=Epa+Epc)/2) must be constant in all the scan speed 

range. 

• The representation of the maximum intensities (Ipa and Ipc) vs. the square root 

(ν) of the scan rate must be a linear plot, Randles-Sevcik equation (equation 2):  

 

ip=0.4463nFAC (nFvD/RT)1/2 (equation 2) 

 

In which ip = current maximum [ampere, A]; n = number of electrons transferred in the 

redox event (usually 1); A = electrode area [cm2]; F = Faraday constant [Cmol−1]; D = 

diffusion coefficient [cm2s-1]; C = concentration [molcm-3]; ν = scan rate [Vs-1]; R = gas 

constant [JK−1mol−1] and T = temperature [K]. 

2.5.3. Applications of the voltammetry technique  

The principal application of the voltametric technique is the study of the oxidation and 

reduction processes in a substance. Kinetics of the redox reaction can be also studied by 

varying the scan rate. Acquired data can be related with other properties, such as the 

antioxidant capacity of the material, the lowest oxidation potential that indicates the 

facility to donate electrons, or, more interesting, the application in electronic devices, 

providing an idea of the HOMO and LUMO energies of the molecules under study.26 The 

HOMO relates to the energy necessary for the extraction of an electron and therefore to, 

the potential of the first oxidation, observed in the CV diagram. In the same way, but 

related with the addition of an electron, the LUMO energy can be estimated with the first 

reduction potential. When using ferrocene as the reference, the HOMO and LUMO 

energies are calculated with equations 3-5, being Eoxonset and Eredonset the potential 

where the system is starting to be oxidised and reduced, respectively:  

E (HOMO) =-e [Eoxonset+ 4.8] (Equation 3) 

E (LUMO) =-e [Eredonset+ 4.8] (Equation 4) 

EBandgap (eV)= E (HOMO)- E (LUMO) (Equation 5) 
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The onset potentials are obtained graphically from the crossing of the tangents to the 

first oxidation and reduction peaks in the CV diagram, as it is exemplified in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Example of the graphical determination of the onset potentials. 
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Chapter scope  
The main goal of this chapter is to describe the synthesis and characterization of the 

CCMoids employed this doctoral thesis. The comparison of their physicochemical 

properties is used to determine the influence of the different substituents at the sides 

of the molecules, including the presence of BF2 species coordinated to the β-diketone 

moiety. Extracted information will be used to assist in future CCMoid research, by doing 

a more efficient design of new molecules towards specific applications. To have a better 

understanding of the monomeric organic molecules used in this doctoral thesis, toward 

the goal of building extended structures, a brief description of each one is given. Here, 

we report the materials (commercial precursors and synthesized reagents) and the 

synthetic methods used for the preparation of all the studied CCMoids. Moreover, an 

extensive characterization of all the compounds is provided as a crucial step towards 

potential applications.  

1. Introduction 
The CCMoid family has a remarkable chemical versatility, which makes possible to direct 

their design for further uses. During the development of this doctoral thesis, nine 

CCMoids were synthesised (figure 1), five of them were already described in the 

literature, while the rest have not been published before. Mainly, the new molecules 

were primarily synthetized and designed to create new CPs and OPs, as it is explained in 

the following chapters, but also with the idea of studying how the different 

functionalities of the structure affect their properties. CCMoids with BF2 (CCMoidBF2) 

were also prepared and are mentioned here because these compounds have shown 

differences in the optical,1 electrochemical2,3 or even biomedical4 properties compared 

with pristine CCMoids. 

Figure 1. Structures and acronyms of the CCMoids synthetized in this doctoral thesis. 

The description of the acronyms is given below. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

The reagents used for the general synthesis of CCMoids: acetylacetone (acac), boric acid 

(B2O3), boron trifluoride ethyl etherate (BF3·OEt2), tributilborate and n-butylamine, as 

well as some different aldehydes: 4-hydroxybenzaldehide, 4-hydroxy-3-

methoxybenzaldehyde, 3-pyridinecarboxyaldehyde and 2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde, 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Anhydrous aluminium chloride (AlCl3) was supplied 

by TCI chemicals. 4-formylphenylboronic acid and triphenylphosphoranylidene 

acetaldehyde was supplied by Fluorochem Ltd. The solvents, ethyl acetate (EtOAc), 

toluene, acetone, acetonitrile (ACN), MeOH, hexane and diethyl ether (Et2O) of synthesis 

grade and HCl 35 v% were provided by Carlo Erba Reagents S.A.S. Anhydrous pyridine 

was supplied by Sigma Aldrich and absolut EtOH by Scharlab S.L. Aqueous solutions were 

prepared using Milli-Q H2O obtained from a purification system (Millipore). 

2.2. Description and synthesis of CCMoids 

For the preparation of pristine CCMoids, slight modifications from the synthetic method 

described by Pabon,5 already reported in the general introduction, were performed. In 

addition, BODMC was obtained by the demethylation of CCM and in the synthesis of 

CCMoidsBF2 two different approaches were used, starting from either the free CCMoid 

or acac coordinated with BF2 (acacBF2). 

2.2.1. CCMoids using Pabon's method 

2.2.1.1. BDMC  

The (1E,6E)-1,7-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione, known as 

bisdemethoxycurcumin or BDMC, is one of the three natural CCMoids present in the 

rhizomes of the plant Curcuma Longa. As it occurs with the rest of natural CCMoids, 

there are a big number of publications involving this molecule and covering different 

topics (figure 2). Being a natural CCMoid, the majority of articles are related to biological 

applications, such as medicine, pharmacology, microbiology and biology, but also to 

agriculture and environment. Moreover, a significant number of works deal with its 

synthesis, the study of its biological properties or its quantification in natural samples 

(chemical studies and characterization in figure 2). Even the works included in categories 

different than biomedicine are often related to medical applications, e.g., its used for 

the fabrication of nanoparticles or films for being therapeutic agents,6 patches7 or other 

composites with the objective of improving the low solubility of BDMC in biological 

media.8  
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Figure 2. Application fields of BDMC.  

In the synthesis of BDMC (scheme 1), acac (0.98 g, 9.7 mmol) and B2O3 (0.69 g, 10 mmol) 

were dissolved in 5 mL of EtOAc and heated at 60 °C during 1 h, resulting in a white 

paste. In parallel, a solution of 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde (2.39 g, 19.6 mmol) and tributyl 

borate (9.38 g, 72 mmol) was prepared in 20 mL of EtOAc and added to the first one. 

The mixture was stirred for 1 h at 60 °C and then it was allowed to cool down to room 

temperature. Afterwards, a solution of 0.5 mL of n-butylamine (5 mmol) in 10 mL of 

EtOAc was added dropwise to the stirred mixture. As a result, the solution colour evolves 

from pale yellow to a dark red precipitate, that was recovered after maintaining the 

mixture during two days under stirring at room temperature. The solid was filtered, 

washed with clean EtOAc and finally incorporated to 50 mL of a solution 1 % v/v of HCl 

(pH = 1) and heated at 60 °C during 1 h. An additional change of colour, from dark red 

to light orange, indicated the dissociation of the boron compound and, therefore, the 

release of the desired CCMoid, BDMC. 2.12 g, yield: 70 wt%, mp: 217-219 °C.1H-RMN 

(360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 16.39 (s, 1H), 10.06 (s, 2H), 7.58 (d, J= 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.55 (d, J= 14,4 

2H), 6.83 (d, J= 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.71 (d, J= 18Hz, 2H), 6.05 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (100 MHz, CDCl3) 

183.2, 159.8, 140.3, 130.3, 125.8, 120.8, 115.9.9 
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Scheme 1. Schematic synthetic route for BDMC. 

In this doctoral thesis, the main focus for using BDMC was the formation of new 

materials not necessarily linked to its biological applications. In that sense, extended 

structures based on the coordination of BDMC molecules and metal salts (CPs) had been 

synthetized (chapter II) using the same approach that previously described for CCM 

(general Introduction).10,11 

2.2.1.2. 3pyCCMoid  

The (1E,6E)-1,7-di(3-pyridinyl)1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione, named here as 3pyCCMoid, is 

a synthetic CCMoid, with pyridine moieties as aromatic substituents in the corners 

(scheme 2). The N atom of the pyridine is located in one of the meta- positions in the 

rings of the CCMoid sides. The method used for the synthesis of the 3pyCCMoid was 

similar to the previously applied for BDMC, but using 3-pyridinecarboxyaldehyde (1.5 g, 

14 mmol) as a reagent. In this case, the boron-3pyCCMoid intermedia precipitated in 24 

h, instead of the 48 h required for the other CCMoids. The pristine 3pyCCMoid molecule 

was released by stirring the boron-3pyCCMoid in 30 mL of H2O during 3 h at room 

temperature. After filtration, the CCMoid was obtained as a light-yellow solid, and 

further purification was not required. 1.56 g, yield: 80 wt%, mp: 172-176 °C. 1H NMR 

(360 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 15.88 (s, 1H), 8.91 (s, 2H), 8.59 (dd, J= 4.8, 1.7Hz, 2H), 8.32 (d, J= 

8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.70 (d, J= 16.1 Hz, 2H), 7.48 (dd, J= 7.9, 4.8 Hz, 2H), 7.13 (d, J= 16.1 Hz, 2H), 

6.22 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (101 MHz, CDCl3) 182.9, 150.9, 149.8, 137., 134.4, 130.81, 126.0, 

123.9, 102.3.2  
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Scheme 2. Schematic synthetic route for 3pyCCMoid. 

In the literature, this molecule has been proposed in the biomedical field for the 

treatment of Parkinson’s illness12 and inflammatory diseases.13 Although this compound 

was less effective than other CCMoids for this application, its low toxicity has triggered 

to proceed with its analysis in the biological field. As far as we know, the coordination 

of 3pyCCMoid with metals has not been published before. Going further in this 

unexplored topic, and encouraged by the interesting structure of this CCMoid, CPs based 

on 3pyCCMoid have been synthetized during this doctoral thesis and the results are 

presented in chapter III.  

2.2.1.3. 2-thphLCCMoid  

The named 2-thphLCCMoid, (1E,3E,8E,10E)-1,11-di(2-thiophenyl)-1,3,8,10-

undecatetraene-5,7-dione, has eleven carbon atoms in the central chain, instead of the 

seven typically found for CCMoids, and thiophene moieties in the corners with the 

sulphur atoms located in position two. The first step in the preparation of 2-

thphLCCMoid was the synthesis of the corresponding aldehyde (3-(2-

thienyl)acrylaldehyde, scheme 3)14  followed by the use of Pabon’s method (scheme 4). 

For the synthesis of 3-(2-thienyl)acrylaldehyde, 2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde (0.56 g, 5 

mmol) and (triphenylphosphoranylidene)acetaldehyde (1.52 g, 5 mmol) were dissolved 

in toluene (10 mL) and then heated at 60 oC under Ar for 24 h. After cooling down the 

reaction mixture, the triphenylphosphine oxides was precipitated by the addition of 

hexane and removed by filtration. Finally, the solvents were evaporated using a 

rotatory-evaporator and the product was purified by column chromatography 

hexane/EtOAc (95:5 v/v%). In this step, it is possible the separation of a small quantity 

of the two isomers of the product (E and Z), although a portion of the sample remains 
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always with both mixed together. The utilization of only the isomer E improved the yield 

in the following step ( 2-thphLCCMoid formation). E-3-(2-thienyl)acrylaldehyde: 123 mg, 

yield: 16.37 wt%. 1H NMR (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 9.62 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (d, J= 15.6 

Hz, 1H), 7.50 (d, J= 5.1 Hz, 1H), 7.36 (d, J= 3.6 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (dd, J= 5.0, 3.7 Hz, 1H), 6.51 

(dd, J= 15.6, 7.7 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 193.0, 144.5, 139.4, 132.2, 130.5, 

128.7, 127.5.15 Mixture of E and Z isomers: 150 mg yield: 22 wt%. 

 

Scheme 3. Schematic synthetic route for 3-(2-thienyl)acrylaldehyde (Wittig reaction).14 

2-thphLCCMoid was obtained following the same methodology as in the rest of 

CCMoids, but using the previously synthetized E-3-(2-thienyl)acrylaldehyde (610 mg, 4 

mmol) and maintaining the ratio of the reagents scaled to the aldehyde amount. The 

boron-intermediate species were dissociated using HCl 1 v% (pH= 1) and heating at 60 

°C during 1 h. The pure CCMoid was obtained after recrystallization in hot ACN as a dark 

orange solid. 53 mg, yield: 82 wt%. mp: 190-210 °C 1H NMR (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 16.15 

(s, 1H), 7.63 (d, J=3.6Hz, 2H), 7.40 (dd, J= 14.4,10.8 Hz, 2H), 7,33 (d, J= 3.6Hz, 2H) 7.31 

(d, J=10.8Hz, 2H), 7.13 (t, J=10.8Hz, 2H), 6.86 (dd, J= 19.8, 14.4Hz), 6.37 (d, J= 14.4Hz, 

2H), 6.00 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) 182.9, 141.8, 140.3, 132.7, 128.5, 128.1, 

127.3, 126.7, 126.6, 102.0.  

 

Scheme 4. Schematic synthetic route for 2-thphLCCMoid. 
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2-thphLCCMoid is a new compound, but the seven carbon-skeleton analogous, 2-

thphCCMoid, was previously synthetized.16 As for the rest of CCMoids, some medical 

uses have been proposed for the latter in the treatment of antiinflamatory,17 

anticancer18,19 and Parkinson diseases.19 In addition, applications for the 2-thphCCMoid 

have been studied taking advantage of the affinity of S atoms for gold, and, this way, the 

deposition of this molecule on Au surfaces.20,21 The HOMO-LUMO bandgap energies of 

2-thphCCMoid and a related system (3-thphCCMoid) have been analysed in the bulk by 

using electrochemistry and solid state UV-VIS absorption techniques.22 2-thphLCCMoid 

and its BF2 analogous, 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 (synthesis below) were here synthetized with 

the aim of going ahead with  electronic studies on Au surfaces using Langmuir–Blodgett 

deposition in collaboration with the group of Prof. P. Cea at Department of Physical 

Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences (University of Zaragoza), work that is in progress.  

2.2.2. BODMC 

The (1E,6E)-1,7-bis(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione is commonly named 

Bi-O-demethyl curcumin (BODMC). This compound has two hydroxyl groups in the 

positions three and four in the benzene ring (in meta- and para- positions). For the 

BODMC synthesis, the used methodology is based on the oxidation of the CCM´s 

methoxy groups to obtain the diphenol CCMoid.23 Hence, the first step was the synthesis 

of the CCM using the Pabon´s method (scheme 5) and 4-hydroxy-3-

methoxybenzaldehyde (2.9 g, 19.1 mmol). 2.2 g, yield: 62 wt%. mp: 223-225 °C RMN 

(360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 16.43 (s, 1H), 9.68 (s, 2H), 7.54 (d, J= 14.4 Hz, 2H), 7.32 (s, 2H), 7.15 

(d, J= 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.82 (d, J= 7.2Hz, 2H),6.75(d, J= 21.6Hz,2H), 6.05 (s, 1H). 3.84 (s, 

6H).13C-RMN (75 MHz, DMSO-d6) 183.2, 149.4, 148.0, 140.8, 126.3, 123.2, 121.1, 115.7, 

111.3, 100.9, 55.7.24 

Scheme 5. Schematic synthetic route for CCM. 
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Next, 2.2 g (6.1 mmol) of CCM, were dissolved in 42 mL of EtOAc. The resulting solution 

was kept in an ice bath under Ar at low flow and 6 g (45 mmol) of AlCl3 were slowly 

added. After that, 14 mL of pyridine were slowly added dropwise, lasting this process 

around 20 min. A dark precipitate was then observed, which vanished when the mixture 

was heated under reflux for 24 h at 70 °C. The system was cooled down at 10 °C, which 

caused the formation of a dense precipitate. Then, a solution of HCl 20 v% was slowly 

added until the dissolution of the solid was observed, which implied the dissociation of 

the aluminium complex. Finally, the mixture was stirred overnight, finding a precipitate 

afterwards. This solid was filtered, washed with fresh solvent, and dried with Et2O, and 

the CCMoid was recovered as a brown product (scheme 6). 1.90 g, yield: 94 wt%. mp: 

223-224 °C. 1H-RMN (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 16.40 (s, 1H), 9.66 (s, 2H), 9.20 (s, 2H), 7.47 

(d, J= 14.4Hz, 2H), 7.09 (s), 7.03 (d, J= 7.2Hz, 2H), 6.79 (d, J= 7.2Hz, 2H), 6.58 (d, J= 18Hz, 

2H), 6.08 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (100 MHz, DMSO-d6) 183.1, 147.8, 145.1, 140.8, 127.7, 126.5, 

121.9, 115.9, 114.5, 100.9.25 

 

Scheme 6. Schematic synthetic route for BODMC.  

BODMC is not present in nature, but it has been widely studied, since the phenol groups 

are the responsible of many of the interesting properties of CCMoids in the biological 

field. In that sense, BODMC has shown interesting results as antiapoptotic,26 

antineurotoxic,27 antioxidant28 and antiinflamatory,29 and in the treatment of 

ophthalmologic diseases.30 The two hydroxyl groups in the aromatic rings can be used 

for the synthesis of CPs as well as for OPs based on the formation of boronic esters. 

However, during the development of this doctoral thesis, the formation of extended 

structures based on this CCMoid has not been achieved, but some chemically interesting 

preliminary results related with the formation of boronic esters are introduced in 

chapter IV. In addition, in a collaboration with Prof. Maria Luisa Perez-Garcia at the 

Faculty of Pharmacy (University of Barcelona), the formation of anti-inflammatory gels 

with embedded BODMC CCMoid is currently under study.  
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2.2.3. Synthesis of CCMoidBF2 

Two different strategies were used to obtain CCMoids coordinated to BF2 moieties, 

either the free CCMoid was reacted with BF3·OEt2 or the acacBF2 compound was 

synthetized followed by the condensation with the desired aldehyde.  

2.2.3.1. CCMoidBF2 from free CCMoid 

BDMCBF2 

For the synthesis of BDMCBF2 (scheme 7), 20 mg (6.4 mmol) of BDMC were dispersed in 

3 mL of DCM and mixed with an excess of BF3·OEt2 (0.2 mL). After 10 min under stirring 

at 60 oC in a MW oven, the product was recovered as a dark red-purple solid, which was 

filtered and cleaned with a small amount of DCM. 0.23 mg, yield 99 wt%. 1H-RMN (360 

MHz, DMSO-d6) 10.46 (s, 2H), 7.92 (d, J= 14.4 Hz, 2H), 7.74 (d, J= 12.6, 2H), 6.97 (d, J= 

14.4Hz, 2H), 6.87 (d, J= 10.8Hz, 2H), 6.46 (s). 13C-RMN (MHz, CDCl3) 179.3, 162.1, 147.1, 

132.5, 125.9, 118.1, 116.7, 101.7.  

 

Scheme 7. Schematic synthetic route for BDMCBF2. 

The BDMCBF2 has been synthetized previously as an intermediate for BDMC 

synthesis.31,32 However, BDMCBF2 itself, as well as other CCMoidBF2, have some 

interesting applications, for instance in the subject of sensors.33,34 

2-thphLCCMoidBF2 

A similar methodology than for BDMCBF2 was used, but using 2-thphLCCMoid (10 mg, 

0.029 mmol) as a reagent. Therefore, after the MW assisted reaction and the removal 

of the solvent, 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 was recovered as a dark purple solid (scheme 8). 

11.20 mg, yield: 98 wt%. 1H NMR (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 7.81 (d, J=10.8Hz, 2H), 7.77 (dd, 

J= 3.6, 9 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (d, J=10.8Hz, 2H), 7.45 (d, J=3.6Hz,2H) 7.18 (t, J=3.6Hz, 2H), 7.00 

(t, J=10.8, 2H), 6.57 (d, J=14.4Hz, 2H), 6.48 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 178.9, 

147.5, 141.6, 138.1, 131.5, 130.6, 129.4, 126.9, 124.4, 102.4. 
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Scheme 8. Schematic synthetic route for 2-thphLCCMoidBF2. 

2.2.3.2. CCMoidBF2 from acacBF2 

Pabon5 already proposed the use of boron oxide to coordinate with acac in order to 

avoid condensation processes of the aldehyde with the central carbon during the 

synthesis of CCMoids. For a similar objective, other boron species, such as BF2, can be 

employed instead of B2O3, as it has been demonstrated in different works.35 The first 

step implies the achievement of an acacBF2 compound, which can be either formed in 

situ, or as in our case be isolated to ensure the purity of this compound (scheme 9). 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 9. Schematic synthetic route for acacBF2. 

For the synthesis of this compound, a method reported elsewhere was used.36 In short, 

a solution of acac (15.4 mL, 0.15 mol) and tributyl borate (13.5 mL, 0.05 mol) in Et2O (10 

mL) was prepared and BF3·OEt2 (12.7 mL, 0.1 mol) was slowly added under Ar. The 

reaction mixture was then stirred at room temperature for 16 h. The solvent was 

removed using a rotatory-evaporator obtaining an oily residue that was placed in the 

freezer. After few hours, light pink crystals appeared. The crystalline material was 

cleaned with H2O and filtered, giving as a result white crystals. 18.5 g, yield: 83 wt%. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.99 (s, 1H), 2.31 (s, 6H). 
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3pyCCMoidBF2 

The synthetic method of the BF2 analogous of 3pyCCMoid (3pyCCMoidBF2) has 

previously been described 31 but in our case similar conditions than for the B2O3 

synthesis were used. AcacBF2 (1.43 g, 9.7 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL of EtOAc and 

heated at 60 °C. Then, a solution of 3-pyridinecarboxyaldehyde (1.5 g, 14 mmol) and 

tributyl borate (9.38 g, 72 mmol) in 20 mL of EtOAc was added to the first one and the 

mixture was kept at 60 °C for 1 h. After that, the mixture was allowed to cool down to 

room temperature and a solution of 0.5 mL of n-butylamine (5 mmol) in 10 mL of EtOAc 

was added. The mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature, and an orange 

precipitate was formed. The pure CCMoid was obtained after recrystallization in hot 

ACN. 1.27 g, yield: 60 wt%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) 8.91 (s, 2H), 8.59 (dd, J= 4.8, 

1.7Hz, 2H), 8.32 (d, J= 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.13 (d, J= 14.4 Hz, 2H), 7.48 (dd, J= 8, 4 Hz, 2H), 7.43 

(d, J= 12 Hz, 2H), 6.7 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) 180.8, 152.6, 151.5, 144., 

136.1, 130.4, 124.7, 123.7, 103.2.  

 

Scheme 9. Schematic synthetic route for 3pyCCMoidBF2. 

BOHCCMoidBF2 and BOHCCMoid 

BOHCCMoidBF2 and BOHCCMoid ((((1E,6E)-3,5-dioxohepta-1,6-diene-1,7-diyl)bis(4,1-

phenylene))diboronic acid were synthetized for the first time during the development 

of this doctoral thesis. As it is depicted in schemes 10 and 11, these compounds have a 

boronic acid in the para- position in both phenyl rings. The same procedure than for 

3pyCCMoidBF2 was used to obtain BOHCCMoidBF2 but using the aldehyde 4-

formylphenylboronic acid. The pure CCMoid was precipitated as a light orange powder 

after stirring the mixture in a slightly basic aqueous solution (pH= 8). 1.96 g, yield: 47 

wt%.  1H NMR (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 8.25 (s, 4H), 8.15 (d, J= 14.4 Hz, 2H), 7.86 (m, 8H), 

7.31 (d, J= 14.4 Hz, 2H), 6.69 (s, 1H). 13C-RMN (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) 180.62, 147.38, 

135.79, 135.20, 128.93, 122.32. 
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To obtain BOHCCMoid, the counterpart CCMoidBF2 (100 mg, 0.24 mmol) was solubilised 

in MeOH (250 ml) precipitating the BOHCCMoid as an orange solid (scheme 11). 42.5 

mg, yield: 48%. 1H-RMN (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.17 (s, 4H), 7.74 (m, 10H), 7.01 (d, J = 

14,4 Hz, 2H), 6.22 (s, 1H).  

 

 

Scheme 10. Schematic synthetic route for BOHCCMoid. 

In this doctoral thesis only BOHCCMoid have been obtained from the BF2 analogous but 

it is also possible for the rest of CCMoids.  

There are multiple methods to dissociate BF2 from molecules with a β-diketone moiety, 

most of them implying the use of H2O, MeOH or DMSO, even in some cases, the addition 

of bases has been also assayed.37 In our group, a mixture MeOH:H2O was used applying 

MW heating that dramatically reduced the reaction time, while maintaining high yield.38 

However, if this method is applied to BOHCCMoidBF2 a variety of different products are 

obtained, likely due to additional reactions of the boronic acids but BOHCCMoid can be 

obtained easily in MeOH at RT. 

In most cases, the CCMoidBF2 compounds were obtained with similar yield and purity 

using both methods. The direct approach, which involves the formation of the 

CCMoidBF2 starting from acacBF2, could be also used to obtained BDMCBF2 and 2-
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thphLCCMoidBF2 with high yields. However, 3pyCCMoidBF2 and BOHCCMoidBF2 were 

not achieved from the reaction between free CCMoid and BF3·OEt2. For 3pyCCMoidBF2, 

this fact can be explained by the probable protonation of the 3pyCCMoid system in acid 

media, due to the liberation of HF during complex formation. For BOHCCMoidBF2, the 

low solubility of the free CCMoid in common organic solvents was the main drawback 

for such approach. 

3. Characterization  
All the studied CCMoids have been characterized using different techniques, some of 

them to corroborate the CCMoid nature, structure and purity and others to extract 

information on the optical and electronic properties. This way, 1H and 13C NMR in 

solution, IR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF) were used to identify the 

precipitated compounds and purity. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 13C NMR in solid state 

(CPMAS13C) were applied to elucidate the disposition and conformation of the CCMoids 

in the solid state. Other techniques, such as UV-Vis absorption, fluorescence and 

electrochemistry, were used to study the optical and electronic properties of the bulk 

materials.  

3.1. 1H NMR  
1H NMR spectra were recorded after dissolving the studied CCMoids in deuterated 

DMSO. In figure 3, the 1H NMR spectra of BDMC and BDMCBF2 are displayed as 

representative examples of the description and distribution of proton shifts in CCMoids 

and related CCMoidBF2 systems. 

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra and signals assigned to BDMC (bottom) and BDMCBF2 (top). 

In general, the 1H NMR spectrum of a CCMoid has series of common signals, used to 

identify the molecule as a member of this family. Two of them (H1 and H2 in figure 3 and 

table 1) are related to the enol form (figure 4), which is the exclusive tautomer present 
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in organic solvents. H1 corresponds to the central proton, and it appears always as a 

sharp singlet around 6 ppm. This displacement is the expected for a proton bond to a 

sp2 carbon and it would appear at higher fields (around 4 ppm) in the diketo form, as 

then the carbon has a sp3 hybrization (figure 4). The existence of H2 corroborates the 

permanence of the enol form in solution, appearing always at the lowest field region 

(15-16 ppm). Often, this proton is interacting with the solvent, especially with DMSO, 

resulting in a broad band. The rest of signals are related with the double bonds of the 

chain, the aromatic part and the substituents, respectively. The double bonds at the 

linear skeleton and the aromatic signals appear in the same region (6.5-8 ppm), but they 

are easy to differentiate through the analysis of the coupling constant (J) established 

between the protons. Hence, the double bonds of the CCMoids in solution are in E 

conformation (H3 and H4, figure 3 and table 1) and appear as doublets with a high 

coupling constant (J = 14-15 Hz, isomer E), while the J values for the aromatic protons 

are between 1 and 7 Hz. The multiplicity of the aromatic protons also differs depending 

on the aromatic substituents (benzene, pyridine or thiophene, in our case). 

 

 

Figure 4. General structure of a CCMoid in the enol and diketo forms.  

The coordination of CCMoids with the BF2 group (exemplified by BDMCBF2 in figure 3) 

produces shifts to lower fields in all the signals of the 1H NMR spectrum, being more 

remarkable for those protons that are closer to the β-diketone moiety. As expected, the 

H2 is not present due to the loss of the enolic proton. For BDMC, the displacement and 

shape of the signals from the phenol groups (H7 in figure 3) are very sensitive to the 

solvents and intermolecular interactions, giving as a result a smaller and broader signal 

for the BDMCBF2 system than for BDMC. 
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Table 1. Assignment and multiplicity of the signals observed in the 1H NMR spectra of the studied CCMoids.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 H1
 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 Substituents 

BDMC 
6.05 
(s) 

16.39 
(s) 

6.70 
(d) 

7.55 
(d) 

7.58 
(d) 

6.83 
(d) 

- - - 
10.06 (s) 

(HO-) 

BDMCBF2 
6.46 
(s) 

- 
6.97 
(d) 

7.92 
(d) 

7.74 
(d) 

6.87 
(d) 

- - - 
10.46 (s) 

( HO-) 

BODMC 
6.08 
(s) 

16.40 
(s) 

6.58 
(d) 

7.47 
(d) 

7.09 
(s) 

7.03 
(d) 

6.79 
(d) 

- - 
9.66/9.20 (s)/(s) 

( HO-) 

3pyCCMoid 
6.22 
(s) 

15.88 
(s) 

7.13 
(d) 

7.70 
(d) 

8.91 
(s) 

8.59 
(dd) 

8.32 
(d) 

7.48 
(dd) 

- - 

3pyCCMoid 
BF2 

6.7 
(s) 

- 
7.43 
(d) 

8.13 
(d) 

9.04 
(s) 

8.68 
(dd) 

8.2 
(d) 

7.56 
(dd) 

- - 

2-thphL 
CCMoid 

6.00 
(s) 

16.15 
(s) 

6.37 
(d) 

6.86 
(dd) 

7.40 
(dd) 

7.63 
(d) 

7.31 
(d) 

7.13 
(t) 

7.33 
(d) 

- 

2-thphL 
CCMoidBF2 

6.48 
(s) 

- 
6.57 
(d) 

7.0 
(dd) 

7.59 
(dd) 

7.59 
(d) 

7.77 
(d) 

7.18 
(t) 

7.45 
(d) 

- 

BOHCCMoid 
6.22 

(s) 

16.4 

(s) 

7.0 

(d) 

7.65 

(d) 

7.69 
(d) 

7.84 

(d) 
- - - 

8.17 (s) 

((HO)2-B) 

BOHCCMoid 

BF2 
6.69 

(s) 
- 7.31 

8.15 

(d) 

7.86 
(m) 

7.86 
(m) 

- - - 
8.25 (s) 

((HO)2-B) 
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The signals of the rest of studied CCMoids were assigned taking into account tautomeric 

features and disposition of the skeleton, as well as functionality of the aromatic sides 

(table 1). The observed displacements matched with the values found in the literature, 

experimental and from simulations. The most complex spectra were those 

corresponding to the CCMoids with the longest skeletons, due to the accumulation of 

signals in the aromatic region (between 6-9 ppm). It is important to highlight the 

absence of impurities in all the studied species, especially considering the simple 

purification processes carried out for BDMC, BDMCBF2, BODMC, 3pyCCMoid and 

BOHCCMoidBF2, which were only washed with the used solvent for the synthesis and/or 

recrystallized using hot solvent. 

As it is shown in figure 3 and mentioned above, for all the CCMoids studied in this 

doctoral thesis, the keto-enol form was the only one observed in the 1H NMR spectra, 

with total absence of the diketo form. The chemical shifts observed for the aromatic 

groups at the terminal positions of the CCMoids agree well with the electron donating 

(phenol and thiophene groups)38 or electron withdrawing (pyridine and neutral boronic 

acid)39 nature of the different substituents.40 This is obvious in the displacement of the 

protons within these aromatic groups, although differences can be observed in H1
, H2

, 

H3
, H4 protons too, because of the CCMoids conjugated structure. Taking as an example 

the aromatic protons of the free CCMoids closer to the substituents, H6 (those in ortho- 

position, H7 for 2-thphLCCMoid), the CCMoids with the lowest displacements are those 

with electro-donating substituents, BDMC (6.83 ppm) and BODMC (7.03 ppm) followed 

by 2-thphLCCMoid (7.31 ppm). The electro-withdrawing groups promote signals at low 

field, being higher for 3pyCCMoid (8.59 ppm) than for BOHCCMoid (7.84 ppm). The same 

effect, but attenuated, can be observed in the displacement sequence for H1: BDMC 

(6.05 ppm) < BODMC (0.08 ppm) < 2-thphLCCMoid (6.00 ppm) < 3pyCCMoid (6.22 ppm) 

= BOHCCMoid (6.22 ppm).  

As for BDMCBF2, the coordination of the boron specie produces a displacement to low 

fields of all the signals. In this case, the more affected signals are the closest to the β-

diketone moiety, specially H1 that is shifted in all the cases 0.3-0.5 ppm comparing with 

the free CCMoid. The coordination of BF2 triggers the most remarkable shifts of the 

double bonds, as it can be seen in figure 3, where the signals of H4 (double bond proton) 

and H5 (aromatic proton) appear superimposed in BDMC and perfectly separated in 

BDMCBF2. 

Related to the double bonds, even in the CCMoids with the longest skeletons, 2-

thphLCCMoid and 2-thphLCCMoidBF2, in solution no traces of the Z isomers were 

observed as all the doublets present big J values.  
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3.2. 13C-NMR 

The spectra of 2-thphLCCMoid and 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 are shown in figure 5 to exemplify 

the 13C-NMR signals that can be found in the spectra of both families of compounds, 

under the absence of presence of coordination to BF2 units.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 13C NMR spectra and signals assignation of 2-thphLCCMoid (bottom) and 2-

thphLCCMoidBF2 (top). 

All the signals appear in the 100 to 200 ppm window. The signal that corresponds to the 

central carbon atom (C1) appears at the highest field, around 100 ppm (102.0 ppm for 

2-thphLCCMoid and 102.4 ppm for 2-thphLCCMoidBF2). It is the less intense, comparing 

with the others because is the only signal that corresponds to only one C atom. This 

displacement is indicative of the enol form, as in the diketo form the central carbon 

should appear around 60 ppm. This is clearly different from the 13C-NMR of the acac 

molecule, where keto and enol forms can be observed.41 In the 2-thphLCCMoid, the enol 

form makes the C atoms of both halves of the molecule no symmetric (name as Cx
 and 

Cx’ in figure 5) but in the spectra only one signal for both C atoms is observed and are 

assigned in figure 5 as Cx. This way, the signals of C2 are in the carbonyl region (180-200 

ppm) being 182.9 ppm for the free CCMoid and 178.9 ppm for the coordinated one. The 

rest of signals corresponding to the double bonds in the chain and aromatic carbons 

from the arms of the 2-thphLCCMoid appear between 126 and 141 ppm. Here, the 

coordination of BF2 produces a smaller effect than in the 1H-NMR spectrum, with shifts 

of few ppm to lower fields. C2 shows the highest displacements of approximately 4 ppm, 

less than for the CCMoidBF2 (figure 5)
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Table 2. Assignment of the signals observed in the 13C NMR spectra of the CCMoids 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

C1 C2/ C2’ C3/ C3’ C4/ C4’ C5/C5’ C6/ C6’ C7/ C7’ C8/ C8’ C9/ C9’ C10/ C10’ 

BDMC 100.9 183.2 120.8 140.3 125.8 130.3 115.9 159.8 - - 
BDMCBF2 101.7 179.29 118.06 147.09 125.9 132.5 116.7 162.1 - - 
BODMC 100.9 183.1 121.9 140.8 127.7 126.5 115.9 147.8 145.1 114.5 
3pyCCMoid 102.3 182.9 125.98 134.4 130.8 149.8 150.9 123.9 137.3 - 
3pyCCMoidBF2 103.2 180.8 124.7 136.12 130.4 151.5 152.6 123.70 144.4 - 
2-thphL 
CCMoid 

102 182.93 126.7 141.85 132.7 126.6 140.3 128.5 127.3 128.1 

2-thphL 
CCMoidBF2 

102.4 178.95 126.9 147.55 138.1 124.38 141.6 131.6 129.4 130.6 

BOHCCMBF2 101.2 180.62 128.9 139.02 135.2 135.8 122.2 147.38   
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The rest of CCMoids (table 2, and spectra in appendix I) display similar displacements, 

although with different number of signals, depending on the substituents (structures of 

table 2). Lateral substituents do not have strong effects in the displacements of the C 

atoms, except the ones directly bonded to the heteroatoms, such as C8 in BDMC, 

BDMCBF2, BODMC (together with C7) and BOHCCMoid or C6 and C7 in 3pyCCMoid and 

3pyCCMoidBF2 and C7 and C10 in 2-thphLCCMoid and 2-thphLCCMoidBF2, respectively. 

3.3. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) 

The studied CCMoids display similar infrared features, presenting the highest variations 

upon coordination or due to the functional groups in the arms of the CCMoid structures. 

Figure 6 shows as examples the spectra of 3pyCCMoid and 3pyCCMoidBF2, respectively. 

The intense band observed at 1626 cm-1 for the carbonyl moiety (in blue figure 6; νC=O 

in table 3) shifts few cm-1 to higher wavenumbers for the 3pyCCMoidBF2 (in orange 

figure 6). Moreover, in the free 3pyCCMoid two signals are assigned to the enol form, 

νO-H in purple as a broad band between 3500-3200 cm-1 and δCOHenol as a sharp 

medium band at 1571 cm-1 in green, correspondingly. These two vibrational bands 

disappear upon coordination of the 3pyCCMoid to the BF2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. FTIR-ATR spectra of 3pyCCMoid and 3pyCCMoidBF2. 
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Table 3. Principal IR bands of the CCMoids between 4000 and 1200 cm-1. 

BDMC 

cm-1 

BDMC 

BF2 

cm-1 

BODMC 

cm-1 

3py 

CCMoid 

cm-1 

3py 

CCMoidBF2 

cm-1 

2-thphL 
CCMoid 

cm-1 

2-thphL 
CCMoidBF2 

cm-1 

BOH 

CCMoid 

cm-1 

BOH 

CCMoidBF2 

cm-1 

Assignement 

  3482       νO-H 

3493-2890 3384 3374-2890 3500-3200 3020 3200 3125 3368 3500-3090 νO-H 

1619 1598 1638/1628 1626 1619 1598 1589 1614 1622 νC=O νC=C 

1598 1581 1597 1579 1567 1540  1555  νCCPh 

1562  1571 1571  1526  1532 1556 
1540 

δCOHenol 

1557 1543    1520    δCOH 

1510 1495 1509 1509 1515  1499 1502 1506 νC=O, δCCC,  
δCC=O 1506 1469 1474 1476 1474  1489   

1431 1444 1434 1418 
1413 

1451 
1406 

1415 1416 1405 1409 δCCCPh, δCCHPh, 
δCOH, δC=CH 

1373 1374 1385 1383 1397 1363 1390 1373 1381 δCOH 

1371  1351 1341 1342   1370 1363 δCOHenol 

1338 
1323 

1331 
1319 

1306 1295 1298 1311 1315 1322 1327 νC=C, δCCHPh 

1288 1275 1286 1277 1278 1299 1270 δC=CH 

1268  1261     1265 1267 δCOH, δCCC, δCOH 

1246 1238 1245  1240 1242 1244   δCOH 

1234  1220 1221  1210    δCOHenol 

1194 1222 1197 
1184 

 1193 
1186 

 1195 1212 1202 δCCH 
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Table 4. Principal IR bands of the CCMoids between 1200 and 400 cm-1. 

BDMC 

 cm-1 

BDMC 

BF2 

cm-1 

BODMC 

cm-1 

3py 

CCMoid 

cm-1 

3py 

CCMoidBF2 

cm-1 

2-thphL 
CCMoid 
cm-1 

2-thphL 
CCMoidBF2 
cm-1 

BOH 

CCMoid 

cm-1 

BOH 

CCMoidBF2 

cm-1 

Assignement  

1168 1171 1163  1156  1179 1156 1166/ 1157 δCCHPh 

1138 
1105 

1143 
1102 

1140 
1112 

1145 
1122 

1138 
1116 

1119 1120 
1095 

1109 1125 δCCH 

1009 
985 
976 

1042 
1006 
970 

988 
974 

973 1087 
1068 
1023 
999 
995 
980 

1041 
981 
 

1042 
981 
 

1036 
1015 
996 
985 
975 

1058 

1001 

985 

980 

γCCH 

 

954 951 952 
941 

958 
 

960 958  954 957 νCO 

νCOH 

933 
922 
877 
867 
828 
792 
734 
706 

931 
871 
823 
819 
788 
742 
706 
682 
639 

930 
870 
840 
819 
808 
779 
768 
736 
606 

870 
858 
810 
801 
774 
726 
695 
624 

876 
877 
812 
733 
700 
624 

880 
846 
779 
754 
690 
632 
600 

930 
910 
881 
798 
748 
730 
710 
635 
619 
600 

908 
891 
875 
848 
827 

884 

830 

751 

715 

624 

506 

δCCHPh,δCCCPh 

γCCHPh, γCCH, 

γCCC, γCOH 
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The same behaviour was observed for the rest of the studied CCMoids, observing 

intense bands for the νO-H in BDMC, BDMCBF2, BODMC, BOHCCMoid and 

BOHCCMoidBF2, as they contain extra OH groups in the lateral substituents. The 

assignments given in tables 3 and 4 for the remainder bands of 3pyCCMoid and 

3pyCCMoidBF2 and the other CCMoids was performed by comparing them with the work 

from Kolev et al.42 The spectrum of BODMC displays a signal at 3483 cm-1 related to the 

νO-H vibration. Its sharp shape (appendix I) indicates a lack of interaction with other 

molecules.43 The vibrations related to the lateral substituents of the rest of CCMoids, as 

pyridine, thiophene or boronic acid, are also visible in the spectra. Based on 

bibliography, C=N of pyridine appears between 1660 and 1480 cm-1,44 boronic acid in 

the region of 900 to 1000 cm−1 has two signals corresponding to νB−O and ρO−H45, and 

the νC-S-C from thiophene appears at 594 cm-1.46 The number of signals that all the 

CCMoids present difficult proper assignations of the rest of signals. 

3.4. Mass spectroscopy 

The mass spectra of natural CCMoids have been extensively studied, mainly towards 

their identification in turmeric and in another plant extracts47,48 Of special relevance is 

the work carried out in 2006 by H. Jiang et al.,49 presenting a full structural 

characterization of natural CCMoids that included fragments assignment for the 

different m/z, as well as the fragmentation routes. This information, together with the 

fragmentation route proposed by the authors, is shown in figure 7 and was used here 

for the identification of the fragments found in the rest of CCMoids spectra. For 

example, the authors of the above work stablished that the spectra of the natural 

CCMoid BDMC (MW 308.10) appears at 307.32 (m/z [M-1]), resulting from the loss of 

one proton with the corresponding isotopic distribution expected for this molecule. We 

observed the same fragmentation already described for BDMC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Fragmentation route of BDMC (adapted from the article of H. Jiang et al.). 49 
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Table 5. Molecular weight (MW), molecular peak ([M-1]), list of other m/z shown in each spectrum, structure, and theoretical m/z of some 

found fragments.  

CCMOID MW [M-1] PEAK LIST 
M/Z 

POSSIBLE FRAGMENTS AND 
THEORETICAL M/Z 

BDMCBF2 
 
 

356.10 354.85 402.96, 334.87, 302.13, 
288.80, 196.95, 144.8, 
143.06, 86.85 

 

BODMC 
 
 

340.09 338.88 702.30, 549.52, 498.60, 
294.87, 278.90, 210.89, 
176.89,167.79,158.59, 

 

3PYCCMOID 
 
 

278.11 277.1 555.17,421.54, 380.25 
318.62, 243.40, 223.46, 
170.86,146.42,94.76 

 

3PYCCMOIDBF2 

 

 

326.10 325.9 648.83, 600.78, 393.82, 
367.03, 340.38, 276.92, 
242.94, 172.49, 63.73 

 

2-
THPHLCCMOID 
 

340.06 338.41 290.01, 240.04, 203.00, 
176.78, 135.04, 96.7 

 

2-THPH 
LCCMOIDBF2 
 

388.06 387.78 420.82, 413.84, 338.69, 
292.8, 266.86, 86.96 

 

BOHCCMOIDBF2 
 
 

411.72 411.82  392.62, 363.03, 278.91, 
231.13 
 
 

 

m/z 177.04 
m/z 135.03 m/z 97.00 

m/z 146.06 

m/z 145.03 
m/z 143.05 

m/z 159.06 

m/z 277.10 m/z  146.06 

m/z 293.06 
m/z 267.05 

m/z 393.3 

m/z-BF2 363.12  

m/z 279.08 
m/z- BF

2 
231.08 
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In this doctoral thesis, the mass spectra of the different CCMoids were acquired in 

negative and positive modes, but only the negative ones are presented (appendix I), as 

better-quality signals were obtained. This was expected taking into account the 

straightforward deprotonation of the β-diketone group, as well as other funtional 

groups present in the arms of the CCMoids (phenol, boronic acids, etc.), thus, facilitating 

the estabilization of negative charged fragments. In almost all the spectra, the 

characteristic m/z [m-1] molecular peak was easy to allocate (table 5), showing the 

expected isotopic distribution (appendix I) as well. Moreover, some fragments were also 

identified (table 5), demonstrating again the formation of the desired molecule and 

similar fragmentation routes as the published one. An exception was the spectra of 

BOHCCMoidBF2 where it was not posible to detect the expected molecular peak, 

although some fragments corresponding to this CCMoid could be identified (table 5). In 

the case of the BOHCCMoid spectrum, none of the signals could be assigned to the 

CCMoid or fragments of it, and the results could not be discussed further 

3.5. Crystal structures: powder and single crystal X-

ray diffraction (XRD) 

The elucidation of the compounds structure by single-crystal XRD techniques allows to 

have insight on the conformation of the molecules in the solid state and to attain further 

information about supramolecular interactions among them. Moreover, powder XRD 

characterization is used to determine the crystallinity and purity of the bulk powder of 

known systems. The two types of analysis regarding the different structures obtained 

through the formation of different solvates (complex resulting from the combination of 

solvent molecules and the compound50) is interesting for future applications, since 

depending on their packing and involved solvents they can have different properties, 

such as thermal stability, or different solubility. This is of special interest in the 

pharmaceutical industry, where these attributes are relevant in the processability and 

administration of drugs.50 

3.5.1. BDMC  

The crystallographic data of BDMC has been extensively reported in the literature, with 

six entrances of different crystal structures in the Cambridge crystallographic data 

centre (CCDC). In the decade of 1980s, Tonnensen et al.51 published a series of articles 

called, “Structural studies of curcuminoids”, in which crystals of BDMC were prepared 

in MeOH, being this the first structure published of a CCMoid aside of CCM. Later, Kasai 

et al.52 obtained crystals of this system interacting with molecules of H2O. Having into 

account the possibility of precipitating different BDMC solvates, Yuan et al.53 published 

in 2018 an extended study using nineteen solvents. In six of them, the solvate of the 

BDMC was observed, including in acetone, dioxane, DMSO and tetrahydrofuran (THF) 

molecules, joining the one of Tonnensen.51 The powder XRD patterns of all these 

solvates, and the one of the BDMC without solvate (figure 8), show how the same 
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molecule exhibits a variety of patterns that relate to different structural conformations 

due to the interactions of the molecules among themselves or with the used solvents. 

High quality crystals of three of these solvates (BDMC-MeOH, BDMC-IPA and BDMC-

ACET, Figures 8 and 9) were obtained, allowing the determination of their structures 

(figure 9), which were extensively analysed in another work published in 2019 by the 

same authors.54 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Powder XRD patterns of some BDMC solvates: BDMC-ACET (acetone), -MeOH, 

THF (tetrahydrofuran), IPA (isopropanol), DIO (1,4-dioxane), DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) 

and pattern of the non-solvated BDMC at the top.53 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Structures published of the BDMC non solvated and solvated with MeOH, 

acetone, IPA54 and H2O. 52 
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In this doctoral thesis, a new crystalline solvate of the BDMC molecule was identified by 

powder XRD diffraction (figure 10, BDMC after synthesis). The solubilization of this 

phase in EtOH or EtOAc, followed by the complete elimination of the solvent using a 

rotatory-evaporator or supercritical CO2, resulted in the non-solvated phase (figure 8 top 

and 10 top). Therefore, the used synthetic method provides a new reorganization of the 

BDMC molecules with the solvent (possibly, the employed in the synthesis, EtOAc and 

H2O) different from those described before. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. XRD patterns of the BDMC product as-synthesized compared with the same 

after solvent elimination in scCO2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Structures of the BDMC-H2O solvates obtained by layering crystallization in 

EtOH/H2O: (a) cubic crystals, and (b) plates. The H-bonding interaction where a phenol 

group is forming a bridge are highlited in orange or in yellow when it is a β-diketone unit. 

In the cases where these moieties are not forming bridges, the H-bonds are highlited in 

blue when phenols are implicated and in green when it is a β-diketone moiety, 

respectively. 

(a)                                                                

 

(b) 

BDMC after scCO2 drying 

BDMC as-synthesized 
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This new phase, obtained directly from the synthesis as a microcrystalline powder could 

not be resolved by single-crystal XRD, and further efforts to recrystallize the compound 

gave rise to other phases. In one of these attempts, the structure of the BDMC solvate 

with incorporated water molecules was obtained as the one published by Kasai et al.24 

The obtention of this phase is remarkable because Yuan et al.25 pointed out the 

impossibility of replicate their result. In this doctoral thesis, this phase was crystallized 

by a layering method, solubilizing BDMC in a mixture of EtOH and H2O. After several 

weeks, cubic crystals and orange thin plates were properly separated at the bottom of 

the vials. The cubic crystals corresponded to the BDMC-water structure previously 

published24, presenting the thin plates a new powder XRD pattern and being possible to 

elucidate their structure by single-crystal XRD.  

This new structure includes water molecules, but they interact with BDMC in a different 

way than the previous structure described by Kasai et al.24, producing, therefore, a 

different packing, cell parameters and XRD pattern (figures 11 and 12). Kasai et al.24 

showed that, in the cubic crystals each water molecule (in green, figure 9a) is interacting 

with another water molecule by means of two phenol groups (orange lines, figure 11a) 

and to other two BDMC molecules through one β-diketone (green lines, figure 11a) and 

one phenol (blue lines, figure 11a) groups. Regarding the plate crystals, each water (in 

green, figure 11b) is connected to other two through bridges formed by β-diketone 

residues (yellow lines, figure 11b) and other two BDMC molecules by their phenol 

groups (blue lines, figure 11b).  

 

 

 

Figure 12. XRD patterns, simulated from single crystal structural data, of the BDMC 

structures precipitated in this doctoral thesis and of the H2O solvates published by Kasai 

et al.24 (BDMC-H2O) together with the two obtained by us (BDMC-cubic and BDMC-

plates). 

 Orthohedral Plates 

Space 

group 
P21/c Pbca 

a(Å) 7 41 

b(Å) 7 11 

c(Å) 31 7 

α° 90 90 

β° 92 90 

γ° 90 90 

Cell 

volume 

(Å3) 

1597.64 3201.3 
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3.5.2. 3pyCCMoid  

Crystals of the 3pyCCMoid were previously resolved in our team by recrystallizing it in 

hot ACN (figure 13).55 This structure does not incorporate solvent molecules, in contrast 

with what it happens in the structure of the BDMC. Only weak intermolecular 

interactions between the pyridine and β-diketone groups were observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Structure and package of 3pyCCMoid crystals and XRD patterns of 

3pyCCMoid: (a) after the synthesis, (b) after drying in scCO2, and (c) simulated from the 

single-crystal structure.  

The powder XRD patterns obtained for the as-synthetized sample and after scCO2 

treatment of the 3pyCCMoid were identical to the simulated diffractogram from the 

single-crystal structural data (figure 13), indicating that this CCMoid adopts always a 

disposition without any solvent in the structure. This seems to be an example of a 

CCMoid forming crystals by only establishing interactions between molecules of 

CCMoid, although to discard the possibility of forming solvates would require a more 

extensive study with different solvents. 

3.5.3. BODMC 

The crystallographic study of the BDMC system indicates the key role that the phenol 

group plays in the formation of solvates. Hence, the study of the solvation capacity of 

the BODMC molecules was carried out with the premise that the presence of two 

hydroxyl groups in each aromatic ring could make this compound to act in a similar way 

than the BDMC. Comparing to BDMC, studies with BODMC are scarce. To data, no 

information regarding its structure has been published in the CCDC. For the preparation 

of different solvates, the method of Yuan et al.25 was here followed. Five organic solvents 

were chosen based on the solubility of BODMC: EtOAc, MeOH, EtOH, acetone and ACN. 

A saturated solution of the CCMoid in each one of these solvents (approx. 2 mL) was 

prepared and then heated, filtered while it was hot and placed in the fridge to allow the 

formation of crystals. Additionally, the powder XRD of the solid obtained directly from 

the synthesis, and the solid dry in scCO2 (in an attempt to obtain the non-solvated 

specie) were compared with the solvates (figure 14).  
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Figure 14. Powder XRD of as-synthesized BODMC and after scCO2 treatment and 

recrystallized in different solvents and crystals of BODMC obtained in ACN. 

All the solids were analysed by powder XRD, displaying the patterns shown in figure 14. 

The use of EtOAc, MeOH and EtOH solvents provided BODMC microcrystalline materials, 

while an amorphous powder was obtained in acetone. Relatively large crystals (figure 

14 right) were only obtained in ACN but the resolution of the structure was not even 

possible in this case. The comparison of the XRD patterns shows that, despite of the 

phenol substituent present in BODMC, the interaction with the solvent molecules seems 

to be less relevant. This was extracted from the similarities among the powder XRD 

patterns of the as-synthetized powder, treated with scCO2 and recrystallized in the 

different solvents. In all cases, the diffractograms show the same features (phase 1), 

implying that the presence of different solvents does not affect the packaging of the 

molecules. However, in MeOH, the pattern indicates the sum of more than one phase, 

including phase 1. Unfortunately, the further analysis of their structures remain 

unknown.  

3.5.4. Other CCMoids 

Crystals of the rest of CCMoids studied in this doctoral thesis were achieved by 

recrystallization in hot ACN (3pyCCMoidBF2 and 2-thpCCMoidLBF2, figures 15a and 15b, 

respectively), slow evaporation in DMSO-d6 (2-thpCCMoidL, figure 13c) or layering in 

ACN/H2O (2-thpCCMoidL, figure 13d). Unfortunately, crystals of not enough quality 

were accomplished. 

 

 

  

Acetone 

MetOH 

ACN 

EtOH 

scCO2 

as-synthesized 
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Figure 15. Crystals of: (a) 3pyCCMoidBF2, (b) 2-thpCCMoidLBF2 (c) and (d) 2-thpLCCMoid. 

3.6. Solid state NMR (CPMAS13C) 

CPMAS13C characterization was performed only for BDMC due to possibility of compare 

the results of this technique with the structures published and try to have more 

information about the new unknown structure obtained in our synthesis. Solid-state 13C 

NMR provides relevant information regarding conformations and intermolecular 

interactions, since it is very sensitive to changes in the environment that surround 

molecules. Moreover, this analysis can also give some clues about the number of 

conformations or different environments in the sample. The CPMAS13C spectra of the 

as-synthetized BDMC (figure 16a) was compared with the sample recovered after drying 

in scCO2 (figure 16b) to study the influence of conformational features. 

In the solid state 13C NMR, the signals appear in the same region than in solution (table 

2), but as this technique is sensible to the different environments of each C atom the 

bands are much broader.  

In solution 1H NMR, both samples, the as-synthesized BDMC and the one dried with 

scCO2, show identical features and purity. Instead, figure 16 shows that the CPMAS13C 

displays a duplication of the signals in the case of the scCO2. The presence of this splitting 

only in the solid state proves the conformational nature of this phenomena. In the non-

solvated BDMC structure published by Yuan et al.49 (figure 9), two conformations of the 

BDMC molecule can be observed. In that case, one molecule adopts a complete 

extended structure, while the other presents half of the molecule rotated. The 

molecules adopt this disposition because in the absence of solvent the intermolecular 

interactions that stabilize the crystals are those from the BDMC themselves, showing 

that in the complete extended structures they cannot interact in an effective manner. 

This rotation produces the approximation of the phenol group of one molecule to the β-

diketone of the other, thus creating a network of H-bonds between them. This type of 

interactions happens within pairs of molecules, so half of them adopt the rotated 

disposition, generating one group of shifts in the 13C spectrum, and the other half remain 

in their extended version, generating the other half of the set signals. In the as-

synthetized solid, the presence of one group of signals indicates that only one 
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conformation is present, possibly the extended form, as it happens in the rest of 

published BDMC structures (figure 9).  

 

 

Figure 16. CPMAS13C of BDMC: (a) as-synthetized (BDMC-S), and (b) after scCO2 drying 

(BDMC-scCO2). 

The assignment of the 13C NMR shifts in figure 16 was performed by comparison with 

the published data regarding CCM.56 The displacements observed are the same than in 

solution, and the enol form is again the only one observed (signal of C1 around 101 ppm). 

In the solid state, all the CCMoids display the enol-keto form that makes the molecule 

not completely symmetric, indicated as Cx and Cx’ in the figure. However, in solution, the 

electronic distribution in the keto-enol moiety and the conjugated nature of the 

skeleton and arms shows a symmetric pattern for the two halves of the molecules, 

reducing the number of signals. 

In the CPMAS13C spectra of the “as-synthetized” BDMC, the signal related to the methine 

carbon (C1) is a singlet, around 100 ppm, like what it happens in solution. The differences 

observed due to the keto-enol form are clearly visible in the carbonyl region (176-192 

ppm), with the two C2 and C2' now well-differentiated. In addition, the signals of the C8 

and C8' attached to the hydroxyl groups, appear repeated as well (157-160 ppm). As it 

has been explained above, in the case of the spectrum of the non-solvated BDMC 

(BDMC-scCO2) the number of signals is even higher, due to the duplication of the signals 
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produced by the existence of two conformations of the molecule. In that way, for 

example, four signals are now observed in the carbonyl region: two for the C=O (C2) and 

the OH-C=C (C2’) of one conformer and of the same number for the other conformer. 

The same occurs with the C atoms related to the phenol groups (C8 and C8') where also 

two signals are observed for the C1 atom. The rest of the signals, from the 

diarylheptanoid skeleton and additional aromatic groups, fall in the 115-145 ppm region, 

where it is difficult to discriminate among them, because of their overlap and split. 

Considering the CCM literature and using the liquid spectrum, they may follow a C7/C7’ 

– C3/C3’ – C5/C5’ – C6/C6’ – C4/C4’ order, from highest to lowest field in the mentioned 

range. 

3.7. Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy and 

fluorescence emission 

Due to the intense colour of CCMoids and their use as dyes, the absorption features of 

these compounds have been extensively analysed by UV-Vis spectroscopy, as well as 

their fluorescence emissions.57  

In general, CCM and CCMoids display a typical and broad band centred approximately 

at 350-450 nm in the UV-visible region that relates to the CCMoid skeleton. In addition, 

several studies have shown the remarkable effect of solvent in the shift of such band; 

being all CCMoids solvochromic systems.58 For example, the UV-Vis absorption and 

emission spectra of the BDMC were studied in a set of solvents and discussed by 

Tonnensen et al.,59 in one of the articles of the series “Studies on Curcumin and 

Curcuminoids”. In this work, the authors observed a shift to the red region in the 

fingerprint absorption bands, while increasing the polarity of the solvents (figure 17). 

The same tendency was described for CCM.60 In addition to the maximum wavelength, 

the spectrum of BDMC also shows an additional band of lower intensity in the region 

between 250 and 270 nm related to the phenol groups. The spectrum of the BOCMC in 

MeOH was measured by John et al.61 that attributed similar bands to those of BDMC in 

the nπ* (358–445 nm) and ππ* (258–265 nm) transitions. As far as we know, for the 

rest of CCMoids presented in this doctoral thesis no previous optical studies have been 

published. 
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Solvent λAbs (nm) λFl (nm) 

Cyclohexane 348, 362 531, 473, 447 

CHCl₃ 411 486 

EtOAc 411 482 

Acetone 413 486 

ACN 411 490 

DMF 424 506 

DMSO 425 515 

IPA 420 513 

EtOH 418 525 

MeOH 415 529 

Ethylene glycol 423 541 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Maximum absorbance and fluorescent emission values of BDMC in different 

solvents59 (top). Absorption spectra of 3pyCCMoid (black line) and 3pyCCMoidBF2 (grey 

line) in MeOH and their corresponding fluorescence emission spectra (dotted black and 

grey lines, down). 

Here, to perform a comparative study of the studied CCMoids, the UV-Vis spectra of 

these molecules were measured in three organic solvents, from low to high polarity: 

EtOAc < DMSO < MeOH. Moreover, the spectra of these compounds in solid state were 

also acquired to minimise the effects of the solvent in the absorption. For the latter, 

pellets with approximately 0.1 mg of the CCMoid and 100 mg of KBr were prepared and 

characterized using an integrating sphere accessory. The fluorescent spectra were 

measured exclusively in MeOH, using as excitation the wavelength of maximum 

absorption in this solvent. In figure 17 down, the absorption spectra of 3pyCCMoid 
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(black line) and 3pyCCMoidBF2 (grey line) in MeOH are shown, as well as those of their 

corresponding fluorescence emissions (dotted lines). 

In general, a similar tendency is observed for all the systems. Hence, the highest 

wavelenght values are found in DMSO and the lowest in EtOAc; however the spectra 

show that the shifts of the bands do not follow the polarity trend, having in MeOH 

maxima values that were similar to those obtain in EtOAC or intermediate between 

EtOAC and DMSO. It is important to stress here that for 3pyCCMoid and BOHCCMBF2 

the use of different solvents had virtually no effect on the maximum of absorption bands 

(table 6). Finally, the absorption value for 2-thphLCCMoid was higher in MeOH than in 

DMSO, not following the general trend mentioned above. Related with the results in the 

solid state, all CCMoids present similar energy absortion values as their analogous in 

DMSO. 

Table 6. Wavelength numbers, taken from the maximum absorption of the studied 

CCMoids, measured in different solvents and in the solid state. *Bibliographic data.56  

 

In general, the coordination of BF2 produced a shift to the red region, both, in absorption 

and fluorescence. This way, a bathochromic displacement is observed when BDMC 

coordinates to BF2 units.2,3 Moreover, the CCMoidBF2 systems usually have higher 

intensity fluorescent bands than the free CCMoids, and this is a common trend observed 

with other CCMoids in the literature when they coordinate to boron species.36 The 

wavelength of maximum absorbance and fluorescence emissions of the rest of CCMoids 

are shown in table 6, and the complete spectra in appendix I. 

Despite most CCMoids are soluble in polar solvents, their solubility in H2O is negligible, 

being this one of the principal problems to use them in biological applications.62 The 

same behaviour was observed for the CCMoids studied in this doctoral thesis, except for 

3pyCCMoid that was slightly soluble in H2O (figure 18). For this, a saturated solution of 

3pyCCMoid in water was sonicated and filtered before recording the spectrum (figure 

                            λmax 

                     Absorption Fluorencence 

 EtOAc MeOH DMSO Solid MeOH 

BDMC 411 415 425 422 529* 

BDMCBF2 482 486 508 478 571 

BODMC 416 428 439 422 530 

3pyCCMoid 381 380 393 393 474 

3pyCCMoidBF2 411 420 423 420 478 

2-thphLCCMoid 425 446 439 459 565 

2-thphLCCMoidBF2 508 518 540 476 620 

BOHCCMoid - 400 443 445.5 - 

BOHCCMoidBF2 431.5 426.5 426.5 437.5 498 
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18). Within the recording window, in this case, the typical absorption bands appear now 

at ca. 370 and 280 nm. Comparing with data from the other studied solvents, the use of 

H2O promotes the hypsochromic shift of the CCMoid band, displaying again that the 

solvochromic behaviour of this molecule, as the rest, do not go in parallel with the 

polarity of the solvents. Regarding further studies of these materials, this result opens 

the possibility of using 3pyCCMoid towards biological applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 3pyCCMoid in H2O. 

3.8. Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry measurements were performed for all the systems to analyse the 

redox behaviour of the synthetized CCMoids, as well as to provide information of their 

HOMO-LUMO energy gap. CCMoids are electroactive species that have been extensively 

studied with voltamperometric techniques. In that sense, some articles used cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) as an analytic technique for their detection,63,64 to study their oxidant 

capabilities65,66 or to get inside on their conductive properties.37 

In this work, the electrochemical experiments were carried out in dry extra-pure THF, 

solvent in which most of the studied CCMoids were soluble. For that, a solution 0.1 M 

of the electrolyte, tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6), and solutions 

10-3 M of each CCMoid were prepared. A glassy carbon electrode was chosen as the 

working electrode (WE), while two Pt wires were selected as the counter and reference 

electrodes (CE and RE), respectively. Ferrocene was used as the internal reference, 

which was added at the end of each measurement. The experiments were performed 

under Ar flow, to remove oxygen. A blank of the solution, with only the electrolyte, was 

also measured previously to any sample. The voltammograms of all the measured 

CCMoids were corrected establishing as zero the semipotencial of ferrocene.  
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Figure 19. Cyclic voltammograms for all the CCMoids at scan rates of 100 mVs-1.  

In all the cases, it was possible to observe the redox activity that corresponds to the 

oxidation and the reduction processes for each CCMoid (figure 19), except for 

BOHCCMBF2 where the oxidation was not visible, being possibly at high potentials 

outside of the analysed window. Moreover, BOHCCMoid could not be measured 

because of its low solubility. In general, the voltammograms displayed several reduction 

processes, all of them irreversible. This means, that under the conditions of the 

experiments (voltage, temperature, electrodes, and solvent used) the CCMoid give rise 

to new species in solution that are also electrochemically active. This was corroborated 

by the study of this first reduction process, being already irreversible.  

A similar behaviour was observed for their oxidation processes in all the cases except 

for BODMC which displayed a different pattern (figure 20). Then, to analyse the nature 

(e.g., reversible, quasi-reversible or irreversible) of this oxidation wave, a set of 

voltammograms were performed at different scan rates, from 20 to 2000 mVs-1, for this 

CCMoid. The results are presented in table 7 and figure 20. The oxidative wave obtained 
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at different rates was analysed by: (i) attaining the coefficient between the anodic and 

cathodic currents (maxima of the waves in both cases), (ii) calculating the voltage 

difference between the cationic/anodic processes, and (iii) using the Randles-Sevcik 

equation (RS).67 For a reversible behaviour it is expected to achieve values close to one 

and smaller than 200 mV in the (i) and (ii) analyses, respectively. In the case of the RS 

equation (characterization techniques chapter) the achievement of a linear regression 

is indicative of reversibility. Despite of the first impression, only the requirements of the 

Randles-Sevcik equation were fulfilled, displaying values far from the ideal in the first 

two approaches (table 7). Therefore, it cannot be considered that the first oxidation 

process of the BODMC has a pure reversible nature and should better be described as a 

quasi-reversible process in these conditions. 

From the data achieved, in general CCMoids present irreversible behaviour, although 

the nature of their arms, in combination with the solvents and solvated species created 

by the applied voltage, may provide different outcomes. In this regard, there are also 

studies where the modification of the working electrode can allow reversible processes 

for CCM, therefore, having the stabilisation of the corresponding redox species in the 

conditions of the experiments. 68 

Table 7. Current intensity and potential values for the oxidation and reduction processes 

at different scan rates for BODMC. 

 

ν (mVs-1) Epa (V) Ipa (mA) Epc  (V) Ipc(mA) Ipa/Ipc ΔEp (V) E0 (V) 

20 0.698 0.028 0.395 -0.010 2.851 0.304 0.896 

50 0.753 0.041 0.355 -0.020 2.075 0.398 0.931 

100 0.798 0.054 0.318 -0.027 1.999 0.480 0.957 

200 0.872 0.081 0.314 -0.044 1.827 0.557 1.029 

500 0.946 0.120 0.248 -0,067 1.798 0.697 1.070 

1000 1.072 0.162 0.225 -0,084 1.914 0.848 1.185 

2000 1.149 -0.218 0.167 -0.106 2.055 0.982 1.233 
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Figure 20. Plot of the maximum intensity vs. the square root of V: (a) oxidation, and (b) 

reduction. 

3.8.1. HOMO-LUMO energy bandgap estimation 

Electrochemistry is a technique used for the estimation of the bandgap energy as well, 

since the oxidation and reduction processes can be related with the HOMO and LUMO 

energies, respectively. This way, the semiconductor nature of the CCMoids has been 

proved in different works69,70 including our team,2,3 with bandgap values between 1.5 

and 2.5 eVs. It has been also described the use of UV-Vis absorption spectra for the 

analysis of the gap. Here, we compared the values achieved using both techniques. 

Regarding the electronic behaviour of CCMoids, the study of the single electron 

transport properties of a family of CCMoids have also been described by our group using 

break junction and mechanically controlled break-junctions techniques.71,72 

From the point of view of the CCMoids, in this doctoral thesis the interest was on the 

analysis of the effect in the energy gap due to the existence of different arms, lengths of 

the skeleton and coordination. This way, 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 was compared with a 

previous synthesised system, 2-thphCCMoidBF2, both depicted in figure 21.2  

 

 

Figure 21. Structure of 2-thphCCMoidBF2 and 2-thphLCCMoidBF2. 

(a) 

(b) 
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A schematic representation of the HOMO and LUMO obtained for each CCMoid using 

electrochemistry is presented in figure 22 helping in the comparation and visualization 

of the changes observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Representation of the HOMO and LUMO values of the CCMoids studied in this 

doctoral thesis 

The energy of the HOMO and LUMO and the bandgap using electrochemistry was 

calculated for most of the studied CCMoids, except for BOHCCMoid, 2-thphCCMoidBF2 

and BOHCCMoidBF2. In the case of the BOHCCMoid, its low solubility made impossible 

the measurement. For the other two, the oxidation bands were not evident, thus the 

estimation of the HOMO was not achieved. For these three compounds the bandgap 

estimation could only be performed by using UV-Vis absorption data.  

The estimated values of the bandgaps using electrochemistry and UV-Vis are shown in 

table 8. 
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Table 8. Data extracted from the CV referenced to Fc/Fc+ and UV-vis in solid state. 

 

In general, all the measured values are in the range of published data (1.5 and 2.5 eVs), 

displaying all a semiconductor behaviour.2,3,37,38 Overall, the coordination of the BF2 unit 

seems to reduce the HOMO and LUMO gap, affecting particularly the LUMO values. This 

change is especially noticeable for the 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 in comparison to 2-

thphLCCMoid with LUMO values of 3.19 and -4.03, respectively. Moreover, this CCMoid, 

with an extended framework (11 carbon atoms instead of the 7 found in the rest of 

CCMoids) shows the smallest bandgap when coordinates to BF2 (figure 21). Comparing 

the CCMoids structures, it was seen that the lateral substituents do not significantly 

affect the bandgaps of the molecules (table 8). However, the results obtained with 

BODMC deserve special attention, since this CCMoid presents similar values to other 

CCMoids when coordinated with BF2 and/or have long carbon skeletons. Unfortunately, 

attempts of preparing this compound coordinated to BF2 were unsuccessful. 

Considering these results, it can be concluded that all the CCMoids of this doctoral thesis 

have a semiconductor behaviour, and to achieved small bandgap values the trend is the 

coordination of the β-diketone moiety to BF2 and the extension of the CCMoid 

framework. 

4. Conclusions  
The synthesis of all the CCMoids studied in this doctoral thesis was carried out with 

remarkable yields and straightforward purification processes. We have demonstrated 

the efficiency of the modification of the Pabon’s method to prepare a new CCMoid, the 

2-thphLCCMoid, with an extended CCMoid skeleton, hence, additional double bonds in 

the chain. Also related with the synthesis of this CCMoid, we have proposed an effective 

synthetic route that can be hypothetically used for the preparation of long versions of 

CCMoids, starting with the commercially available aldehydes. Finally, we remark the 

 

1st 

oxidation 

(V) 

1st 

reduction 

(V) 

E 

HOMO 

(eV) 

E 

LUMO 

(eV) 

Bandgap 

EC 

(eV) 

Bandgap 

UV-Vis 

(eV) 

BDMC 0.95 -1.88 -5.46 -3.34 2.12 2.13 

BDMCBF2 0.88 -1.53 -5.23 -3.4 1.83 2.00 

BODMC 0.92 -1.46 -5.45 -3.5 1.95 1.94 

3pyCCMoid 0.94 -1.68 -5.37 -3.24 2.13 2.41 

3pyCCMoidBF2 0.80 -1.10 -5.42 -3.45 1.97 2.14 

BOHCCMoid - - - - - 2.02 

BOHCCmoidBF2 - -0.86 - 4.09 - 2.16 

2-thphLCCMoid 0.66 -1.72 -5.26 -3.19 2.07 1.86 

2-thphLCCMoidBF2 1.19 -0.81 -5.81 -4.03 1.78 1.65 

2-thphCCMoidBF2 - -1.29 - -3.63 - 1.92 
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interesting perspectives of the synthesis of CCMoids by using acacBF2. This procedure 

was used as a convenient solution due to the impossibility of coordinating the BF2 to the 

free 3pyCCMoid, and to overcome difficulties found when working with a highly 

insoluble compound, as it is BOHCCMoid.  

The CCMoids have been characterized by several techniques, including NMR, IR mass 

spectroscopy, UV-Vis absorption, and electrochemistry. All these characterization 

methods have been useful for determining the composition and purity of the desired 

compounds giving also valuable information about the molecules. The set of 

characterization techniques also gives information about how the lateral substituents 

and the central carbon chain affect to different properties. Having a better 

understanding of this influence is considered advantageous for the design of new 

molecules inside of the CCMoid family. The stablished analytical protocols would be 

useful for the characterization of the extended structures and to find new applications 

for these molecular platforms. 
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1. Introduction  

Previous to this doctoral thesis, only two CPs, by Su et al.1 and Domingo et al.2, have 

been published having a CCMoid as the linker in charge of the expansion of the 

structures. In both cases, CCM was the chosen molecule, where the CPs show Zn(II) ions 

coordinated to the central β-diketone moiety and to the lateral phenol/methoxy groups 

of this molecule. Despite of the structural similarities with the rest of natural CCMoids, 

no other coordination-based extended systems have been published until now. 

Based on this idea, BDMC (figure 1) was chosen as the organic linker to screen for new 

CPs based on CCMoids. Moreover, since it is a natural molecule that have shown some 

health benefits as antioxidant, anti-inflammatory or antitumoral,3-6 their CPs are also 

expected to have some therapeutical properties. It is worth to mention that BDMC has 

been described to improve some CCM properties and presents higher stability at 

physiological pHs.7,8 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the structure of the BDMC. 

From a bibliographic point of view, and comparing with CCM, there is a limited literature 

that examine the coordination of BDMC with metals. Even so, there are already works 

regarding coordination compounds that display two BDMC molecules bonded to Zn(II), 

Ni(II), Cu(II), Pd(II)9, U(II)10 and La(III)11 ions (figure 2), respectively, and additional 

publications with only one molecule of BDMC in the coordination sphere of the metallic 

centre in addition to other ligands (figure 2). The latter have been synthesized with the 

same metallic units named above and also using Ru(II)12, Pd(II)13, Ir(II) and Rh(II),14 

correspondingly. However, as far as we know, all the previous systems are coordination 

compounds (0D structures), and therefore, the CPs introduced in this chapters are the 

first ones synthesized with a natural CCMoid, BDMC, outside CCM.15 
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Figure 2. Examples of BDMC-metal compounds. 

Moreover, in this work the use of co-linkers together with BDMC was examined too. 

Because of the charged nature of this phenolic CCMoid, neutral co-linkers of the 

bipyridine family were used. Three representative molecules of this family with different 

spacer lengths and nature were chosen: (1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (bpe), 1,3-bis(4-

pyridyl)propane (bpp) and 4,4'-bipyridine (bpy)) (figure 3). Here, one of our goals was to 

analyse how the different spacers could affect the structure and properties of the final 

mixed-linker CPs. Hence, bpy is chosen as a very rigid and short molecule, while bpp is 

longer and relatively flexible. Finally, the presence of the unsaturated chain in bpe 

makes this molecule the longest and most flexible one of the chosen set, missing the 

conjugation features that the other two have. 

 

Figure 3. Scheme, name, and abbreviation of the molecules used as co-ligands in this 

chapter. 

Here, using solvothermal methods, seven new CPs have been obtained with BDMC as 

the principal linker together with the above co-linkers and Zn(II) ions as the metallic 

centres. They are named: BDMCZn-1, BDMCZn-2a, BDMCZn-2b, BDMCZn-3, BDMCZn-

4a, BDMCZn-4b and BDMCZn-4c, respectively. Moreover, the synthesis of CPs using 

scCO2 methodology was explored as well, due to the expertise of the group in this 

technique and the synthesis of a previous MOF based on CCM using this methodology.2 
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2. Objectives  

The principal objective of the work described in this chapter is the synthesis and 

physicochemical characterization of new CPs based on BDMC. Together with this general 

purpose, two secondary aims were also proposed:  

• The achievement of mixed-linkers CPs using BDMC and a family of bipyridine 

derivatives. 

• The attainment of BDMC-CPs by scCO2 methodology, to compare with the 

results achieved using traditional methods, and as an alternative green 

technique for the synthesis of CCMoid-CPs. 

 

3. Materials and methods  
3.1. Materials 

The BDMC was synthetized following a modification of the Pabon´s methodology16 as 

was explained in chapter I. The co-ligands (4,4′-Bipyridine, 1,2-Bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene 

and 1,3-Bis(4-pyridyl)propane) and all the metal salts precursors for the CP synthesis 

(zinc acetate, Zn(OAc)2; zinc acetylacetonate, Zn(AcAc)2·xH2O; were purchased in Sigma 

Aldrich (Merck KGaA). MeOH was provided by CARLO ERBA Reagents S.A., absolute EtOH 

by Scharlab and the compressed CO2 by Carburos Metálicos S.A.  

3.2. Methods. CPs synthesis  

3.2.1. Solvothermal method 

The crystallisation of the accomplished BDMC-CPs, in the presence or absence of co-

linkers, was achieved using the methodology described in the methodology chapter, 

using EtOH as solvent at 80 oC for three days, working at solvothermal conditions. Here, 

autogenous pressure is produced inside of the vial, but due to the low filling volume (2 

mL), we can describe it as soft solvothermal conditions. 

BDMCZn-1. 30.00 mg (0.097 mmol) of BDMC and 21.36 mg (0.097 mmol) of 

Zn(OAc)2.2H2O were mixed in 2 mL of EtOH. Yield 56-60 wt.%. 

BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-2b. Both were synthesized as BDMCZn-1 but adding as an 

extra reagent bpe, in the quantities of 8.86 mg (0.048 mmol) or 17.73 mg (0.097 mmol), 

respectively. Yields 52-70 wt.%.  
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BDMCZn-3. The system was synthesized as BDMCZn-1 but adding bpp, either 19.29 mg 

(0.048 mmol) or 38.58 mg (0.097 mmol) were used, obtaining the same product 

independently of the BDMC:bpp ratio.  

BDMCZn-4a, BDMCZn-4b and BDMCZn-4c. The three systems were synthesized as 

BDMCZn-1 but adding bpy, either 15.19 mg (0.048 mmol) or 30.30 mg (0.097 mmol), 

showing identical results with the two different BDMC:bpy ratios. A crystalline mixture 

was obtained, from which BDMCZn-4c was the only compound obtained in significant 

quantities, with a yield of 38-54 wt.%. Some crystals of BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b 

were obtained together with BDMCZn-4c but it was not possible to isolate them neither 

to vary/increase their yields. 

3.2.2. scCO2 method 

In most of the cases the reactor was set at 60 oC, pressurized to 200 bar and the mixture 

was stirred during 72 h, only BDMCZn-3sc was carried out following the same procedure 

but at 40 oC. 

BDMCZn-1sc. 156 mg (0.50 mmol) of BDMC and 200 mg (0.76 mmol) of Zn (acac)2·xH2O 

were mixed in 2 mL of EtOH in a vial. 

BDMCZn-2sc. This compound was synthesized as BDMCZn-1sc but adding bpe as an 

extra reagent (76.8 mg, 0.42 mmol).  

BDMCZn-3sc. This product was achieved as BDMCZn-1sc but adding bpp as an additional 

reagent (83.6 mg, 0.42 mmol). Moreover, tert-butylpyridine was added to increase the 

crystallinity of the products. In this approached, previously publish by Domingo et al.,17 

tert-butyl pyridine was used as ancillary ligand that forms and intermediate with the 

metal salts helping the completion of the reaction. 

BDMCZn-4sc. This product was synthesized as BDMCZn-1sc but adding as an extra 

reagent 65.8 mg (0.42 mmol) of bpy.  

4. Result and Discussion 
4.1. Solvothermal synthesis 

Six new CPs, based on BDMC, have been obtained in this doctoral thesis (table 1) 

following the solvothermal approach. One of them with the exclusive use of BDMC and 

a Zn(II) salt (BDMCZn-1). For the rest, two CPs present BDMC and bpe (BDMCZn-2a and 

BDMCZn-2b), one shows BDMC and bpp (BDMCZn-3) and three different systems were 

isolated containing BDMC and bpy (BDMCZn-4a, BDMCZn-4b and BDMCZn-4c). 
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Table 1: Co-linkers and stoichiometry of the CPs obtained 

CPs Co-linker Ratio 

metal: BDMC:Co-linker 

BDMCZn-1 - 1:1:- 

BDMCZn-2a bpe 1:1:1 

BDMCZn-2b bpe 1:1:0.5 

BDMCZn-3 bpp 1:1:1 

BDMCZn-4a, 4b,4c bpy 1:1:1 

 

4.1.1. Crystallographic description 

The reaction of BDMC and Zn(OAc)2 in EtOH under solvothermal conditions resulted in 

a 1D structure called here BDMCZn-1, with [Zn(BDMC)(EtOH)]n stoichiometry. 

 Figure 4. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of compound BDMCZn-1: (a) 

repeating unit showing the coordination mode of Zn(II) and BDMC, (b) zig-zag chain in 

the 1D structure, and (c) extended 3D framework through H-bonding projected in the a 

and c directions. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are 

omitted for clarity. 

bc ab 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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BDMCZn-1 crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c space group. In the asymmetric unit, one 

Zn(II) atom appears tetracoordinated, having the basal plane occupied by the β-diketone 

of one BDMC linker and one EtOH molecule; meanwhile, in the apical position the 

metallic centre coordinates to the phenolic ring of a neighbouring BDMC linker (figure 

4a). The chelate formed with the two oxygens in the β–diketone distorts in great manner 

the geometry, presenting smaller O-Zn-O angle (99°) than the rest (105-120°).  

The pseudo-tetrahedral geometry of the Zn(II) is imposed by the coordination with the 

two oxygen atoms in the β-diketone (angles O−Zn−O between 99° and 120°). Each BDMC 

is coordinated to two different Zn(II) atoms by the β-diketone and one phenolic ring, 

while the second phenol remains protonated. As a consequence, the system presents a 

1D zigzag chain where successive BDMC molecules form angles of 85.50° (Figure 4b). 

The chains are held together in a 3D structure by hydrogen bonds established through 

the coordinated EtOH molecules (figure 4c). The result is a compact packing with 

negligible structural porosity (calculated using Mercury).  

As previously mentioned, bpe, bpp and bpy were used in the synthesis to promote 

higher dimensional systems and to analyse the effect of the co-linkers. In our 

experiments, the co-linkers were always added in the mixture after the solvothermal 

reactions were carried out. 

In the experiments with bpe, two different structures, called BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-

2b, were obtained changing the ratio linker:co-linker. 

Using a ratio 1:1:1 (metal:BDMC:bpe), a 1D structure named BDMCZn-2a was obtained 

with formula [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)(OAc)]n·2nH2O. BDMCZn-2a crystallizes in the monoclinic 

P21/c space group. The asymmetric unit contains a single pentacoordinated Zn(II) atom 

bonded to the β-diketone of one BDMC, two pyridine N atoms of two additional bpe co-

linkers, and one oxygen from the acetate ligand. The Zn(II) ion adopts a square-based 

pyramidal geometry with the β-diketone, the acetate, and one of the bpe co-linkers on 

the basal plane and the second bpe at the apical position (figure 5a). Overall, the 

geometry is slightly distorted (τ = 0.43), with angles smaller than 90° in the bonds that 

implicate the oxygen atoms of the β-diketone (between 85.4° and 88.1°) and larger in 

the angle between the two N-donor linkers (94.88°). A similar coordination number has 

been observed in the past in CPs and MOFs18,19, as well as when Zn(II) coordinate to a 

synthetic CCMoid.20 In this structure, both phenol groups of the BDMC molecule remain 

protonated and do not participate in the coordination to the metal, which is exclusively 

established through the β-diketone. Therefore, a new 1D zigzag array is formed by 

coordinative bonds established entirely between the Zn(II) metal centres and the ditopic 

bpe molecules (with an angle of 64.58°, figure 5b). In the supramolecular structure, the 

chains are held together by hydrogen bonds established between the remaining 

protonated phenol groups in the BDMC molecules and the acetate groups of different 
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chains, with half of those through water bridges (figure 5c). Again, the result is a dense 

structure with a negligible porosity (calculated using Mercury). Although the general 

disposition of Zn(BDMC)(OAc) units attached through the bpe is similar to other CCMoid-

CPs published with Co(II) and Ni(II) using bpy,21 the molecular blocks of BDMCZn-2a are 

unique in the sense that each Zn unit coordinates to BDMC and acetate ligands instead 

of coordinating only to CCMoid molecules.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of compound BDMCZn-2a: 

(a) repeating unit showing the coordination mode of Zn(II) and BDMC, (b) zig-zag chain 

in the 1D structure, and (c) extended 3D framework through H-bonding in the b and c 

projections. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are 

omitted for clarity. 

The reduction of the molar ratio of bpe, from 1 to 0.5, provided a new compound named 

here BDMCZn-2b, displaying a different PXRD pattern than BDMCZn-2a (see powder 

XRD section). However, its structural analysis was not possible due to the poor quality 

of the crystals. Its composition was estimated using EA data and further analysed by 

CPMAS13C. 

In a different way than before, all the experiments performed varying the ratios with 

bpp provided the same crystalline product, called BDMCZn-3, with formula 

[Zn(BDMC)(bpp)0.5]n·n/2EtOH. BDMCZn-3 crystallizes in the orthorhombic P21 space 

group. The repeating unit has a similar composition as BDMCZn-1, but now the EtOH 

groups are replaced by bpp co-linkers. As a result, a new 3D architecture is found in 

contrast to the 1D observed for BDMCZn-1. The structure of BDMCZn-3 is highly 

complex, with four crystallographically different Zn(II) atoms, all of them 

(a) 

ac 

(c) 

ab 

(b) 
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tetracoordinated (figure 6), and four independent BDMC units. Each pseudo-tetrahedral 

Zn(II) is bonded on the basal plane to the β-diketone of one BDMC linker and to one 

phenolic ring of a neighbour. The apical position is occupied by the pyridinic moiety of a 

bpp co-linker. Hence, as described in BDMCZn-1, each BDMC is coordinated to two 

different Zn(II) atoms, through the β-diketone and one phenol ring, while the second 

phenol group remains protonated.  

 

Figure 6. Repeating unit in the crystals of BDMCZn-3. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, 

grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Extended structure of BDMCZn-3. (a)Projections of the zig-zag basic unit chain, 

(b) projection of the 3D and (c) views of the interpenetrated structure, without and with 

space filling function in Mercury. 

The basic unit is constituted by zigzag [Zn(BDMC)]n chains extended in two 

perpendicular directions with an angle of 86.81° (figure 7a). These units are attached by 

the co-linker bpp (figure 7b) that adopts an L-shaped conformation, reducing in a great 

manner its length. The dense packing of this basic construction leads to interpenetration 

of the elements within the 3D structure (figure 7c), giving place to a dense material with 

null porosity (calculated by Mercury). 

(a) 

(c) 

ac 

(b) 
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Finally, three different products precipitate together after the reaction with bpy, called 

BDMCZn-4a, BDMCZn-4b and BDMCZn-4c, respectively. In all the experiments, most of 

the isolated product was formed by BDMCZn-4c crystals, which does not present high 

crystallinity and its structure was not resolved. However, some crystals from the other 

two systems could be separated by hand and measured using single crystal XRD. 

Both compounds (BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b) are rather similar and have alike 

stoichiometry, with formulae [Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n·nH2O·nEtOH and 

[Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n·2nEtOH, in that order, differentiating themselves in the nature and 

number of adsorbed solvent molecules. Even though these two systems present 

similarities, they crystallize in different space groups, C2/c and P21/n, for BDMCZn-4a 

and BDMCZn-4b, correspondingly. Both structures are formed by dinuclear units 

connected through the ligands. Each dimer displays a Zn2O6 core formed by two 

pentacoordinated and crystallographically equivalent Zn(II) atoms (figures 8a,b), 

coordinated each to one β-diketone moiety from one BDMC unit and one pyridinic group 

(from the 4,4′-bpy) in addition to two phenolate groups from neighbouring CCMoid 

molecules; the latter act as the bridging ligands within the dimeric cluster. Therefore, 

the coordination sphere of the metallic centres in BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn4b is the 

same; however, the geometry of the Zn(II) ions differ between structures. In BDMCZn-

4a, each Zn(II) centre adopts a square based pyramidal geometry (τ = 0.28) with four 

oxygen atoms from three different BDMC linkers on the basal plane (depicted in figure 

8a; β-diketone is shown in red and phenolate in black) and one N atom from a pyridine 

moiety in the apical position (figure 8a displayed in green). In BDMCZn-4a, the angles 

O−Zn−N are between 96.1° and 108.2° and the angles O−Zn−O are in the range 

76.8−93.4°. In contrast, the Zn(II) centres in BDMCZn-4b display a bipyramidal trigonal 

geometry (τ = 0.79) having at the apical positions a phenolate group (figure 8b, in black) 

from a CCMoids and a half-coordinated β-diketone moiety from another (figure 8b, in 

red). The equatorial positions contain similar fragments and include a pyridinic moiety 

(figure 8b, in green). In BDMCZn-4b, the angles are rather smaller for O−Zn−N 

(86.8−129.3°) and larger for O−Zn−O (79.1− 98.1°).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Repeating unit showing the coordination modes of Zn(II) and BDMC for 

BDMCZn-4a and -4b, respectively.  

 

(b) (a) 
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Again, BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b present similar trends in the way of expanding and 

connecting the dimers through the phenolate bridges and the bpy. Both structures 

display all the BDMC units coordinated through the β-diketone moiety to one Zn(II) ion 

and one phenolate ring to another centre, remaining protonated the second phenolate 

in the CCMoid unit and giving an overall 3D structure (figures 9a,b). Another important 

difference between these two products resides in the incorporated solvents: H2O and 

EtOH in BDMCZn-4a, and only EtOH in BDMCZn-4b, which intermolecular interactions 

add discrepancies between the two 3D structures (figures 9a, b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Projections of the tridimensional structures of (a) BDMCZn-4a and (b) -4b. 

The void space in BDMCZn-4a take up 20.2 vol% of the unit cell volume. The porosity is 

organized in 1D channels extended in the b axis (figure 10a). The EtOH/H2O molecules 

fill up such porous and are distributed in pairs, relating through an inversion centre, 

having strong hydrogen bonds between one EtOH and one H2O molecule within the sets 

(with a OH2O···H−OEtOH distance of 2.630 Å and angle of 164.9°). In addition, each one of 

these molecules presents several interactions with the surroundings, displaying 

Oβ-diketone−OH2O, C−Hpy···OH2O, and C−HCCMoid···OEtOH distances of 2.793, 2.874, and 3.636 

Å, in that order (showing in the last an angle of 169.64°). This crowded supramolecular 

network allows the interrelation of separated BDMC linkers through the solvent 

molecules (figure 10c).  

 

 

(a)  

(b)  
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Figure 10. Structure of BDMCZn-4a: (a) void maps of the channels (generated by 

Mercury), (b) established H bonding (arrows indicate the solvent molecules) (c) filling of 

the voids with solvent molecules, H-bonds highlighted in green and yellow. Colour 

legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

For BDMCZn-4b, the structural porosity is reduced to 12.6 vol%, constituted by isolated 

non-connected pores (figure 11a) where the EtOH molecules are placed. The adsorbed 

EtOH units are disordered, displaying, in the structure, the same probability for two 

opposite positions at the same location (green and blue in figure 11b). Now, the EtOH is 

confined in a smaller void, surrounded by pyridinic and CCMoid segments, with not as 

effective hydrogen bonding as in the former, presenting short OPhenol···H−OEtOH distances 

(2.941 Å) but small angles; such poor interactions allow the dual disposition of the 

molecule in the crystal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 11. Structure of BDMCZn-4b, (a) H-bonding established between the BDMC 

residues, solvent molecules mark with arrows. (b) void maps of the isolated voids 

(generated by Mercury). Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H 

atoms are omitted for clarity. 

In BDMCZn-4b the softer interaction with the solvent is compensated with additional 

contacts between the neighbouring BDMC molecules. They are basically H-bonding 

interactions between one oxygen from the β-diketone of one molecule and the proton 

of the no-coordinated phenol of another. To do so, in the same way that occurs for the 

structure of the non-solvated pristine ligand (chapter I), one of the sides of the CCMoid 

molecule in BDMCZn-4b rotate allowing the interaction between them (figure 12).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Disposition of two BDMC molecules in the BDMCZn-4b structure. 

Superimposed in green, the hypothetical disposition and distance of the extended 

conformation is shown. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H 

atoms are omitted for clarity. 

In the case of BDMCZn-4c, its structure could not be resolved even though it was the 

major phase obtained in the solvothermal treatment of the Zn:BDMC:bpy mixtures. For 

this compound, knowledge of the composition and formulas was acquired using EA and 

TGA (SI) data together with solid-state 13C NMR studies and ATR-FTIR spectrum. 

The lack of a single-crystal structure for BDMCZn-4c has been compensated with the 

knowledge acquired by EA and CPMAS13C (see corresponding sections).  

(a) (b) 
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4.1.2. CPMAS13C. Structural correlation studies 

As it has been explained in the characterization technique chapter and shown as well in 

chapter I, the 13C NMR in solid state give us information about the disposition and 

environment of each C atom. The CPMAS13C of all the CCMoid-CPs were measured as 

well as the spectrum of the pristine ligand. All the CPs with a resolved structure provides 

relevant information regarding the coordination and conformation of the BDMC 

molecules in each case. Particularly, this study was applied to the spectra of the 

unknown structures to have further insight in their composition. The spectra of the 

different CCMoid-CPs compared with the pristine BDMC are shown in figure 13 and the 

displacements in table 2. 

 

Figure 13. CPMAC13C spectra of the pristine BDMC and CPs. Assignation of the peaks in 

the pristine ligand and highlighted peaks in the CP following a colour code (signals from 

co-linkers in pink, β-diketone in blue, coordinated phenol in purple, free ones in green 

and additional coordinated molecules in orange). 
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Table 2. Carbon displacement values of BDMC and CPs. 

 Chemical shift [ppm] 

 BDMC signals Co-linker signals  

 C2 C2’ C8 C8’ C1 Ring  C-

chain 

Other 

BDMC 191.89 176.80 160.79 157.32 103.69 --- --- --- 

 

BDMC

Zn-1 

184.64 183.51 165.55 157.77 106.59 --- --- EtOH 

18.10 

(CH3-) 

60.96 

(-CH2-OH) 

BDMC

Zn-2a 

179.86 182.46 154.90 153.95 102.03 150.90 

146.96 

126.58 

135.52 

132.96 

AcOH 

18.42 

(-CH3) 

179.86 

(-C=O) 

BDMC

Zn-2b 

184.77 180.83 165.15 158.39 104.92 148.05 

146.93 

124.82 

131.47 182.72 

(unknown) 

 

BDMC

Zn-3 

186.09 182.91 167.79 160.29 106.52 156.22 

148.82 

126.39 

31.34 

25.19 

--- 

BDMC

Zn-4c 

185.40 183.14 167.88 159.91 106.97 150.87 

145.79 

121.64 

--- --- 

 

This way, comparing BDMCZn-1 and BDMCZn-3, the chemical shifts of C2 and C2' appear 

closer now and at lower fields than pristine BDMC (184.64 and 183.51 ppm for BDMCZn-

1 and 179.96 and 178.61 ppm for BDMCZn-3, respectively). This alignment is a 

consequence of the coordination of the β-diketone moiety with Zn(II) ions, making C2 

and C2' alike. For BDMCZn-2a, a similar behaviour is observed (appearing at 182.46 and 

179.86 ppm, respectively), although here the spectrum displays an additional signal 

from the C=O group of the acetate ligand coordinated to the metallic centre (at 179.86 

ppm). In addition, the C8' chemical displacement for BDMCZn-1 and BDMCZn-3 remains 

similar to the pristine BDMC, as the moieties that contain this carbon atom remain 

uncoordinated in these structures. Nevertheless, the analogous in each system displays 

shifts to lower fields (than BDMC) due to the coordination of this phenol group to a Zn 

(II) centre. However, when the two phenol groups in the phenyl rings remain free, as it 

happens in BDMCZn-2a, the displacement of C8 and C8' are close in value among them 

and similar to pristine those of BDMC as well. Additional features for BDMCZn-1 were 
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observed, such as the shifts for the coordinated EtOH (18.10 and 60.96 ppm 

corresponding to the CH3- and the -CH2-OH, respectively) that are well-differentiated, as 

well as the signals of the coordinated acetate moiety in BDMCZn-2a (179.86 and 18.42 

ppm, corresponding to the -C=O and the -CH3, in that order). In a similar manner, 

chemical shifts of the pyridinic co-linkers for BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-3 appear in the 

range of 120 to 160 ppm (aromatic groups of bpe and bpp together with the double 

bond from the bpe system) and between 30 to 60 ppm in the case of the aliphatic groups 

of BDMCZn-3. Their assignment was possible by comparing with the CPMAC13C spectra 

of the free co-linkers. 

The correlation attained by analysing the displacement and the structures of BDMCZn-

1, BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-3 was used towards the analysis of the spectra of the 

unresolved systems: BDMCZn-2b and BDMCZn-4c. The necessity of a significant amount 

of sample (approx. 100 mg) limited the use of the technique towards the analysis of the 

minor phases, such as BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b. Nevertheless, general trends from 

the co-linkers observed in BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-3 were also applicable for the bpy 

bridges in BDMCZn-4c (table 3). In addition, the displacements in the CPMAS13C NMR 

spectra of BDMCZn-2b and BDMCZn-4c indicate the coordination of their respective 

BDMC linkers through the keto/enol moiety and one phenolic ring. In both cases, the 

displacements of C2 - C2' and C8 - C8' were similar to those found for BDMCZn-1 and 

BDMCZn-3. Furthermore, both spectra suggest exclusive coordination of the Zn(II) 

centres with BDMC and bpe or bpy, excluding the possibility of extra coordinated with 

EtOH or acetate molecules. Having into account all the above and the information 

gathered through EA, it is expected a higher dimensional structure for BDMCZn-2b than 

for BDMCZn-2a. We base our hypothesis on the double coordination of the BDMC linker 

and displacements of the bpe C atoms, together with the estimated stoichiometry found 

by EA ([Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5]). Here, the CPMAS13C spectrum strongly suggests the 

formation of a similar structure to that found for BDMCZn-3 (figure 7), including the 

possibility of a different coordination number for the Zn(II) within the structure 

comparing with BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b (four instead of five in both cases). 

4.1.3. Elemental analysis.  

In general, an excellent correlation between the values of the elemental analysis 

obtaining experimentally and the calculated one is observed for the resolved structures, 

proving once more the purity of the species (table 4). Especially important were the 

results for the not resolved structures, BDMCZn-2b and BDMCZn-4c. In that way, the 

formulae [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5] and [Zn(BDMC)(bpy)0.5]n·2nH2O were proposed, in that 

order, based on the previous characterization techniques and the good fitting of the EA 

data (table 3).  
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Table 3. Experimental (Exp.) values obtained in the elemental analysis of the CPs and 

values calculated (cal.) from the formula presented in the second column. 

            %C        %H        %N 

Name Formula Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. 

BDMCZn-1 ZnC21H19O5 60.52 57.99 4,60 5.30 --- ---- 

BDMCZn-2a ZnC33H28O6N2⸱2H2O 60.98 61.05 4.96 4.76 4.31 4.54 

BDMCZn-3 Zn2C51H42O8N2⸱C2H6O 64.45 64.03 4.9 5.21 2.84 2.91 

BDMCZn-2b ZnC25H19O4N 64.88 64.41 4.14 4.42 2.9 3.03 

BDMCZn-4c ZnC24H18O4N⸱2H2O 59.33 58.71 4,56 4.07 2,88 3.4 

 

EA data forBDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b were not possible due to the small quantity 

obtained of both samples. 

4.1.4. Powder XRD 

The homogeneity and purity of the precipitated samples is relevant for their final 

characterization and application, as it happens in general for other CPs. For this purpose, 

powder XRD is of great assistance and it is used as a routine method to evaluate these 

features by analysing the experimental pattern in comparison to that of reagents, 

secondary phases or simulated patterns obtained from single crystallographic data. In 

our case, the comparison of the different BDMC-CPs is depicted in figure 14, where the 

simulations are in grey and the experimental data in different colours.  

Figure 14 shows a good match between the simulated and the experimental patterns of 

BDMCZn-1 (blue) and BDMCZn-3 (purple), respectively. In the case of BDMCZn-2a 

(green) differences (mainly peaks at 2θ = 5.96 and 8.62°) are attributed to the low 

stability of the crystals in the absence of solvent (figure 15). Moreover, no crystalline 

material was achieved for BDMCZn-2b (yellow) and BDMCZn-4c (red), so there are not 

simulated PXRD for them. In the same way, BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b were isolated 

in small quantities, not having the proper amount to perform powder XRD 

characterization. For these two, the simulated patterns were obtained from the single-

crystal XRD studies. The comparison between the two simulated spectra from BDMCZn-

4a and BDMCZn-4b with that of BDMCZn-4c (red), shows that the structure obtained 

for the last one is different.  
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Figure 14. PXRD patterns of the different BDMC-CPs species, in which the coloured lines 

correspond to measurements performed for the bulk powder of the different samples 

(blue for BDMCZn-1, green for BDMCZn-2a, yellow for BDMCZn-2b, purple for BDMCZn-

3, and red for BDMCZn-4c) whereas the grey lines represent the simulated profiles from 

single crystal structures (CuKα wavelength). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Pictures of a crystal of BDMCZn-2a using an optical microscopy: (a) just after 

solvent removal, and (b) after the complete drying. 

Some small shifts in 2Ɵ, observed between the simulated and the experimental 

patterns, are associated with low temperature measurements (at 100 K) in single XRD 

versus the room temperature in PXRD experiments.  
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4.1.5. General trends in BDMC-CPs  

From the point of view of the CCMoid ligand, BDMC has three potential positions for the 

coordination to metal centres: one from the β-diketone moiety and two for each phenol 

group on the sides of the molecule. However, full coordination of BDMC has not been 

observed in this work, with or without the use of co-linkers. 

Total coordination has been only described for CPs based on Zn(II)/CCM that have been 

precipitated in mixtures of alcohol and a rather basic solvent, such as 

dimethylacetamide (DMA) or dimethylformamide (DMF).22 The basic solvent can help in 

the deprotonation of the phenol lateral groups. The coordination of only one corner of 

CCM was previously observed in our group using scCO2 as solvent and EtOH as co-

solvent.¡Error! Marcador no definido. The work of this doctoral thesis involves several trials using 

basic solvents as well, however, no crystals were achieved in this way with BDMC, 

regardless of the use or absence of co-ligands. In fact, from all the solvents tested (DMA, 

DMF, DEF, ACN and acetone), only MeOH and EtOH provided crystalline or 

semicrystalline materials. Particularly, with EtOH, the number of coordinated positions 

of the BDMC molecules never reached a maximum, displaying only one binding position 

in BDMCZn-2a and two sites in BDMCZn-1, BDMCZn-3 and the BDMCZn-4 series. As 

expected, in all cases, the most reactive group is the central β-diketone moiety which 

always appears coordinated.  

All the systems studied in this chapter can be categorized by two factors: (i) the 

dipyridinic co-linker used (considering equal attachment although different lengths and 

flexibility) and (ii) the adsorbed/coordinated solvent molecules. Both factors affect in 

great manner the coordination and conformation adopted by the main linker, BDMC.  

4.1.5.1. Dipyridinic co-linkers 

Our analyses indicate that the addition of a dipyridine based co-linkers increases the 

dimensionality of the systems with respect to BDMCZn-1, going from 1D to 3D, 

independently of the quantity of co-linker used. Only BDMCZn-2a, that involves the 

addition of bpe molecules, displays a 1D network. The difference with the rest of co-

linkers may relates with its length (distance N1-N2 of 9.37 Å) and limited degree of 

flexibility. Bpe confers the possibility of locate the Zn(II) metal centres far away from 

each other (distance Zn-Zn of 13.49 Å) thus, restricting potential interactions between 

BDMC molecules and the Zn(II) atoms, preventing further coordination of the ligand 

through its additional sites. Certainly, in BDMCZn-2a, the BDMC did not act as a linker 

extending the network of the CP, but rather it is essentially a ligand that completes the 

coordination of Zn(II) centre. However, in the presence of low amounts of bpe, as it 

happens in BDMCZn-2b, and taking into account the information supplied by 13C NMR 
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and EA, coordination modes trough two positions are interpreted, participating the 

BDMC in the extension of the chain. 

In the cases of BDMCZn-3 and the BDMCZn-4 series, involving bpp (with an L-shape due 

to its flexible aliphatic skeleton) and bpy, respectively, the N1-N2 distances are shorter 

than that of bpe (6.87 and 7.06 Å, in that order). The length of both co-linkers is 

adequate to allow the coordination of the BDMC molecules through two points (the β-

diketone and one phenolate group) to Zn(II) atoms. These CPs are extended 

simultaneously by means of the BDMC and respective dipyridinic co-linkers, resulting in 

3D structures with variable complexity. 

4.1.5.2. Adsorbed/coordinated solvent molecules 

For the analysis of the crystal structures based on the BDMC linker, it should be 

considered the different disposition of the phenolic rings promoted by the 

conformations originated within the CCMoids skeleton (figure 16). For that, it is 

worthwhile to pay attention to the networks described for the pristine and solvated 

BDMC ligand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Superimposition of the BDMC moieties in the asymmetric units of the 

different precipitated compounds, compared to pristine BDMC conformations: (a) 

BDMC·H2O (grey), BDMCZn-1 (blue), BDMCZn-2a (purple), BDMCZn-3 (orange), 

BDMCZn-4a (green), and (b) BDMC (grey), BDMCZn-4b (yellow). 

In figure 16, the structures of the BDMCZn-1, BDMCZn-2a, BDMCZn-3, BDMCZn-4a and 

BDMCZn-4b systems are compared with the conformation of pristine BDMC in either 

the solvated (involving H2O, figure 16a) or unsolvated crystal (figure 16b). 

Superimposition of the BDMC molecules taken from the asymmetric unit of each system 

shows the flexibility of the CCMoid molecule which adopts different conformations. The 

BDMC disposition in BDMCZn-1, BDMCZn-2a, BDMCZn-3 and BDMCZn-4b is similar to 

(a) 

(b) 
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that found in solvated BDMC (figure 16a), while BDMCZn-4c has a conformation similar 

to that of the non-solvated BDMC (figure 16b). 

As it was explained in chapter I, BDMC prefers to crystallise together with solvent 

molecules forming solvated systems. This fact decreases the crystal free energy, the 

solvent species fill voids and/or bind efficiently molecules from the structure, providing 

a multipoint hydrogen bonding network. Typically, adsorbed protic solvents are involved 

in the formation of this type of supramolecular networks, by acting as bridges between 

consecutive BDMC molecules. Therefore, BDMC molecules appear separate enough to 

adopt a non-tensioned, near-flat conformation. Previous works had shown that the 

asymmetric units of BDMC·H2O and BDMC·MeOH are composed by one molecule of 

BDMC with O1-O4 distances (numeration of BDMC molecule in table 2) of 17.79 Å and 

to 17.73 Å, respectively.23,24 On the contrary, non-solvated BDMC structures display 

packing arrangements in which the molecules present strong and direct interactions 

among them. To achieve this, the BDMC adopts distorted conformations presenting 

curvy forms or parts of their molecular backbone not fully extended, presenting both 

cases shorter O1-O4 phenolate distances (numeration of BDMC molecule in table 2) 

between 16.41 and 17.06 Å. Similarly, the BDMC conformations found in this work can 

be classified analysing the established short interactions and hydrogen bonding created 

with the solvent or even additional molecules. These interactions affect the overall 

BDMC architecture, with one side of the molecule remaining fully extended and planar 

(typically the one containing the phenolic ring coordinated to the metal) defined in all 

the cases here as plane P1 (determined by C3 to C8, numbers shown in table 4). The 

other side of the CCMoid molecule is contained in plane P2 (determined by C3' to C8', 

numeration of BDMC molecule in table 4). Significant atomic distances between O1-O4 

for the coordinated BDMC linkers and P1-P2 angles are shown in table 4 for each 

resolved CP.  
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Table 4. BDMC distances O1-O4 and angles P1-P2 in the different compounds. The 

schematic draw shows the linker conformation in each compound.  

 

 
O1-O4 [Å] P1-P2 [º] 

Schematic draw 

 

BDMCZn-

1 

17.32 10.32  

 

 

BDMCZn-

2a 

16.57 38.26  

 

 

 

 

 

BDMCZn-

3 

17.05-17.30 8.76-11.19  

 

 

 

 

BDMCZn-

4a 

15.98 17.75  

 

 

 

BDMCZn-

4b 

 

15.98 

 

 

 

44.10 

 

 

Taking into account the defined P1 and P2 planes, we can extrapolate that, in BDMCZn-

1, the CCMoid linker has a quasi-flat conformation with a P1-P2 angle of 10.32° and one 

of the longest O1-O4 lengths (17.32 Å). Here, the BDMC molecules interact through the 

coordinated EtOH molecule. The context for BDMCZn-2a is quite different, since the 

BDMC coordinates the Zn(II) centre through the β-diketone moiety and the network is 

exclusively extended by the bpe co-linker. Hence, the co-linker establishes the 3D 

structure, allowing extra structural degrees of freedom for the BDMC ligand. Therefore, 

the latter can fully interact with the surroundings, creating hydrogen bonding through 
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both phenol groups and restraining the ligand. As a result, the BDMC displayed a curved 

geometry with a marked P1-P2 angle of 38.26°, which bring together the O1-O4 atoms 

to a distance of 16.57 Å. On the other hand, compound BDMCZn-3 has an elaborated 

3D structure with four differentiated BDMC conformations that interact through bridges 

of EtOH and H2O. The result is a low distorted and almost flat conformation for all the 

BDMC molecules, with O1-O4 distances and P1-P2 angles between 17.05-17.30 Å and 

8.76-11.9°, respectively. Finally, the BDMCZn-4x series (BDMCZn-4a, BDMCZn-4b and 

BDMCZn-4c), involving the bpy co-linker, exhibit the strongest influence of the adsorbed 

solvent in the resulting structures. Note that BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b had the same 

network stoichiometry, [Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n, differing in the composition only in the 

adsorbed solvent molecules (H2O or EtOH). In BDMCZn-4a, strong hydrogen bonds are 

stablished through H2O and EtOH bridges and here the BDMC adopts a near planar 

geometry with a O1-O4 distance of 17.42 Å and a P1-P2 angle of 17.75°. In a different 

scenario, the adsorbed EtOH molecules in BDMCZn-4b interact weakly with the crystal 

network. In this case, the lack of interaction of the BDMC linkers through solvent bridges 

results in a highly tensioned molecule with a distorted conformation. As a result, the O1-

O4 distance is of 15.98 Å and the P1-P2 angle of 44.10°. Again, larger stretching 

promotes the approximation between BDMC molecules, allowing short interactions that 

stabilize the structure with the corresponding higher distortion of the CCMoid skeleton, 

through the site that remains uncoordinated (figure 15). 

4.1.6. Supplementary structural analysis of CCMoid-CPs 
4.1.6.1. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) 

In figure 17, the FTIR-ATR spectra obtained for the pristine ligand and the CPs are 

compared. As expected, a reduction of the band related with the O-H stretching is 

observed in the CPs due to the coordination of the β-diketone and part of the phenol 

groups as well (in blue, figure 17a). Taking into consideration the window between 1600 

and 550 cm-1 (figure 17b), unambiguous changes related to the C=O vibrational modes 

are observed (from 1600 to 1550). In general, there are slight shifts of the peaks of 1619 

and 1598 cm-1 (in green figure 17) with the most relevant changes for the bands of 1598 

and 1562 cm-1 (in yellow, figure 17b), almost vanished. Since these bands are related to 

the bending of the C-OH of the enol moiety of the β-diketone and the hydroxyl groups 

of the aromatic ring25, is logical to assume that coordination promotes such changes. As 

well as it is also reasonable to still observed part of the bands when there are hydroxy 

groups that remain protonated. In the case of BDMCZn-2a, the existence of a carboxylic 

group may provide the superposition of different vibrational modes at 1608 cm-1. In 

addition, there is a band in the 1550-1650 cm-1 region that may relate to the δC-OH (in 

blue, figure 18b) from two uncoordinated phenyl groups.  
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Regarding the rest of the spectra, some differences are observed that can be also 

associated with the coordination and the presence in the structures of bipyridine units. 

This relates to the duplicity in the pristine CCMoid of some peaks due to the lack of 

symmetry in the keto-enol form. Kolev et al.¡Error! Marcador no definido. already described this 

effect assigning peaks at approximately 933 and 922 cm-1 to the bending of CCH and CCC 

in the enol and keto sides, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. FTIR-ATR spectra of BDMC and the CPs. (a) Entire spectra from 3800 to 550 

cm-1 and (b) zoom in the 1700-550 cm-1 region. 

 

 

 

Wavenumber (cm-1) 

Wavenumber (cm-1) 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.1.6.2. Morphology of the crystals. Optical microscope and SEM images 

The observation of the BDMCZn-1 crystals under the SEM allows the differentiation of 

twinning formed by the agglomeration of plates (figure 18). Their breaking allowed the 

separation of suitable single crystals for their analysis using a conventional single crystal 

diffractometer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. SEM image of some crystals of BDMCZn-1. 

The rest of CPs appear as spherulites (figure 19). Defined as “radially polycrystalline 

aggregates with an outer spherical envelope” by Shtukenberg et al.26, some of the 

crystallised spherulites in this work were found in millimetre sizes, but there was a lack 

of homogeneity between different batches. In general, the spherulites are formed from 

single crystal nuclei that grow radially. In some cases, controlling the experimental 

conditions, such as the concentration or the temperature, it becomes possible to 

achieve single crystal nuclei with high quality for XRD analysis. Unfortunately, trials 

performed in this doctoral thesis toward this objective were unsuccessful. As a second 

option, the spherulites were broken with the aim of finding reasonable single crystals 

suitable for single crystal XRD. However, having into account the size of this subunits 

(figure 20), this was a challenge in conventional diffractometers and in all the cases the 

use of a synchrotron source was necessary.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Images of the spherulite crystals of (a) BDMCZn-3 synthesized in MeOH, (b) 

BDMCZn-3, (c) BDMCZn-4c (d) BDMCZn-2a.  
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Figure 20. SEM images of (a) BDMCZn-2a, (b) BDMCZn-3, (c) different spherulites found 

in BDMCZn-4. 

4.2. Synthesis in scCO2. 

In general, scCO2 synthesis provide powdered products involving small particle sizes, 

hindering the structural analysis by single crystal XRD. In addition, the small domains of 

these crystalline powders are randomly oriented producing a huge variety of 

environments that translate in broad signals in CPMAS13C NMR making their 

interpretation also difficult. The products prepared in this doctoral thesis by scCO2 

synthesis show this morphological characteristic, although, despite of the drawbacks, 

some conclusions could be extracted and are presented below.  

4.2.1. Powder XRD 

BDMCZn-1sc 

The reaction between Zn(acac)2 and BDMC in scCO2 (BDMCZn-1sc) gave a dark red solid. 

The powder XDR diffractogram showed an amorphous product (figure 21).  
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Figure 21. XRD patterns of BDMCZn-1sc. 

This, together with the high solubility of the product in organic solvents (EtOH, DMSO…), 

indicated that most likely it corresponded to a mononuclear coordination compound 

instead of a CP. Nevertheless, the product was further characterized by FTIR and 

compared with the rest of structure below. 

BDMCZn-2sc, BDMCZn-3sc and BDMCZn-4sc 

By using as a co-linker any of the three bypiridinic molecules described above, yellow 

crystalline powders of different tonalities were attained.  

In the reactions with co-linkers, crystalline products were obtained with the patterns 

depicted in figure 22. None of them match with those from the CPs obtained with the 

solvothermal method, indicating the presence of new structures.  

 

Figure 22. XRD patterns of BDMCZn-2sc, BDMCZn-3sc and BDMCZn-4sc. 
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4.2.2.  Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) 

 As it has been shown for the CCMoid-CPs obtained using the solvothermal method, the 

FTIR-ATR spectra can provide some insight of structural features for the CCMoid-CPs in 

scCO2. The FTIR-ATR spectra of the scCO2 products are shown in figure 23.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. FTIR-ATR spectra of the products obtained in scCO2. (a) Entire spectra from 

3800 to 550 cm-1 and (b) zoom in the 1700-550 cm-1 region.  

Figure 23 shows some vibrational features already observed in the CCMoid-CPs obtained 

with the first method. For instance, reduction of the vibrational peaks related with the 

Wavenumber (cm-1) 

Wavenumber (cm-1) 

(a) 

(b) 
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O-H stretching in all the CPs, with respect to the pristine ligand (in green, figure 23a). 

However, in the region between 1600 and 550 cm-1 (figure 23b), the three supercritical 

systems display different trademarks than solvothermal products. Multiple signals were 

observed related to the C=O stretching (in blue, figure 23b) for BDMCZn-1sc, BDMCZn-

2sc and BDMCZn-3sc, correspondingly, suggesting that the CCMoid and also the acac 

ligand could be still coordinated to the Zn(II) centres. The spectrum of BDMCZn-4sc was 

similar to the pristine CCMoid ligand, suggesting that the system is only coordinated by 

the β-diketone moiety to the Zn(II) ions.  

The solubility of the three solids was tested in typical organic solvents (EtOH, MeOH, 

acetone and DMSO). The three solids have low solubility in the studied solvents, except 

for DMSO in which a considerable solubilisation was achieved.  

4.2.3. Elemental analysis 

 EA was measured to determine the composition of the samples, but different fittings 

could be extracted from the date (table 5) suggesting that not pure products were 

obtained.  

Table 5. Experimental (Exp.) values obtained in the elemental analysis of the results in 

scCO2. 

 %C %H %N 

Name Exp. Exp. Exp. 

BDMCZn-1sc 51.09 4.41 ---- 

BDMCZn-2sc 58.22 4.22 3.80 

BDMCZn-3sc 62.85 4.38 4.37 

BDMCZn-4sc 55.84 3.90 3.44 

 

4.2.4. Morphology 

Related with the morphology, the ones that precipitate as microcrystalline powders 

(BDMCZn-2sc, BDMCZn-3sc and BDMCZn-4sc) present flake shapes in the SEM images 

but the samples show low homogeneity as well (figure 24). 
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Figure 24. SEM images of: (a) BDMCZn-2sc and (b) BDMCZn-4sc. 

Despite of the limitations to attain the molecular composition for these systems, from 

the characterization some trends could be extracted. This way, through our analysis we 

can conclude that in all the cases, at least one CCMoid is coordinated to the metal 

centre, as can be seen in the IR spectra. Also, in the experiments with the co-linkers, 

they seem to be included in the structures, because they produce clear changes in the 

XRD patterns.  

4.3. Reactions of BDMC with other metals. 

Reactions of the BDMC with other transitional metals (Cu(II) Mn(II), Fe(III), Co(II) and 

Ni(II)) were pursued as well using the solvothermal method and also introducing here 

layering methods, different salts of the same metals and solvents. Most of the reactions 

did not provide solids, only those with Fe(III) and Cu(II) ions provided powder materials.  

Concerning the reactions with Fe(III) ions, crystals were obtained by layering processes, 

solubilizing BDMC in EtOH and Fe(OAc)3 in water and setting between the two solutions 

a layer of EtOH. After the complete mixing of the reagents by slow diffusion, hexagonal 

crystals were obtained and resolved by single crystal XRD using a synchrotron source. 

However, the acquired data was not proper for publication (R factor 11 %), although, 

provides a clear idea of the system achieved. Hence, a mononuclear compound with 

three molecules of BDMC coordinated to a Fe(III) ion was accomplished (figure 25). An 

octahedral geometry is obtained where only the β-diketone of the three molecules are 

participating in the coordination leaving free the phenolic part.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 25. Structure obtained by the reaction of BDMC and iron acetate by slow 

diffusion. Colour legend: Fe, orange; C, grey; O, red; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

For copper, a fast precipitation of solids was always observed. In that way, different 

powders were isolated using solvothermal, scCO2 and layering methodologies. The 

solubility in common organic solvents indicates that probably the β-diketone from the 

BDMC is the only coordinated ligand. However, this could not be confirmed due to the 

impossibility of obtaining crystals, even by layering, and the difficulties of using NMR 

techniques due to the paramagnetic nature of copper.  

 

5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the capability of BDMC as organic linker for the creation of new CPs has 

been tested as well as the effects of the use of co-linkers and different methodologies. 

Having into account the results obtained, BDMC can be considered as a promising 

heteroditopic ligand in the field of CPs. Also, it has been proved that the possibility of 

adopting different conformations make plausible the formation of different structures. 

This can be extended to the rest of members of the CCMoid family that present the same 

skeleton and therefore gives these molecules an advantage over more rigid linkers. In 

addition, the experimental conditions determine if one or two coordinative positions 

are bonded to metallic centres. This is interesting since the presence of free phenol 

groups in the structures opens the possibility of post-synthetic reactions that can modify 

the properties of the CPs. The used of co-linkers have been an effective solution to 

increase the dimensionality and the different results obtained highlights the importance 

in the chosen spacers. All of this emphasizes the rich chemistry that is possible to attain 

with CCMoids and encouraged us with this study as it is showed in the next chapter.  

Related to the methodologies, the solvothermal approach is the one that has reported 

the best results with this type of molecules. The synthesis in scCO2, that had been 
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proposed as a green alternative and that had given good results with CCM cannot be 

consider a good strategy to obtain CPs with BDMC. However, it cannot be discarded for 

future experiments in CPs chemistry, since it has shown interesting results with many 

molecules (general introduction) and in this chapter the coordination of some parts of 

the CCMoid in this media has been proved. 
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1. Introduction 

Synthetic CCMoids, with the proper design, appear as an almost endless group to be 

explored in the field of CPs. Particularly, this chapter concentrates in a CCMoid with 

pyridine moieties at the lateral sites. On one side, it is well-known the relevance of 

pyridinic linkers in the creation of CPs1-7 and, on the other hand, a CCMoid with this 

moiety, named as 3pyCCMoid (figure 1), is proposed as a linker for the creation of 

diverse CPs taking into account the tuneable nature of these molecules. Initial results 

using this linker were presented in a previous doctoral thesis of the research group,8 and 

during the development of this doctoral thesis, the studies have been continued 

designing new CPs and finalising other studies with the previous, using the below 

CCMoid.  

 

  

 

Figure 1. Scheme of the 3pyCCMoid. 

3pyCCMoid presents the typical CCMoid skeleton, having in the centre of the conjugated 

chain a β-diketone moiety that easily deprotonates and therefore can satisfy the charge 

required by metallic centres with different oxidation states. On the contrary, the 

pyridines at the corners are neutral and through the N in the aromatic groups can 

provide electronic density to the cations, completing their coordination sphere. Hence, 

in the same molecule, 3pyCCMoid combines functions seen before in the linker (BDMC) 

and co-linkers (bipyridine moieties) in chapter II. 

Few articles describe the use of this CCMoid for biomedical proposes as antioxidant9 or 

anticancer10. However, as far as we know, before our work, none of these publications 

show the coordination potential of 3pyCCMoid with transition metals. Also, prior to this 

doctoral thesis, two structures, called here 3pyCCMoidZn-1 and -2, were synthesized by 

the coordination of 3pyCCMoid with Zn(II) atoms8. The former is a 1D structure, 

meanwhile the second corresponds to a 2D system. Here, new studies were carried out 

with these two CPs, emphasizing the exfoliation of the 2D compound, 3pyCCMoidZn-2. 

In addition, experiments using 3pyCCMoid and different metallic centres were 

continued, obtaining two new structures called 3pyCCMoidZn-3 and 3pyCCMoidCo-1, 

respectively. As can be extracted from the name, the first is again a CP with Zn ions and 

the second one is the first CP obtained with a CCMoid and a different metallic ion, Co(II), 

instead of Zn(II).  
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In this chapter, the three structures of the 3pyCCMoidZn-x family are compared proving 

how simple changes in the synthetic methods (solvents, temperature, and reaction 

time), keeping the same reagents, produce a variety of structures, this triggered in part 

by the huge versatility of this CCMoid. Moreover, the new structure with Co(II) is 

presenting as well as the results obtained using scCO2. 

2. Objectives 

The principal objective in this chapter is the synthesis of new CPs based on 3pyCCMoid. 

Within this general goal, specific aims have been also established: 

• Exploration of new structures based on metal centres other than Zn (II) ions, 

been the latter the only transition metal used and published in the creation of 

CCMoid-CPs.   

• Investigation of additional methodologies, different from the solvothermal 

technique, e.g.: layering and scCO2. 

• Evaluation of reproducible nanosheets from a 2D CCMoid-CP obtained 

previously in the group with this CCMoid. 

3. Materials and methods 
3.1. Materials 

3pyCCCMoid was synthesized using the methodology described in chapter I. All the 

metal precursors for the CP synthesis (zinc acetate, Zn(OAc)2; zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2; zinc 

acetylacetonate, Zn(acac)2.xH2O; zinc hexafluoroacetylacetonate, Zn(hfacac)2.xH2O; 

Copper acetylacetonate Cu(acac)2.xH2O; Copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate, 

Cu(hfacac)2.xH2O; nickel acetylacetonate, Ni(acac)2.xH2O, nickel 

hexafluoroacetylacetonate, Ni(hfacac)2.xH2O and cobalt acetate, Co(OAc)2.xH2O) were 

purchased in Sigma Aldrich (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany and/or its affiliates), as 

well as the dimethylacetamida (DMA) used as solvent in some of the CP syntheses. For 

the rest, MeOH and dimethylformamide (DMF) were provided by CARLO ERBA Reagents 

S.A., EtOH by Scharlab and the compressed CO2 by Carburos Metálicos S.A. 
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3.2. Methods 

As it has been mentioned above, before this doctoral thesis two 3pyCCMoid CPs were 

synthesized, 3pyCCMoidZn-1 and 3pyCCMoidZn-2, using solvothermal methods.8 In this 

doctoral thesis, a new structure called 3pyCCMoidCo-1has been successfully achieved 

by the use of a Co(II) salt applying the same synthetic technique as before. Moreover, a 

new structure of the 3pyCCMoidZn-x family, 3pyCCMoidZn-3, was also synthesized but 

using a layering method. Finally, as it was performed in chapter II, scCO2 was used 

toward the attainment of CPs in a greener way. 

3.2.1. Solvothermal synthesis 

3PyCCMoidZn-1 and 3PyCCMoidZn-2. The same methodology, reagents and 

concentrations were used in the synthesis of both systems: 5 mg (0.017 mmol) of 

3pyCCMoid and 16 mg (0.085 mmol) of Zn(NO3)2·xH2O, respectively. In both cases, the 

starting materials were dissolved in mixtures of solvents, and each system was achieved 

using different sets of them. This way, 3PyCCMoidZn-1 was attained using DMF:MeOH 

(0.5:1.5 mL) and 3PyCCMoidZn-2 by means of a DMA:EtOH mixture (0.5:1.5 mL). 

Crystallization was accomplished after setting the loaded vials in an oven at 80 oC for 

three days, therefore, working at soft solvothermal conditions of temperature and 

pressure, attained by the use of a high boiling point solvent and working with low filling 

vials (2 mL in 10 mL vials). 

3PyCCMoidCo-1. 1.25 mg (0.004 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 4.25 mg (0.02 mmol) of 

Co(NO3)2·xH2O were added to 2 mL of EtOH. The mixture was sonicated until the 

complete dissolution of the reagents from where few minutes after a dark orange 

precipitate appeared. This was redissolved with the addition of few drops of acetic acid. 

After 72 h at 80 oC in the oven, dark orange crystals appeared. 

3.2.2. scCO2 method 

In parallel with the experiments performed with BDMC in the previous chapter, the 

scCO2 approach was also tested for the creation of 3PyCCMoid-CPs maintaining the 

reactor at 200 bar for 72 h under stirring. In all the cases the amount of 3pyCCMoid was 

fixed and different metal salts utilized, always using identical molar ratio among the two 

reagents. The addition of a co-solvent (EtOH) before the introduction of the vial in the 

reactor depended on the solubility of the reagents in scCO2. In the case of the BDMC 

experiments (chapter II), the low solubility of the BDMC made compulsory the use of a 

small quantity of EtOH as a co-solvent in all the cases. However, 3pyCCMoid presents a 

relatively good solubility in this media and the use of a co-solvent was only mandatory 

in the cases where the metal salt was not very soluble. In addition, the reaction with 

Zn(acac)2·xH2O was carried out with and without co-solvent, and different results were 

obtained in both cases.  
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This way: 

3Py-CCMoidZn-sc: 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 118 mg (0.45 mmol) of 

Zn(acac)2·xH2O were mixed in 2 mL of EtOH. 

3Py-CCMoidZn-sc-ns: 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 118 mg (0.45 mmol) of 

Zn(acac)2·xH2O were mixed without the addition of a co-solvent. 

3Py-CCMoidZn-sc-hf: as in the previous reaction, 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 

226 mg (0.45 mmol) of Zn(hfacac)2·xH2O were mixed.  

3Py-CCMoidCu-sc: 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 116 mg (0.45 mmol) of 

Cu(acac)2·xH2O were mixed. 

3Py-CCMoidCu-sc-hf. In this case, 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 210 mg (0.45 

mmol) of Cu(hfacac)2·xH2O were used. 

3Py-CCMoidNi-sc. Like with the other metal salts, 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 

114 mg (0.45 mmol) of Ni(acac)2·xH2O were mixed. 

3Py-CCMoidNi-sc-hf. 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 208 mg (0.45 mmol) of 

Ni(hfacac)2·xH2O were used. 

3Py-CCMoidCo-sc. Here, 80 mg (0.29 mmol) of 3pyCCMoid and 110.66 mg (0.45 mmol) 

of Co(OAc)2·xH2O were mixed. 

3.2.3. Layering method  

3pyCCMoidZn-3. 3PyCCMoid (30 mg, 0.108 mmol) was solubilised in 1.5 ml of DMF and 

placed in a recrystallization tube. Then, 2 mL of EtOH were placed on top of the initial 

solution, forming a clear and visible layer. Finally, a solution of Zn(NO3)2·xH2O (64 mg, 

0.35 mmol) in 2 mL of EtOH was deposited on the top of the second layer. This vial was 

closed and kept unaltered for three weeks until the appearance of few small crystals in 

the walls of the tube. 

3.2.4. Exfoliation method  

Due to the 2D nature of 3PyCCMoidZn-2, studies to exfoliate this sample were carried 

out with the protocol described in the methodology and characterization techniques 

chapter. Summarising the process, 1 mg of 3pyCCMoidZn-2 crystals was placed in a 2 

mL vial, and 1 mL of Milli-Q H2O was added. The mixture was sonicated during 1 h in an 

ultrasonic bath. After this, the vial was kept unaltered for 6 h. Meanwhile, the heaviest 

nanosheets precipitated and the lighter, presumably constituted by less aggregated 

layers, remained suspended in the solvent. The presence of nanosheets within the 

supernatant was corroborated using a conventional laser, observing the Tyndall effect. 
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Finally, 10 µL of the top part of the vial were placed on a TEM grid or on a silicon oxide 

surface for their characterization. 

To analyse the origin of the degradation process of the nanosheets in H2O that could be 

related with the solvent, the sonication process or resting time, experiments were 

performed by diluting 10 µL of the supernatant (obtained after the exfoliation process) 

with 50 µL of fresh Milli-Q water, which were properly mixed using a vortex. 

4. Results and discussion  
4.1. CPs based on 3pyCCMoid. Solvothermal and 

layering method 

4.1.1. Crystallographic description  

3pyCCMoidZn-1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c with stoichiometry 

[Zn0.5(3pyCCMoid)]n. The asymmetric unit includes one 3pyCCMoid molecule and one-

half of the Zn ion. The Zn(II) centres are hexacoordinated, where each unit binds to two 

3pyCCMoids through their β-diketone moieties (Zn–O distances between 2.026 and 

2.132 Å) and two pyridine groups (Zn–N distances of 2.211 Å) from neighbouring 

CCMoids (figure 2a). In this arrangement, the β-diketone groups are contained in 

crossed planes, disposing in a Z conformation the two pyridine moieties (figure 2b). 

Regarding each 3pyCCMoid ligand, one of the pyridine moieties remains always free 

(figure 2a). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Crystal structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-1: (a) Representation of the coordination 

sphere of a Zn(II) ion and the coordination modes of 3pyCCMoid molecules; (b) 

representation of two loops connected through the intermediate Zn(II) centre. Colour 

legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

The CCMoid skeletons are slightly bent (23.16°, figure 3) with the pyridine groups facing 

in opposite directions as seen before.  

(a)                                (b) 
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Figure 3. Planes formed by the N and C atoms in meta- positions of the pyridinic rings 

and the central C atom of the studied 3pyCCMoid. Example of the measurement of the 

angle between planes to determine the planarity of the CCMoid molecule in 

3pyCCMoidZn-1. 

The framework spreads forming loops through the coordination of the adjacent unit, 

figure 2b, by pyridine endings (Zn⋯Zn distance 9.271 Å, figure 2a-b). In addition, the Zn 

(II) centres act as nodes among the loops, displaying them in a nearly perpendicular way 

(angles of 87.52° and 93.77°) and as a result, the system evolves into a staircase shaped 

1D net (figure 4a). The chains are aligned and efficiently packed (figure 4b), with Zn⋯Zn 

distances of 14.5 Å and 12.5 Å among the closest neighbours. 

 

Figure 4. Crystal structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-1: (a) extended view of one chain; (d) 

arrangement of four chains in the crystal. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; 

N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

3pyCCMoidZn-2 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/n with the stoichiometry 

[Zn2(3pyCCMoid)2(NO3)2]n. The asymmetric unit cell contains two [Zn(3pyCCMoid)(NO3)] 

fragments, each presenting 3pyCCMoid molecules with slightly different distances and 

conformations. As in 3pyCCMoidZn-1, the Zn(II) ions adopt a pseudo-octahedral 

geometry, but now there is only one 3pyCCMoid chelating the metal centre together 

with one NO3
− anion. The two remaining sites, within the Zn(II) unit, are occupied by 

pyridine moieties from nearby CCMoids. Here again, the disposition of the chelating 

groups, CCMoid and NO3
−, is in the Z conformation (figure 5a). The 3pyCCMoid ligand is 

now fully coordinated, bringing into play its three coordinative sites. Each 3pyCCMoid 

(a)                                                                     (b) 
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coordinates through the β-diketone moiety to one of the Zn(II) ions in the fragment, 

binding the pyridine groups to two neighbouring Zn(II) centres (figure 5a). The assembly 

of two asymmetric units forms loops too (Zn⋯Zn distance of 9.028 Å, figure 5b). Within 

such dimers, everything relates by an inversion centre, making the NO3
− groups point 

out in opposite directions. The connection of four of these loops through the remaining 

pyridine groups creates a bigger cavity (figure 5c).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Crystal structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-2: (a) Representation of the coordination 

sphere of a Zn(II) centre and the coordination mode of 3pyCCMoid; (b) picture of the 

smallest loops in the layer; (c) picture of the small (in green) and big (in orange) loops of 

the layer. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted 

for clarity. 

Now the void displays a rhomboid shape, being the longest Zn⋯Zn distance of 22.060 

Å. This implies a greater twist of the skeletons of the CCMoids (60.42° and 75.52°, figure 

6). 

 

 

 

(a)                                     (b) 

(c)                               
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Figure 6. Planes formed by the N and C atoms in meta- positions of the pyridinic rings 

and the central C atom of the studied 3pyCCMoid. Representation of the measurement 

of the angles between planes to determine the planarity of the CCMoid molecules in 

structure the 3pyCCMoidZn-2. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; 

H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

The pyridine moieties face almost perpendicularly allowing the extension in two 

dimensions and forming infinite 2D layers (figure 7a and b) stacked among them by weak 

interactions (figure 7c). Despite the presence of several cavities in each single layer, the 

material presents a dense arrangement, where two NO3
− groups, from adjacent layers, 

are inserted in the bigger voids resulting in a compact material (figure 7d). 

Figure 7. Extended structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-2: (a) structure of a 2D layer (bc plane); 

(b) structure of a 2D layer (ac plane); (c) three 2D layers stacked on top of each other; 

(c) big loop of a layer with the NO3
− groups of the lower and upper layer inserted into it. 

(a)                                                         (b) 

(c)                                                      (d) 
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In figure 7 three consecutive layers are represented in blue, orange and green, 

respectively, with the NO3
− groups depicted also in different colours for all of them 

(purple, light green and pink, in that order). The alternating disposition of the latter (up 

and down) restrict the growth of the system, confining the structure as a 2D system 

(figure 7b). As an example, figure 7d shows the inclusion of NO3
− groups from the blue 

and green layers, downward and upward directions, respectively, within a big loop of 

the orange one providing a final compact system. 

3pyCCMoidZn-3 crystallizes in the orthorhombic P212121 space group with 

[Zn(3pyCCMoid)(NO3)(EtOH)2]n stoichiometry. The asymmetric unit is formed by one 

[Zn(3pyCCMoid)(EtOH)]·NO3·EtOH] fragment. Here, the Zn(II) ions are pentacoordinated 

adopting a trigonal bipyramidal geometry (τ = 0.85). Their coordination sphere 

chemically resembles the previous one, with every metallic centre coordinated to one 

β-diketone group from one CCMoid and two pyridine moieties from two other 

neighbours. However, the remaining position is now occupied by an EtOH molecule 

leaving uncoordinated the NO3
− ion (figure 8a). In the structure, the CCMoid shows 

deviations from planarity (39.25°, figure 8b) but less pronounced than for compound 

3pyCCMoidZn-2, having here the pyridine groups oriented in opposite directions as in 

all the structures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Crystal structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-3: (a) Representation of the coordination 

sphere of a Zn(II) centre and coordination mode of 3pyCCMoid; (b) Planes formed by the 

N and C atoms in meta- positions of the pyridinic rings and the central C atom of the 

studied 3pyCCMoid. Representation of the measurement of the angle between planes 

to determine the planarity of the CCMoid molecule in structure 3pyCCMoidZn-3. Colour 

legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

A remarkable difference with previous 3pyCCMoidZn structures is the absence of loops 

(figure 9). The shortest Zn⋯Zn distance is now 9.31 Å. 

(a)                                              (b) 
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Figure 9. Crystallographic and overlapped schematic representation of the extended 

structures of 3pyCCMoidZn-1,-2 and -3, respectively. 

In this case, the pyridine groups of the neighbouring CCMoids do not promote the 

formation of dimers, exhibiting their rotational freedom and spreading of the net (figure 

10a) assisted by the Zn(II) centres. This, together with the fact that all the active sites of 

the 3pyCCMoid ligands are coordinated, favours the formation of a compact 3D 

structure (figure 10b). The new CP displays small voids occupied by one extra molecule 

of EtOH and the NO3
− ion (in dark and light green respectively, figure 10c), both 

promoting supramolecular interactions with adjacent CCMoid residues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Extended structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-3: (a) short fragment; (b) extension in 

the three directions with superposed spacefill; (c). extension in the three directions and 

zoom of one void. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, dark blue; H atoms 

are omitted for clarity. In figures (b) and (c) NO3
- ions are depicted in light green and free 

EtOH molecules in dark green highlighting their interactions in light blue.  

(a)                                   (b) 

(c)                              
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3pyCCMoidCo-1. The system crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/n with 

[Co2(3pyCCMoid)2(NO3)2(H2O)0.5]n stoichiometry It presents the same structural 

organization than 3pyCCMoidZn-2, but replacing the Zn(II) centres by Co(II) and 

including H2O molecules in the structure (figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Crystal structure of 3pyCCMoidCo-1: (a) Representation of the coordination 

sphere of a Zn(II) centre and the coordination mode of 3pyCCMoid; (b) picture of a single 

layer, in green four small loops and in orange the big loop formed among them; (c) three 

2D layers stacked in blue, orange and green, respectively, with the nitrates in purple, 

light green and light pink, in that order. Colour legend: Co, pink; C, grey; O, red; N, dark 

blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Comparing with the Zn analogous, the cation change introduces small differences in the 

Metal…Metal distances within the loops (Co…Co distances of 9.041 Å and 21.699 Å in 

the small and big loops, in that order, vs Zn…Zn distances of 9.028 and 22.060 Å, 

observed in 3pyCCMoidZn-2). In addition, there are small variations in the twist of the 

CCMoid skeletons (63.29° and 73.51° for 3pyCCMoidCo-1 and 60.42° and 75.52° for 

3pyCCMoidZn-2, calculated as in the crystal description of this compound).  

Intermolecular distances among the layers show variations as well, being this specially 

interested in the exfoliation studies of these materials. In both systems, the asymmetric 

unit is formed by two crystallografically different metal centres, despite of having the 

same coordination sphere, called here Co1 and Co2 in the case of 3pyCCMoidCo-1 and 

Zn1 and Zn2 for 3pyCCMoidZn-2 (figure 12a). Taking as a reference the ac plane in both 

systems, we can draw planes using the metal centres as nodes (figures 12b-c). The 

stacking among the layers occurs in such way that the metal centres of one type in one 

layer are always close to the metals of the same type in the neighbouring layers. In each 

layer, the Metal1 atoms are arranged downwards and the Metal2 upwards, while the 

next layer the placement is the opposite (figure 12c). Measuring the distances between 

(a)                                                   (b) 

(c)                              
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the created planes, we obtained distances of planeCo1-planeCo1 of 0.429 Å and 

planeCo2-planeCo2 of 1.205 Å, for 3pyCCMoidCo-1. For 3pyCCMoidZn-2 two different 

distances (0.645 and 1.419 Å) were obtained in the same way, being the shortest from 

the Zn1 centres (figure 12c).  

 

 

Figure 12. Structural comparison between 3pyCCMoidCo-1 and 3pyCCMoidZn-2 

structures: (a) asymmetric units; (b) representation of a single layer; (c) five stacked 

layers and highlighted planes.  

As it has been mentioned in the objectives, a robust methodology for the exfoliation of 

3pyCCMoidZn-2 has been developed during this doctoral thesis with results presented 

latter in this chapter. However, due to the lack of time, these studies have not been 

evaluated for 3pyCCMoidCo-1. Equivalent results may be expected as both CPs have the 

same structure and similar distances between layers, however, further studies regarding 

the stability of the Co(II) ions vs. the Zn(II) ions, in the presence of H2O, should be taken 

under account and carefully review it. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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4.1.2. Comparative studies of the 3pyCCMoidM-x structures  

Several structures have been obtained with 3pyCCMoid presenting different metal 

geometries, coordination environments as well as coordination modes of this CCMoid 

(summarised in table 1).  

Table 1. Geometry, coordination environment of the metal and CCMoid coordination 

modes in the CP structures. 

 

Although the coordination number and geometry adopted by the metal centres are 

crucial for the extension of the coordination and therefore dimensionality, curiously the 

metal centres of the 3D CP (3pyCCMoidZn-3) are pentacoordinated while the rest are 

hexacoordinated. In this regard, the 3pyCCMoid linker plays a more relevant role. On 

one hand, the coordination through only two positions in the 3pyCCMoidZn-1 reduced 

its dimensionality (1D system), despite of being the only one that coordinates exclusively 

to CCMoids (3pyCCMoidCo-1, 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and -3 have NO3
- ions and EtOH 

molecules as stoppers, respectively). On the other hand, the 3pyCCMoid presents 

certain flexibility, accommodating the shape to improve coordination and/or packing. 

This feature is general in most CCMoids, and here observed by the disposition of the 

double bonds in the skeleton, the presence of linear/curvy chains and the orientation of 

the pyridine groups. Figure 13 shows the superimposition of all the conformations 

observed for 3pyCCMoid within the three Zn structures; those from 3pyCCMoidCo-1 are 

not display because they exhibit similar CCMoid arrangement than 3pyCCMoidZn-2.  
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Figure 13. Overlap of the 3pyCCMoid units that appear in the three 3pyCCMoidZn-x 

compounds -1 (purple), -2 (yellow and green) and -3 (blue)), compared to the pristine 

ligand (grey). 

A common trait for all the systems is that one of the N atoms, from the pyridine groups, 

is always oriented in the same way than the β-diketone moiety and the other in the 

opposite direction, facilitating in 3pyCCMoidZn-1,-2 and 3pyCCMoidCo-1 the formation 

of loops and the extension of the structures in the case of 3pyCCMoidZn-3. This 

behaviour is observed even in the structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-1, where one of the 

pyridinic units does not participate in the coordination.  

Related with the disposition of the chain and aromatic rings, the presence of double 

bonds allows small degrees of rearrangement within the molecule that, together with 

the free rotation of the pyridine moieties, favoured the correct disposition of the N 

atoms to bond with the metal centres. This rotation is clearly seen in the pristine CCMoid 

(figure 14) that presents a small deviation (6.68°), in contrasts with the angles found in 

the CPs (23.16° in 3pyCCMoidZn-1, 60.42° and 75.52° for 3pyCCMoidZn-2, 39.25° for 

3pyCCMoidZn-3 and finally, 63.29° and 73.51° in the case of 3pyCCMoidCo-1). These 

values have been described previously in the crystallographic section (figures 3,6 and 8).  

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 14. Planes formed by the N and C atoms in meta- positions of the aromatic rings 

together with the central C atom of the pristine 3pyCCMoid. Example of the 

measurement of the angle between planes to determine the planarity of the CCMoid 

molecule in structure 3pyCCMoidZn-1. Colour legend: Zn, light blue; C, grey; O, red; N, 

dark blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity. 
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The highest distortion is observed for the 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and 3pyCCMoidCo-1 systems, 

showing, in the same structure, two conformations adopted by 3pyCCMoid. This allows 

the formation of the two types of loops and therefore the 2D dimensionality. Figure 13 

shows how that for 3pyCCMoidZn-2 one half of the CCMoid molecule is almost planar 

for both conformations, the one involved in the creation of the small loops, while the 

other half rotates to join the following metal centre and forms part of the big loops 

(figure 15a). In 3pyCCMoidZn-1, the more linear part participates in the creation of the 

loops, however, the distortion in the rest of the CCMoid molecule is not as pronounced 

as before and this part remains uncoordinated. In the absence of loops, 3pyCCMoidZn-

3 presents small differences between the two halves of the CCMoid molecule, but all 

the molecule adopts an arched shape (figure 15c).  

 

Figure 15. Details of the structures of: (a) 3pyCCMoidCo-1 (equivalent to 3pyCCMoidZn-

2); (b) 3pyCCMoidZn-1 and (c) 3pyCCMoidZn-3. 

Overall, variations in the linearity of the conjugated chain of 3pyCCMoid, due to small 

rotations or bending, facilitates the formation of the loops and packing allowing 

organized units and therefore crystalline materials. 

4.1.3. Additional characterizations 

In this section information regarding the bulk materials and morphology of the crystals 

is described, with the aim of using the extracted information in the creation of new CPs. 

The low yield, small crystal size and reproducibility difficulties encounter in the synthesis 

of 3pyCCMoidZn-3 hampered additional analyses outside the single-crystal structure, 

therefore it is not going to be included in most of the section. 

4.1.3.1. Powder XRD 

In general, a good agreement between the experimental powder XRD of the bulk 

material and the simulated patterns was obtained for all the structures (figure 16) 

emphasising the isomorphism and absence of impurities of the samples.  

(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 16. Comparison between the experimental powder XRD of 3pyCCMoidZn-1 (Zn1), 

3pyCCMoidZn-2 (Zn2) and 3pyCCMoidCo-1 (Co1) and the simulated using mercury (Zn1-

sim, Zn2-sim and Co1-sim).  

As expected, 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and 3pyCCMoidCo-1 display similar powder XRDs and 

differences can be attributed to the water molecules in the Co structure, the different 

metal ratios and the additional intermolecular variations described previously.  

4.1.3.2. Crystal morphology  

In chapter II, most of the CPs grow as spherulites. However, the systems that contain 

3pyCCMoid display a completely different behaviour (figure 17). 3pyCCMoidZn-1 and 

3pyCCMoidZn-2 grow in an almost amorphous way, where the biggest crystalline 

samples are formed by the agglomeration of small crystals. Instead, 3pyCCMoidZn-3 

forms yellow plates and in the case of 3pyCCMoidCo-1 bladed orange crystals were 

observed; the different crystal growth of the latter is particularly interesting taking into 

account that was created with the same methodology than 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and shares 

structural features but the appearance is completely different.  
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Figure 17. Optical images of the crystals of: (a) 3pyCCMoidZn-1, (b) 3pyCCMoidZn-2, (c) 

3pyCCMoidZn-3 and (d) 3pyCCMoidCo-1, respectively. 

For the single crystal XRD measurements, segmentation of the bigger crystals into small 

units was always necessary except for 3pyCCMoidZn-3. In this case, the crystals grew far 

apart from each other, being easy their isolation. This could relate, among other factors, 

to the slow growth of the crystals by diffusion taking three weeks to appear. 

4.1.3.3. CPMAS 13C NMR  

As it has been highlighted in other chapters of this doctoral thesis, this technique allows 

us to evaluate CCMoid systems in the solid state and, even in the absence of 

crystallographic information, to extract information regarding coordination and ligand 

environment. Here, the systems under study were the pristine ligand (3pyCCMoid), 

3pyCCMoidZn-1 and 3pyCCMoidZn-2, respectively. The small amount attained for 

3pyCCMoidZn-3 and the creation of 3pyCCMoidCo-1 in the last stage of this doctoral 

thesis limited the additional information for these two systems. The assignation of the 

signals in the case of 3pyCCMoid has been accomplished by comparison with BDMC, 

CCMoid bibliographic data and simulation of the 13C NMR in solution of the same ligand. 

As described in the past, the free ligand presents two sets of characteristic signals, at 

the regions of 100-110 ppm and 180-190 ppm, corresponding to the methine C atom 

and the C-OH/C=O atoms, respectively. The rest of signals remain in the area of 120-160 

ppm and comprise the pyridinic units and the rest of C atoms of the CCMoid chain. In 

comparison to the pristine molecule, 3pyCCMoidZn-1 presents less number of signals 

and broader bands. Unlike the information gathered in chapter II, now the coordination 

of the lateral parts, as well as the presence of a free pyridine, in 3pyCCMoidZn-1, are 
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not so evident in the overall form of the spectra, being difficult to extrapolate further 

information. 

The main feature that can be extracted comes from the spectra of the 3pyCCMoidZn-2 

system, where the duplicity of the methine C signal (100-105 ppm) as well as others in 

the aromatic area clearly indicates the existence of the two conformations adopted by 

the 3pyCCMoid in the crystal.  

  

 

Figure 18. CPMAS13C NMR of the free CCMoid (3pyCCMoid), 3pyCCMZn-1 (1) and 

3pyCCMZn-2 (2). 

4.1.4. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) 

In the following section, the FTIR-ATR spectra of 3pyCCMoidZn-1, 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and 

3pyCCMoidCo-1 together with the pristine ligand (figure 19) are discussed. 

Chemical shift (ppm) 
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Characteristic bands for the mentioned systems are in the region between 1700 and 600 

cm-1 (figure 19b). As expected, in the case of the three CPs, shifts to higher frequencies 

are observed in the C=O zone (1600 to 1550 cm-1) due to the coordination of the Zn(II) 

ions with the β-diketone. In the case of the CPs, a wide band at 1630 cm-1 appears (in 

blue, figure 19b) always with a shoulder around 1640 cm-1, together with the absence 

of the bands related with the bending of the enol groups (1570 cm-1, in purple figure 

19b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. FTIR-ATR spectra of 3pyCCMoid, 3pyCCMoidZn-1, 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and 

3pyCCMoidCo-1, from bottom to top. 

As expected, the spectra of 3pyCCMoidZn-2 and 3pyCCMoidCo-1 are very similar but 

overall, as in previous cases, the multiple signals in the rest of the regions complicate 

the observation of additional changes.  
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4.1.5. Elemental analysis 

A good correlation between the calculated formula from the resolved structure and the 

experimental values have been achieved with the use of EA technique for 

3pyCCMoidZn-1, 3pyCCMoidZn-2. In the case of 3pyCCMoidCo-1, the lack of time made 

impossible having these results before the deposition of this doctoral thesis. 

This, together with XRD, confirms that in all the cases, the bulk material has the 

composition of the resolved structure.  

Table 2. Calculated (Cal.) and experimental (Exp.) values of the elemental analysis of 

3pyCCMoidZn-1 (1) and 3pyCCMoidZn-2 (2). 

  %C %H %N 

CP Formula Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. 

1 [Zn(C17H14N2O2)2]n·n/2ZnO 61.8 61.56 3.96 4.06 8.48 8.60 

2 [Zn(C17H14N2O2)]n·1/2nH2O 49.35 49.33 3.41 3.33 10.15 9.80 

        

 

4.2. CPs based on 3pyCCMoid. scCO2 procedure 

The reaction of 3pyCCMoid with different metal ions (M=Zn(II), Cu(II), Co(II) and Ni(II)) 

in scCO2 provided powdered samples. In contrast with BDMC, 3pyCCMoid displayed 

enough solubility in scCO2 to be able to react without the use of a co-solvent. This section 

describes the characterization of the attained products.  

4.2.1. Powder XRD 

The XRD analysis of the different powders shows that the systems achieved by the scCO2 

method (figure 20) are different from those attained with the solvothermal synthesis 

(figure 16). 
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Figure 20. Powder XRD patterns of the products obtained in scCO2. 

All the reactions, except the one between Ni(acac)2 and 3pyCCMoid (figure 20, Ni-sc), 

provided crystalline powders displaying a variety of patterns, without presenting 

common trends among them (figure 20). This was also applicable for the reactions 

where the same metal centre was introduced but using different metallic counterions 

(e.g., 3pyCCMoid-Cu-sc-hf and 3pyCCMoid-Cu-sc-ns). Different results were also 

obtained by performing the reaction with the same metal centre, with and without co-

solvent (e.g., 3pyCCMoid-Zn-sc-ns and 3pyCCMoid-Zn-sc). These results prove the 

complexity and great variability of structures that can be obtained with 3pyCCMoid 

where the metal conterions play a key role too. The small size of the crystalline powders 

hampered the possibility of structural resolution by single-crystal XRD and as before, 

additional techniques were used to assist in the characterization of the solids.  

4.2.2. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR) 

The FTIR-ATR spectra of the CPs were compared among them and with the pristine 

ligand. Figure 21 depicts the complete and expanded spectra of all these systems. Again, 

differences were specially observed in the carboxylic region (in blue, figure 21b) because 

of the coordination of the β-diketone moiety. As it happens with the CPs achieved with 

the solvothermal synthesis, the reaction of 3pyCCMoid with the metals produced the 

appearance of a shoulder and even a distinct new peak around 1650 cm-1 in all the 

products. Also, in this region (1700-1600 units), some products (3pyCCMoid-Ni-sc, -Cu-
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sc-hf, -Cu-sc, -Zn-sc-hf) present extra peaks that may relate with the coordination of 

other species with carbonyl groups, as for example acetate, acetylacetonate or 

hexafluoroacetylacetonate groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. FTIR ATR of the products obtained with 3pyCCMoid and different metals in 

scCO2. 

4.2.3. Solubility test 

All the products were partially soluble in conventional organic solvents (EtOH, MeOH, 

ACN, acetone…) being always higher soluble in DMSO (approx. 0.4 mg in 9 mL). 

3pyCCMoid-Co-sc is the most insoluble among all the systems. The total or partial 

solubility of the compounds could be an indication of the low dimensionality and 

therefore coordination compound nature of the achieved systems. 
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Based on all the studies above, we can conclude that the coordination of the ligand to 

the different metal centres, thought the β-diketone, was achieved; meanwhile, the 

coordination of the pyridinic units could not be confirmed either denied.  

4.3. Exfoliation studies of 3pyCCMoidZn-2  

The supramolecular structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-2 is formed by the piling of 2D layers, 

stacked together by weak interactions (figure 22). In addition, SEM images corroborate 

the vision of a layered material (figure 22).  

 

Figure 22. Layers of 3pyCCMoidZn-2, (a) structure of four layers in different colours each 

one and (b) SEM images of the layers. 

The exfoliation of 3pyCCMoidZn-2 was studied to find out, in a first stage, an efficient 

and reproducible methodology to achieve few-layers of the system and, in a further 

step, the study of the electronic capabilities of the exfoliated material. Such analysis is 

pursued at the moment by some of the members of the group. 

The nanosheets obtained were characterized using TEM, AFM and EDX, respectively. 

After the sonication process in H2O and resting the samples for 6 h (methodology 

section), the non-exfoliated crystals and the highest nanosheets precipitated. However, 

small nanosheets remain in suspension, their presence was confirmed by the existence 

of Tyndall effect (figure 23).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Vial of an exfoliation experiment irradiated with a laser: (a)big material 

deposited in the bottom part of the vial and (b) nanosheets of small size in suspension, 

visible thanks to Tyndall effect. 

(a) (b) 
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The average thickness of the nanosheets was determine by AFM measuring the height 

profile of 100 nanosheets (figures 23 a-c) and carrying out a statistical analysis of the 

results (figure 23d). Although the analysis shows a considerable diversity of heights, half 

of the nanosheets population present heights below 40 nm. From the rest 

approximately a 15 % of the samples were under 10 nm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. (a)(b)(c) AFM height profile of three different nanosheets; (d) statistical 

analysis of the nanosheets thickness. 

Apart from the thickness, an interesting observation about the exfoliated system was 

the extension of the nanosheets, in the range of 40-100 µm (figure 24a) presenting all 

continuous surfaces. Regarding their stability, the samples were measured in the TEM 

grids after 72 h, observing breaks of the edges and folding on themselves but any further 

degradation was appreciated (figures 24d and e).  

Having into account that the heights related to several layers, longer resting times were 

tested. However, to appreciate changes in the samples more than 12 h were required 

and then, a big degradation of the material was observed. Taking into account the 

structure of 3pyCCMoidZn-2, we postulate that the labile nature of the NO3
- groups that 

coordinate the Zn(II) atoms, are the cause of this degradation. After sonication and 

having long periods of contact with water the layered material may react and 

decompose. In fact, similar degradation processes were observed (figure 24f) when we 

                                 (a)                                     (b) 

                                (c)                                       (d) 
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took a portion of the samples left for 6 h and add more water, without more sonication 

time or leaving the samples resting longer times. In addition, other solvents were also 

tested (e.g.: ACN, EtOH and MeOH), showing always higher degradation of the material 

than in water.  

 

Figure 24. TEM images of nanosheets: (a) after the evaporation of a sample drop on the 

TEM grid; (b) magnification of (a); (c) magnification of (b); (d) after 72 h in the TEM grid. 

(e) Magnification of (d). (f) After the addition of extra water.  

 

In order to further study the layers from 3pyCCMoidZn-2, EDX analysis of the same 

sample used for the TEM images was performed (figure 25), observing the espected 

elements (C, O, N and Zn) from the CP system, apart of the microscope and grid materials 

(Al, Si and Cu). 
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Figure 25. EDX spectrum and SEM image of the analysed area. 

5. Conclusions 

Here, studies of the 3pyCCMoid as organic linker have been extended, achieving a new 

highly dimensional structure (3D, 3pyCCMoidZn-3) and a structure with a metal 

different from Zn (3pyCCMoidCo-1). In addition, comparative studies between the new 

systems and two previous ones reported in the group have been carried out to show the 

versatility of the ligand regarding coordination (partial or total) and different 

conformations. This, together with the versatile coordination nature of the Zn(II) salts, 

the use of different synthetic methods (solvothermal and scCO2) and limiting the 

number of variables in the reactions (e.g.: reagents and solvents), provided a clear map 

of different crystallographic structures that could be achieved.  

The three 3pyCCMoidZn-x structures, that present different dimensionalities and 

coordination modes, probe how crucial are the synthetic conditions but also the huge 

versatility that this CCMoid brings to the field of coordination polymers. Comparing with 

the structures of the previous chapter, it seems that the combination of charged and 

neutral moieties present in 3pyCCMoid favours the full coordination of the linker, while 

in BDMC always at least one phenol remained protonated. Moreover, the synthesis of 

3pyCCMoidZn-3 has proved that an effective coordination of all the coordinative 

positions of the CCMoid is possible without temperature and using low/mild boiling 

point solvents, as EtOH, in the case of 3pyCCMoidCo-1. Another important achievement 

in this doctoral thesis was the synthesis of the first CP based on a CCMoids coordinated 

to Co(II) ions. The system is a 2D structure almost identical to that of 3pyCCMoidZn-2.  

 

1µm 
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Again, as in the previous chapter, scCO2 methodology allows the reaction of the ligand 

but our studies suggest that coordination compounds are created instead of CPs. 

Nevertheless, 3pyCCMoid have shown good solubility in scCO2, which implies that it is 

possible the completely elimination of organic solvents in future reactions with this 

molecule and possibly with other similar CCMoids. 

Finally, as general conclusions, the results presented in this and the previous chapter 

add value to BDMC, 3pyCCMoid and in general to the CCMoid family in CP chemistry as 

interesting linkers, evidence which so far was limited to curcumin. 
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1. Introduction  

As it was summarized in the general introduction of this doctoral thesis, the number of 

published organic polymers (OPs) based on CCMoids is scarce. Hence, with the aim of 

exploring OPs based in this family of molecules, in the progress of this doctoral thesis, 

two synthetic approaches were followed: (i) the use of designed CCMoid as the building 

units of the OPs; such CCMoids repeat in the polymeric structures through reactions 

with themselves or compatible monomers (figure 3) and (ii) the synthesis of CCMoid-

OPs through the reaction of monomers which generate “in situ” an extended structure 

with a CCMoid skeletons.  

In the first case, a set of CCMoids displaying boronic acids in the lateral substituents has 

been synthesized and already introduced in chapter I. Now, the idea was to examine 

their reactivity with polyalcohols, creating boronic ester bonds toward the achievement 

of new CCMoid-OPs. On the other hand, using the second method, CCMoid-CPs have 

been attempted by the use of acacBF2 and aromatic polyaldehydes, where the 

condensation reaction between these two types of molecules generate CCMoid 

segments that, at the same time, promote the extension of the final systems. 

1.1. CCMoids as monomeric units 

1.1.1. Boronic acid: definition and reactivity 

Boronic acids are trivalent boron containing molecules that present two hydroxyl groups 

and an alkyl substituent (figure 1).1 They are used as organic reagents in many reactions, 

being probably the most famous the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction, where aromatic 

boronic acids can react with organohalides forming C-C bonds with the assistance of a 

Pd (0) complex as a catalyst.2 Moreover, boronic acids are used with multiple biomedical 

purposes, such as enzyme inhibitors, sensors and lectin mimics. Some are known as 

boron neutron capture therapy agents, transmembrane transporters and 

bioconjugators, used as well for protein immobilization.3 Many of these applications are 

based in their strong binding capacity with diols, thus acting as saccharide sensors, 

glucose controller, cell protein markers, and so on. The general reaction, among a diol 

and a boronic acid, produces the formation of a boronic ester (figure 1), with the loss of 

water molecules, as it occurs with carboxylic acids. The polyols can be aliphatic but also 

aromatic, as for catechol, giving rise to cyclic catechol boronic esters (figure 1).4 
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Figure 1. Boronic acids and boronic esters. 

The creation of the covalent bond with diols have been exploited for the formation of 

macrocycles, cages, and polymers. For the latter, it is necessary to have more than one 

boronic acid and one diol units (figure 2).4 

 

Figure 2. Examples of macrocycles and polymers based on the formation of boronic 

esters.4 

To date, a number of examples of COFs (organic porous polymers, general introduction) 

involving different boronic acids has been published.5 Some of them are formed by the 

self-condensation of poly-boronic acids (figure 3), but primarily they are used in 

reactions with polyols forming boronic esters (figure 3). Since COFs are systems with a 

high degree of order, commonly, aromatic reagents are used in their formation because 

of their high rigidity and - stacking interactions.  
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of COF structures based on the formation of 

boroxides and boronic esters. 

1.1.2. Molecules used in this approach.  

A CCMoid with boronic acid as substituent in the para- position of the aromatic rings 

(arms) and its analogous with BF2 (coordinated to the β-diketone, figure 4) have been 

synthetized in this doctoral thesis (chapter I).  

 

Figure 4. Scheme representing the structure of the BOHCCMoidBF2 system with boronic 

acids as lateral substituents. 

Here, the reactivity of this new boronic CCMoid was explored. Taking into account that 

boronic systems react with diols for the formation of extended structures and having as 

a goal the formation of new polymers, in an initial step, we have chosen two diol species: 

one aliphatic (pinacol) and another aromatic (catechol, figure 5), to analyse the 

reactivity of our CCMoids by studying the formation of boronic esters-based CCMoids. 

+

Boroxide Boronic ester
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the chosen diols. 

In a second step, the formation of extended structures using more complex polyols has 

been also carried out. As before, two types of molecules were chosen: one aromatic and 

one aliphatic as before, 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene (HHTP) and 2,2-

bis(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol (pentaerythritol), respectively (figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the chosen polyols. 

These molecules have already been used in the literature for the synthesis of extended 

structures. Due to the number of diols in the molecule, the pentaerythritol forms 1D 

polymers,6,7 while the HHTP produces structures with more dimensionality, as for 

example 2D COFs (figure 7).8-10 

 

Figure 7. Examples of polymers obtained with HHTP and pentaerythritol. 
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The above ideas depict the creation of boronic esters by the reaction of a boronic acid-

based CCMoid and commercial diols. Moreover, the opposite situation: the creation of 

a diol-based CCMoid (BODMC) and reactions with a diboronic molecule (benzene-1,4-

diboronic acid, BDBA) was also tested in this doctoral thesis. 

 

Figure 8. Schemes of the BODMC and BDBA molecules. 

1.2. Polymers with CCMoid-like structure 

The condensation reaction between a benzaldehyde and boron-acac derivative is 

involved in the synthesis of CCMoids, generating the characteristic doble bonds of the 

CCMoid skeleton. Since the acac has two reactive positions, the use of di- or tri-

benzaldehydes often leads to extended structures, that can be considered as CCMoid-

OPs. These new systems have seven carbon conjugated chains with β-diketone moieties 

connected among them through aromatic rings. During the development of this doctoral 

thesis, Liu et al.11 published the first example of these species (figure 9) using tris(4-

formylphenyl)amine and acacBF2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Organic polymer synthetized by Liu et al.10 

In this doctoral thesis, two dibenzaldehydes (figure 9), benzene-1,4-dicarboxaldehyde 

(terephthalaldehyde) and benzene-1,3-dicarboxaldehyde (isoterephthalaldehyde), have 

been proposed for the condensation with acacBF2, as well as a planar tribenzaldehyde, 

benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (figure 10).  
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Figure 10. Benzaldehydes used in these studies. 

Using these molecules, 1D (terephthalaldehyde and isoterephthalaldehyde) and 2D 

(benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde ) structures could be obtained by making in situ the 

CCMoid segments (figure 9).  

Here, we have applied both approaches, with the aim of creating systems with 

optoelectronic properties, as some of them are completely conjugated compounds and 

involve the coordination to BF2 units.12,13 In this chapter, the preliminary results 

obtained in the reactions between BOHCCMoidBF2 and the diols and acacBF2 with 

polybenzenealdehydes are presented, as well as future work and perspectives. The 

insoluble behavior of the BOHCCMoid molecule limited its uses, being preferred the BF2 

coordinated version of it. 

2. Objectives 

The principal aim of this chapter is to obtain CCMoid-OPs by using a pre-synthesized 

CCMoid (BOHCCMoidBF2) as a monomeric unit or by synthetising in situ the CCMoid-like 

polymer. In this sense, using BOHCCMoidBF2 and a set of diols, 1D or 2D species were 

expected to be obtained and have been initially characterized. To get insight on relevant 

factors, and possible drawbacks, in the formation of boronic esters is one of the main 

objectives addressed in this chapter. In the same way, using the approach of 

synthesizing in situ the polymer with a CCMoid-like structure, the principal goal was to 

obtain as well 1D/2D structures but having, in this case, as an exclusive repeating unit 

the CCMoids, with the use of no further molecules. 
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3. Materials and methods  
3.1. Materials 

The syntheses of the BOHCCMoidBF2, BODMC and acacBF2 were described in chapter I. 

BOHCCMoidBF2 was reacted with different commercial diols purchased in Fluorochem 

Ltd. (2,2-pentaerythritol and catechol), TCI EUROPE N.V. (pinacol) and Across Organics 

(HHTP). BDBA, used for the reaction with BODMC, was purchased in Sigma Aldrich, 

Merck KGaA. For the condensation with the acacBF2, the used aldehydes were provided 

by Sigma Aldrich, Merck KGaA (benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde) and ABCR 

(terephthalaldehyde and isoterephthalaldehyde). THF, MeOH and EtOAc solvents used 

in the different synthesis were provided by CARLO ERBA Reagents S.A.S., while dioxane 

was acquired in Sigma Aldrich, Merck KGaA and the mesitylene in Fluorochem Ltd. 

3.2. Synthetic methods  

3.2.1. Boronic esters based on BOHCCMoidBF2 
3.2.1.1. BOHCCMoidBF2 -Pin (Bpin) 

 

Scheme 1. Scheme representing the structure of Bpin. 

For this synthesis, the method used was reported elsewhere.14 In short, BOHCCMoidBF2 

(100 mg, 0.24 mmol) and pinacol (86.5 mg, 0.73 mmol) were dissolved in 20 ml of THF. 

The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h having molecular sieves 4A in the 

solution. Then, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum and the solid was rinsed with 

water to finally obtain a red solid (38.1 mg, yield 34 wt%). 1H-RMN (360 MHz, DMSO-d6) 

δ 8.07 (d, J = 14.4 Hz, 2H), 7.82 (m, 8H), 7.76 (d, J = 18 Hz, 2H), 6.73 (s, 1H), 1.32 (s, 24H) 

ppm. FTIR (cm-1): 2978, 1618, 1556, 1509, 1359,1270, 1141, 1089, 1059, 1005, 857, 651. 

MALDI-TOF m/z: 575.83 ([M-H]). 
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3.2.1.2. BOHCCMoidBF2 -cate (Bcate) 

 

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of the possible structure of Bcate. 

Different conditions, including the one used for Bpin and modifications of it (higher 

temperature, times, different solvents…), were tested to achieve the Bcate as it is 

depicted above. However, the creation of the desired compound was not as 

straightforward as the previous, containing always mixtures with the reagents and 

uncoordinated version of the system (hence, some BF2 units no longer coordinated to 

the -diketone moieties). This was concluded by 1H NMR. Even though it is a mixture, 

Bcate is described so we can follow the discussion later in regarding the creation of OPs. 

The best results in the synthesis of Bcate were attained following a reported for the 

synthesis of COFs,15 which bases in the use of a microwave reactor. This way, in a 

microwave vial of 30 mL, BOHCCMoidBF2 (21 mg, 0.05 mmol) and catechol (11 mg, 0.10 

mmol) were dissolved in 2.5 mL de mesitylene and 2.5 mL of dioxane. The mixture was 

placed in a microwave at 150 °C for 1 h achieving a solid that was filtered and washed.16 

3.2.1.3. BOHCCMoidBF2 -pol 

The methodology used is based on a previous work reported by Matsushima et al.5 In 

this case, the length and terminations of the polymer could be controlled by changing 

the stoichiometry of the two reagents involved: BOHCCMoidBF2 (C) and pentaerythritol 

(D).  

BOHCCMoidBF2 -pol-DCD (Bpol-DCD) 

 

Scheme 3. Structure of Bpol-DCD. 

For the synthesis of the smallest segment, that only involves a molecule of the 

CCMoid and two of pentaerythritol (pol-DCD), one mol of C (67.5 mg, 0.16 mol) 
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and 2 mol of D (44.6 mg, 0.32 mol) were dissolved in THF and stirred at room 

temperature for 72 h. Afterward a solid was formed and then filtered and 

washed with fresh THF.  

BOHCCMoidBF2 -pol-n (Bpol-n) 

 

Scheme 4. Structure of Bpol-n. 

By following the same procedure but using equimolecular quantities of both 

reagents (100 mg, 0.24 mol of C and 33.1 mg, 0.24 mol of D, respectively), a new 

system was synthesized. In these conditions, a solid precipitated and it was 

filtered and washed with THF. The system was found insoluble in most common 

organic solvents.  

3.2.1.4. BOHCCMoidBF2 -HHTP (BHHTP) 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 5. Structure of BHHTP. 

With the aim of obtaining 2D systems, three different syntheses7,12,17 were tested, 

achieving three products: 

(i) BOHCCMoidBF2-HHTP1 (BHHTP-1). BOHCCMoidBF2 (30 mg, 0.07 mmol) and HHTP 

(15.8 mg, 0.05 mmol) were dissolved in a solution of mesitylene and dioxane 1:1 (2 mL) 

and EtOH (0.1 mL). Then, the solution was left in an oven at 90 °C for 48 h. As a result, a 

black solid was isolated by filtration and washed with fresh solvents (dioxane/EtOH).  

(ii) BOHCCMoidBF2-HHTP2 (BHHTP-2). In this case, the procedure pursued was similar 

to that of BHHTP-1. BOHCCMoidBF2 (20 mg, 0.048 mmol) and HHTP (10.4 mg, 0.032 
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mmol) were dissolved in mesitylene /dioxane 1:1 (4 mL), placed in an oven for 72 h at 

120 oC and washed with fresh solvent (mesitylene/dioxane 1:1). 

(iii) BOHCCMoidBF2-HHTP3 (BHHTP-3). Here, a synthetic protocol based in the one 

developed by Smith et al.16 was used. Briefly, BOHCCMoidBF2 (30 mg, 0.072 mmol) and 

HHTP (15.8 mg, 0.049 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of THF (10 mL) and EtOH (1 

mL) and heated under reflux for 72 h 90 oC, having washed the solid accomplished with 

fresh solvent (THF). 

3.2.2. Boronic esters based on BODMC 

Different synthetic paths were attempted to form a polymer based on boronic ester 

using BODMC and BDBA. However, the lateral reaction was never achieved. Instead, an 

unexpected compounmnd, BODMCBDBA-1, was precipitated with the use of 

solvothermal methods.  

3.2.2.1. BODMCBDBA-1. 

 

Scheme 6. Structure of BODMCBDBA-1 

BODMC (30 mg, 0.088 mmol) and BDBA (21 mg 0.13 mmol) were solubilized in 4 mL of 

MeOH and placed in a 10 mL vial with hermetic closure. After 72 h in an oven at 80 °C, 

purple crystals appear in the walls and the bottom part of the vial, which were recovered 

and washed with fresh MeOH.  

3.2.3. Polymers with CCMoid-like structures 

The general synthesis involves the use of acacBF2 (1.43 mg, 9.7 mmol) dissolved in 3 mL 

of EtOAc and heated at 60 °C. Then, a solution of the specific aldehyde (9.7 mmol) and 

tributyl borate (9.38 mg, 72 mmol) in 20 mL of EtOAc was added to the first one and the 

mixture was kept at 60 °C for 1 h. After that, the mixture was allowed to cool down to 
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room temperature and a solution of 0.5 mL of n-butylamine (5 mmol) in 10 mL of EtOAc 

was added to it.  

CCMoidpol-1 

 

 

 

Scheme 7. Structure of CCMoidpol-1 

For the synthesis of CCMoidpol-1, the aldehyde used was terephthalaldehyde. As a 

result, an insoluble red solid precipitated from the mother liquid.  

CCMoidpol-2 

 

 

 

Scheme 8. Structure of CCMoidpol-2 

For the synthesis of CCMoidpol-2, isoterephthalaldehyde was used, achieving an orange 

precipitated that, as the previous, was insoluble in classic organic solvents.  

CCMoidpol-3 

 

 

 

Scheme 9. Structure of CCMoidpol-3 

 

For the synthesis of CCMoidpol-3, the aldehyde used was benzene-1,3,5-

tricarbaldehyde, precipitating a yellow solid insoluble in most common organic solvents.  
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4. Results and discussion 
4.1. Boronic esters based on BOHCCMoidBF2 

Some of the species achieved using the first approach were partially soluble and it was 

possible to perform their 1H-NMR spectra in DMSO-d6. Figure 11 compares the spectra 

of Bpin and Bpol-DCD with the free CCMoid (BOHCCMoidBF2).  

Figure 11. 1H-NMR of Bpin, Bpol-DCD and BOHCCMoidBF2.  

The spectrum of the pristine BOHCCMoidBF2 (figure 11) presents the typical signals of a 

CCMoidBF2 with the central proton at 6.7 ppm (in purple, figure 11), the doublets of the 

doble bond protons around 7.3 and 8 ppm (in orange, figure 11) and the aromatic signals 

around 7.9 ppm (in green and pink, figure 11). Moreover, the protons of the boronic acid 

are located at 8.3 ppm as a singlet (in blue, figure 11).  

The formation of the boronic esters is evidenced by the disappearance of the acid 

boronic protons (8.3 ppm, figure 10) and in the case of the Bpin, also by the appearance 

of the pinacol methyl protons (1.3 ppm, in yellow figure 11). Moreover, the formation 

of the new species produced a shift of the aromatic protons, displacing the closest to 

the boron (in green, figure 11) to lower fields and the remaining two (in pink in figure 

11) to higher fields. The rest of signals (doublets of the E protons in orange and the 

central proton, from the methine, in purple colour). The coordination of the BF2 in the 

β-diketone is retained in the case of Bpin, proved by the displacement of the signals that 

is similar to the ones of BOHCCMoidBF2 (at lower field than in the case of the non-

coordinated compounds, chapter I). 

Bpol-DCD 

Bpin 

BOHCCMoidBF2 

DCD 
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The spectrum Bpol-DCD shows a similar set of shifts, including those corresponding to 

the remaining –OH groups from the pentaerythritol units at the sites of the molecule 

(approximately from 4 to 5 ppm). However, it can be observed partial deprotection of 

this CCMoid too, missing part of BF2 units. This is supported by the presence of the 

signals pointed out with arrows in figure 11, e.g., at 6.3 ppm (central proton), the 

doublets at 7.0 ppm (E proton) and those appearing between 7.6 and 7.7 ppm (aromatic 

region and E protons).  

The absence of the boronic acid protons (8.2-8.3 ppm) suggest that both, 

BOHCCMoidBF2 and its unprotected version, form boronic ester bonds. Nevertheless, 

this has further implications in the creation of polymers, where it can be possible that in 

the polymer Bpol-n mixtures of protonated and deprotonated chains are present. 

Moreover, as the β-diketone can also interact with boronic acids when it remains free 

(e.g.: BODMCBDBA-1) we cannot discard additional coordination through this moiety as 

well. Further analyses using, solid state NMR techniques, should be performed with all 

the samples to provide further insight. 

In the spectrum of Bcate, a more complicated sets of signals are observed (figure 12) 

with the appearance of a total of 4 species, the reagents (catechol in blue and 

BOHCCMoidBF2 in orange colours), unprotected CCMoid (in red colours) and the desired 

product (in green colour). Here, the necessity of more intense conditions than those 

applied for Bpin, does not favours the formation of the boronic esters with aromatic 

molecules. Nevertheless, to generalize this idea, additions reagents and synthetic 

methods should be tested. In our case, the use of MW assisted reactions has an 

additional drawback, triggering the loss of the BF2 units and therefore, providing extra 

undesired products. It is important to stress that the coordination of BOHCCMoid to BF2 

improves solubility (BOHCCMoidBF2) of the starting materials and protects the β-

diketone for the possibility of further reactions; however, the idea of having the non-

coordinated systems is highly desired as well, due to the possibility of using the 

extended version of Bcate (hence, BHHTP-x) to capture/sensor different 

metal/metalloid centres. 
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Figure 12. 1H-NMR spectra of the solid obtained in the reaction between BOHCCMoidBF2 

and catechol. 

For Bpol-n and BHHTP-x, characterization by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 was not possible due 

to their low solubility of the systems. The formation of the boronic ester was identified 

by FTIR, being assisted by the work of Smith et al.18 that performed a complete 

experimental study of the bands observed in the spectra of boronic acids, boroxines, 

and boronic esters, combined also with computational modelling. The authors 

determined that the boronic esters have two characteristic signals around 1250 and 650 

cm-1, which are not observed for boronic acids neither for boroxides. For Bpol-n and 

BHHTP-x, the first signal was difficult to identify due to the overlap of bands in that 

region, while the region between 600 and 400 cm-1 was more useful due to the absence 

of band from the net CCMoid (figures 13 and 14).  

A signal around 650 cm-1 (in green, figure 13) appears in all the species in which boronic 

acid esters were formed, confirmed in the soluble molecules, Bpin and Bpol-DCD, by 1H 

NMR and in extended systems as Bpol-n, being this the proof of polymer formation. The 

infrared spectra of Bpol-CDC and Bpol-n present identical bands, except for the broad 

band between 3500 and 3200 cm-1 displayed by Bpol-CDC and also a sharp one around 

1000 cm-1. Both signals are related to the presence of primary alcohols corresponding 

to the O-H stretching and the C-C-O asymmetric stretching, respectively. Many of the 

other bands are related with the CCMoid skeleton and, therefore, the spectra show 

similarities among all the species, being remarkable the carbonyl region (orange area in 

figure 13) that remains unaltered. This may indicate that the β-diketone region was 

preserved during the different reactions although in some cases, as discussed in the 

NMR section, we cannot discard partial release of the BF2 units. 
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Figure 13. FTIR spectra of Bpin, Bpol-CDC, Bpol-n and net CCMoid together with 

representations of the desired systems. 

Changes in the FTIR spectra were also observed for the compounds obtained by the 

reaction of the CCMoid with aromatic molecules, either catechol, Bcate, or HHTP-x 

systems, figure 14). For instance, the absence of signals at 650 cm-1 for BHHTP-x requires 

further investigation to assess the possible formation of the boronic ester, however, the 

precipitation of an insoluble solid indicated that some reactivity took indeed place. 

Moreover, the same spectra were observed for the three studied reaction conditions 

indicating a similar product in all the cases. In addition, the presence of signals in the 

carbonyl region (in orange in figure 13) indicated that the CCMoid is forming part of the 

new structure. Again, further studies in the solid state, as for example 13C NMR, may 

provide insight on the remaining queries. 

Bpol-DCD 

Bpin 

BOHCCMoidBF2 

Bpol-n 
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Figure 14. FTIR spectra of Bcate, BHHTP-1, -2 and -3, and BOHCCMoidBF2. 

The crystallinity of Bpol-n and BHHTP-1 was studied by XRD (figure 15), showing that 

both solids are amorphous. For BHHTP-1, the broad bands observed at 6°, 17° and 26° 

may indicate some order in the structure. However, the synthesis should be further 

investigated to improve the crystallinity factor in these materials. The rest of the solids 

of BHHTP series have totally amorphous patterns. 

BOHCCMoidBF2 
Bcate 

BHHTP-x 
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Figure 15. XRD spectra of HHTP1 and Bpol-n. 

4.2. Boronic esters based on BODMC 

By using BODMC and BDBA, a boronic ester system was achieved. This way, 

BODMCBDBA-1 was obtained as purple cubic crystals from the mother solution (figure 

16).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Crystals of BODMCBDBA-1: (a) optical microscope image and (b) SEM image 

(right). 

The compound was analysed by single crystal XRD using a synchrotron source. 

BODMCBDBA-1 crystallizes in the space group P21/n. It is a 0D structure consisting of a 

dimer of BODMC molecules connected throw their β-diketone moieties by the BDBA 

unit. Thus, forming boronic ester bonds. Two MeOH molecules, from the solvent, 

complete the tetracoordination geometry (angles between 104.3° and 111.08°) of the 

boron atoms (figure 17a). The BDBA adopts a planar disposition with an angle of 95° 

between the boron, the carbon atom connected to it and the central atom of the 

CCMoid. The CCMoids are disposed one above the BDBA plane and the other below, 

being the MeOH molecule in the opposite direction (figure 17a). Apart from the 

coordinated solvent molecules, one MeOH molecule is present close to each dimer. The 

dimers are disposed stacked on top of each other, forming a supramolecular stairs-like 

(a) (b) 
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structure (figure 17b). All of the “stairs” interact among them and through the extra 

solvent molecules, forming a compact structure (figure 17c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. BODMCBDBA-1. (a) 0D structure, (b) organization of the 0D structure, (c) 

extension in the 3D space and space filing (solvent molecules in green). 

The FTIR spectrum of BODMCBDMA-1 does not have the characteristic band observed 

for the other systems at 650 cm-1, instead a new band around 1200 cm-1 was observed. 

Changes in the carbonyl region are observed due to the reaction of the β-diketone with 

the boronic acid (orange range, in figure 18). The band corresponding to the O-H 

stretching was still observed (purple area in figure 17) at 3000-3500 cm-1, as the phenols 

remained free. Differences in the shape of this band with respect to BODCM could be 

due to the interactions that these protons establish in the supramolecular net and the 

absence of the enol proton from the β-diketone moieties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. FTIR spectrum of the BODMCBDBA-1 compared with the pristine CCMoid. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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4.3. CCMoid like polymeric structure. 

Obtained polymers were highly insoluble and did not present crystallinity, therefore 

they could only be exclusively characterized by FTIR. An extra technique that can give us 

information of this compounds is solid state 13C NMR but some technical problems 

difficult their use during the last stage of this doctoral thesis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. FTIR spectra of the CCMoidpol-x series compared with acacBF2. 

In figure 19, the FTIR spectra of the products are compared with the -diketone 

precursor, acacBF2. The three CCMoidpol-x systems, being x=1, 2 and 3, present the 

expected bands originated by the formation of the condensation products: the band in 

the carbonil region corresponded to the β-diketone (orange band in figure 19) and the 

bands of the νC=C and νCCPh (green band in figure 19). These bands are comparable to 

those expected in CCMoid spectra, because of their conjugated skeletons (chapter I).  

Here, similar signals are observed for the three polymers, except the bands around 2900 

cm-1 that only appear in CCMoidpol-3. Regarding the nature of the latter, typically the 

C-H streaching of aldehydes appears in this region. In the case of CCMoidpol-3, the 

aldehyde used (benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde) has several signals in the same area 

acacBF2 

acacBF2 CCMoidpol-1 CCMoidpol-2 CCMoidpol-3 
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(appendix I). Our results indicate that likely, in the polymer structure, a considerable 

amount of aldehyde moiety remains free giving place to this band. This may reduce the 

dimensionality of the final structure, but can also be a point for further post-synthetical 

modifications.  

In the rest of of polymers, CCMoidpol-1 and -2, the aldehyde signals were not observed, 

indicating that all the aldehyde moieties may participate in the condensation process. 

5. Conclusions 

In this chapter the possibility of precipitating organic polymers based on boronic esters 

with CCMoids has been initially explored, being the obtained polymers, the first ones 

involving a CCMoid different of CCM or its derivatives. In addition, it can be concluded 

that the reaction of BOHCCMoidBF2 to form boronic esters is more favourable with 

aliphatic molecules than with their aromatic analogous. Despite of this, some results 

were obtained with catechol and HHTP that encourage further research in this topic.  

The production of polymers with CCMoid-like structure created in-situ has been also 

found plausible although requires of further investigation. Extended conjugated planar 

structures could be obtained, expanding the CCMoid features to polymeric 

architectures.  

In this way, this thesis has expanded the number of extended organic structures based 

on CCMoids, improving the family of CCMoid-polymers. 

6. Future work and perspectives 

This chapter shows preliminary results, but the promising findings encourage to 

continue with the two presented approaches.  

In this sense, additional characterizations of the 1D polymers based on CCMoid are 

necessary as the determination of their size using techniques as gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC), ss 13C NMR and MALDI. These studies were not included in this 

thesis due to the lack of time or impossibility of using some of the techniques in the 

same framework of time. We must take into account that the application of some of the 

techniques is hampered by the lack of solubility of some of the systems, as for example, 

Bpol-n, that makes unfeasible the application of GPC, being therefore more useful for 

this system MALDI experiments. However, considering the latter, some optimizations 

should be also done finding a matrix and a laser intensity that achieve the ionization of 

the polymer with a low fragmentation. In addition, the stability and possible reassemble, 
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biocompatibility and optical properties of this polymer should be analysed, among 

others.  

Despite of being an interesting material by itself, the presence of the β-diketone 

coordinated to a labile group (BF2) open the possibility of form new more extended 

materials using diboronic molecules (as in the case of BODMCBDBA-1) or metal centres. 

In the reaction of BOHCCMoidBF2 with aromatic molecules, an optimization of the 

conditions is necessary, both with catechol and HHTP, with the objective of having a 

pure compound in the first case and a crystalline ordered system in the second. 

Moreover, in the extended structures, to determine if the boronic ester bonds are being 

formed and having into account the lack of solubility, solid state NMR can be performed, 

studying 13C and 11B nucleus. As it was demonstrated in previous chapters, CPMAS 13C 

NMR can be a useful technique for determining the structure of the CCMoid-like 

polymers structures and analyse their purity. Once the structures were known, and the 

synthetic conditions optimized, additional studies related to their biocompatibility, 

electronic transport and luminescence properties should be analysed to promote 

further uses and applications (e.g.: I-V experiments with probe station of the team). 

Finally, an although polymers with BODMC could not be obtained, BODMCBDBA-1 can 

be an interesting building block for the creation of more complex structures. It has four 

reaction points (the four diols of the two curcuminoid molecules) and its stair shape 

may promote extended structures with a variety of shapes.   
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The main objective of this doctoral thesis was the synthesis of CCMoids and the 

evaluation of a set of these molecules as building blocks for the formation of extended 

metal-organic (CPs) and organic structures (OPs).  

In the synthesis of CCMoids, nine molecules have been obtained including four new 

ones. Regarding their synthesis, the straightforward methodologies and high yields 

accomplished prove the versatile possibilities on the design and creation of new 

CCMoids, being this an attractive tool toward the achievement of functional molecular-

based materials .Our thorough characterization allows among others (identification, 

purity, etc.) assessments on the conformation adopted by the molecules in solid state 

using 13C CPMAS NMR, and therefore, assisting in great manner the analysis of 

polycrystalline materials in the absence of single XRD. At the same time, the estimation 

of the bandgap energy of the studied CCMoid molecules (electrochemical analyses and 

absorption spectroscopy studies) indicated the semiconductor nature of CCMoids, being 

able to conclude that the shortest HOMO-LUMO distances and better acceptor 

capabilities are observed for long CCMoidBF2. 

In the formation of extended structures (CPs and OPs), the great ability of the chosen 

CCMoids to create expanded systems has been probed, accomplishing materials with a 

variety of dimensions and indicating the necessity of their further analysis regarding 

their use in electronics and/or biomedical topics.  

In the use of CCMoids as organic linkers for the formation of CPs, only two structures 

were described in the literature before this doctoral thesis and both using CCM. Our 

work shows the capability of another natural CCMoid but the great potential that 

synthetic CCMoids has in the creation of CPs. Moreover, the published works have used 

exclusively Zn as a metallic source, and here we present the first CCMoid-CP that 

contains Co(II) centres. This new 2D system will be exfoliated in a similar manner than 

the Zn(II) analogue studied in this doctoral thesis toward the study of their electron 

transport behaviour.  

In addition, from the different synthetic approaches tested here in the creation of CPs, 

we can state that, in most of the structures, where the three CCMoid sides require 

deprotonation (e.g.: BDMC), at least one corner remains uncoordinated (partial 

coordination). Instead, if the system contains neutral coordination groups (e.g.: 

3pyCCMoid) seems easier to accomplished full coordination of the CCMoid linker. 

Neverhteless, this conclusion depends in great manner on the reaction parameters used 

(solvents, metal salts, method, etc.), being they of great relevance in the creation of CPs. 

In our studies, partial coordination of the ligand reduces the dimensionality of the 

structures (1D) and the combination of the CCMoids with additional co-linkers has been 

proved successful toward the goal of increasing the dimensionality of final systems.  

Within the CPs, the studies of the different conformations of the CCMoid units 

(sometimes in the same structure), highlights the flexibility of these molecules and the 
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great advantage that this means in the achievement of crystalline materials (solvated or 

non-solvated). 

The work of this doctoral thesis shows the difficulties encounter in the characterization 

of the final CCMoid systems using scCO2, where in all the cases the microsized crystalline 

materials could not be analysed by single XRD and, sometimes, additional analyses could 

not assert the creation of polymeric structures.  

In the formation of OPs, the limited time hampered the possibility of further analyses, 

but some encouraging preliminary results have been obtained that will be pursued in 

future studies in the group. In that sense, we have proved the possibility of forming 

polymeric structures based on the creation of boronic ester bonds between the 

designed CCMoid and polydiol molecules. This way, it has been corroborated the 

reaction between the boronic acid terminal groups in the CCMoid with commercial diols, 

especially when the latter are aliphatic in nature, maintaining the β-diketone moiety 

from the CCMoid unaltered. However, the opposite occurs when trying to carry out the 

reverse approach, hence, reacting a CCMoid with diol endings, as substituents, with 

commercial diboronic molecules, where the reaction happens through the -diketone 

moieties. 

Finally, the possibility of reacting acacBF2 with di- or trialdehydes was proved obtaining 

product solid from their condensation. Having into account the complete conjugated 

nature of the final system and the electrochemical results obtained from the CCMoidBF2 

molecules, our results encourage the optimization of the method to achieve materials 

with interesting optoelectronic properties. 

As a general conclusion, the main objectives of this doctoral thesis have been fulfilled as 

we have accomplished effective syntheses of the desired CCMoids as well as extended 

structures of different nature (CPs and OPs) and dimensionality (1D-3D). From these 

results, the capacity of CCMoids to be used as building blocks have been proved. This, 

together with the huge number of CCMoids synthesized in the past and that may be 

synthesized in the future open almost infinite and new possibilities in the field of CPs 

and OPs.  
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Figure A.1. 1HNMR spectrum of BODMC 
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Figure A.2. 1HNMR spectrum of 3pyCCMoid. 
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Figure A.3. 1HNMR spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 
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Figure A.4. 1HNMR spectrum of 3-(2-Thienyl)acrylaldehyde (E isomer) 
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Figure A.5. 1HNMR spectrum of 3-(2-Thienyl)acrylaldehyde (Mixture of Z and E isomers). 
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Figure A.6. 1HNMR spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoid. 
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Figure A.7. 1HNMR spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoidBF2. 
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Figure A.8. 1HNMR spectrum of BOHCCM. 
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Figure A.9. 1HNMR spectrum of BOHCCMBF2. 
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Figure A.10. 13CNMR spectrum of BDMCBF2. 
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Figure A.15. 13CNMR spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 
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Figure A.16. 13CNMR spectrum of BOHCCMBF
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Figure A.17. FTIR-ATR spectrum of BDMC 

 

 

Figure A.18. FTIR-ATR spectrum of BDMCBF2 
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Figure A.19. FTIR-ATR spectrum of BODMC 

 

 

Figure A.20. FTIR-ATR spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoid 
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Figure A.21. FTIR-ATR spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 

 

 

Figure A.22. FTIR-ATR spectrum of BOHCCMoidBF2 
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Figure A.23. FTIR-ATR spectrum of BOHCCMoid 
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Figure A.24. MALDI-TOF spectrum of BDMC and possible fragments.  
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Figure A.25. MALDI-TOF spectrum of BDMCBF2 and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.26. MALDI-TOF spectrum of BODMC and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.27. MALDI-TOF spectrum of 3pyCCMoid and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.28. MALDI-TOF spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.29. MALDI-TOF spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.30. MALDI-TOF spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoid and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.31. MALDI-TOF spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 and possible fragments. 
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Figure A.34. MALDI-TOF spectrum of BOHCCMBF2 and possible fragments.
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Figure A.35. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BDMCBF2 in ethyl acetate (green), 

methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.36. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BODMC in ethyl acetate (green), 

methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 
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Figure A.37. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 3pyCCMoid in ethyl acetate 

(green), methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 

 

 

Figure A.38. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 in ethyl acetate 

(green), methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 
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Figure A.39. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoid in ethyl acetate 

(green), methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 

 

Figure A.40. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 in ethyl acetate 

(green), methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 
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Figure A.41. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BOHCCMBF2 in ethyl acetate 

(green), methanol (blue) and DMSO (orange). 

 

 

Figure A.42. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BOHCCM in methanol (blue), 

chloroform (purple) and DMSO (orange). 
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Figure A.43. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BDMC in solid state.  

 

 

 

 

Figure A.44. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BDMCBF2 in solid state. 
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Figure A.45. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BODMC in solid state 

 

 

Figure A.46. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 3pyCCMoid in solid state. 
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Figure A.47. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 3pyCCMoidBF2 in solid state. 

 

Figure A.48. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoid in solid state. 
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Figure A.49. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 2-thphLCCMoidBF2 in solid state. 

 

 

Figure A.50. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BOHCCMoid in solid state. 
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Figure A.51. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of BOHCCMoidBF2 in solid state. 

 

Figure A.52. FTIR spectrum of benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde.
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ABSTRACT: This article introduces a new family of coordination
polymers (CPs) that contains a renewable curcumin derivative, the
bisdemethoxycurcumin (BDMC), coordinated to Zn(II) centers.
The reaction between BDMC and zinc acetate, performed under
mild conditions in ethanol, provides a new 1D phase termed
BDMCZn-1. In addition, dimensionality and porosity of this
network have been expanded by studying the reaction occurring
between three species, the BDMC, the Zn(II), and a ditopic
colinker: 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene, 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane, or
4,4′-bipyridine. In total, seven new CPs are presented, named
BDMCZn-x. The structures of five of them were elucidated by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Moreover, we show that the
combination of the latest technique with solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance is a powerful tool set to analyze the
coordination modes of the BDMC, providing insight into the two unresolved structures. In the achievement of the new CPs, we
further discuss the coordination capacity of BDMC, the relevance of solvents, and supramolecular interactions.

■ INTRODUCTION

According to IUPAC,1 the chemistry of metal−organic
frameworks (MOFs) and coordination polymers (CPs) is in
the sixth position of the current list of top emerging
technologies, which motivates a large amount of research on
this topic. As any newly developed chemistry technology,
sustainability criteria must be taken into account from the first
stages in the design, regarding both molecular constituent
elements and synthetic procedure.2 The main ingredients of
CPs are the inorganic part, represented by metal ions or
clusters, and the organic backbone containing neutral or
charged linkers that form different structures in several
dimensions. The search for cost-effective and sustainable
sources for linkers has led to the study of bio-based natural
molecules (vs fossil derived materials) to guarantee element
renewability and the attainment of green chemistry. Examples
of employed biolinkers for CPs building are peptides,
oligopeptides, carbohydrates, amino acids, nucleobases, and
porphyrins.3−9 In the studied natural linkers, frequent
drawbacks are the lack of symmetry factors in the molecule
and the presence of considerable flexibility, which make the
crystallization of CPs with high dimensionality challenging. In
a more extended picture, a pro-active approach to sustainability
would involve the consistent addition of new polytopic natural
and biorenewable linkers in the creation of 1D−3D polymeric
architectures for all kinds of purposes related to energy, gas
adsorption, and catalysis.10 Additionally, the use of biocompat-

ible molecules would option medical purposes, for example, as
drug delivery systems or in diagnosis by imaging.11,12

Connected with the above, curcuminoids (CCMoids, Figure
1a) are diarylheptanoid bioderived molecules extracted from
the renewable rhizomes of the plant Curcuma longa,13 although
they can also be synthesized using the synthetic methods
described by Pabon and others.14−16 These species, and
particularly curcumin (CCM), the prevalent CCMoid in the
turmeric rhizome, have been used since ancient times in food
and medicine and as a natural dye.17−19 From a structural
point of view, natural CCMoids have three potential sites
toward metal−ligand coordination, consisting of one β-
diketone/enol group and two phenolic rings with different
substituents (Figure 1a).20 As polytopic linkers, CCMoids are
perfect candidates for the synthesis of CPs, since they retain
specific symmetry in the molecule, and possess moderate
flexibility. These molecules can exhibit numerous coordination
modes with metal ions, giving place to a high structural
diversity in the crystallized products. There are many examples
of the coordination of CCM and 3d/4f/5d metal centers.21
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However, reported reactions regarding the coordination of
metals with the rest of CCMoids from the turmeric root, i.e.,
bisdemethoxycurcumin (BDMC) and demethoxycurcumin
(DMC) (Figure 1a), are less common.22−25 MOFs and CPs
based on CCM26,27 have been proposed for drug delivery
applications.
Besides the CCM CPs described in the literature by Su et

al.26 and us,27 to the best of our knowledge, there are only a
few more reported involving transition metals (Co(II) and
Ni(II)), also by some of us.28 In this respect, this work
presents the first examples of a series of CPs synthesized with a
Zn(II) source and the natural CCMoid BDMC. The significant
symmetry and conjugated nature of this polytopic renewable
biomolecule confer attractive characteristics for CPs synthesis,
and to the best of our knowledge, this path remains
unexplored. The reaction of BDMC with Zn(II) investigated
in this work, performed in EtOH, a green solvent, under
solvothermal conditions, resulted in a dense 1D CP
(BDMCZn-1). In addition, as a way to increase the
dimensionality and porosity of the network, the use of ancillary
linkers, chosen from the family of the dipyridines (1,2-bis(4-
pyridyl)ethylene (bpe), 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane (bpp), and
4,4′-bipyridine (bpy)) in Figure 1b), was studied.29,30 With
this procedure, seven new CPs, with 1D and 3D dimension-
alities, were crystallized (BDMCZn1, 2a, 2b, 3, 4a, 4b, and
4c). The structures of five of the newly synthesized
compounds could be elucidated by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. Solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) measurements were performed as a complementary
technique to ascertain the different coordination modes of the
BDMC molecule within the compounds. This technique is
sensitive to small changes in the disposition, environment, and
conformation of the analyzed molecules.31 The spectral data
obtained from the unresolved crystalline materials were
correlated to potential crystal topology and composition to
outline the structures. This work shows a rich variety of
crystallographic structures using a CCMoid aside from CCM,
and solid-state 13C NMR as a handy characterization tool to
discern coordination of such species. Our results aim to show
renewable natural CCMoids as powerful polytopic building
units toward the creation of future extended structures in CPs,

providing useful characterization tools toward their analysis in
the solid state.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Zn(OAc)2·2H2O and the ancillary linkers (bpy, bpe,

and bpe) were provided by Sigma-Aldrich. BDMC was synthesized
using a modification of Pabon method.14 EtOH was supplied by
Scharlab.

Synthetic Method. Synthesized CPs were obtained using a
solvothermal methodology and EtOH as a solvent. Reactions were
carried out in 10 mL Pyrex vials with hermetic closures, which were
placed in an oven at 80 °C for 3 days. The end products were
collected after cooling down the vials to room temperature. Crystals,
placed on the walls and at the bottom of the vials, were recovered
directly from the mother solution and washed with fresh solvent
before drying.

BDMCZn-1. 30.00 mg (0.097 mmol) of BDMC and 21.36 mg
(0.097 mmol) of Zn(OAc)2·2H2O were mixed in 2 mL of EtOH. The
vial was stirred ultrasonically up to the complete solubilization of all
reagents to proceed with the solvothermal treatment. Yield 56−60 wt
%. ATR-FTIR data (cm−1): 1603 (νCCaromatic), 1591 (C
Ost,β‑diketone), 1487 (νCC aromatic), 1382 (δCCH), 1297 and
1234 (C−Ostphenolic), 1157 (opp CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 970 (
CHδ opp). EA (wt %) data for [Zn(BDMC)(EtOH)] or ZnC21H19O5
(416.74 g·mol−1) calculated C: 60.37, H: 4.89; found C: 60.30, H:
5.16.

BDMCZn-2a and 2b. Both were synthesized as 1 but with an extra
reagent added consisting of either 8.86 mg (0.048 mmol) or 17.73 mg
(0.097 mmol) of bpe. Yields 52−70 wt %. ATR-FTIR data of
BDMCZn-2a (cm−1): 1603 (νCCaromatic), 1537 (COstβ‑diketone),
1494 (νCCaromatic), 1407, 1240 (C−Ostphenolic), 1158 (opp
CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 968 (CHδ opp). EA (wt %) for
[Zn(BDMC)(bpe)(OAc)]n·2nH2O or ZnC33H28O6N2·2H2O (649.47
g·mol−1) calculated C: 60.98, H: 4.96, N: 4.31. found C: 61.05, H:
4.76, N: 4.54.

ATR-FTIR data of BDMCZn-2b (cm−1): 1602 (νCCaromatic),
1587 (COstβ‑diketone), 1483, 1442 (υCN), 1394 (δCCH), 1298,
1243 (C−Ostphenolic), 1154 (opp CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 981 (
CHδ opp). EA, the best fit of the found data (C: 64.41, H: 4.42, N:
2.91 wt %) was obtained by using a molar ratio for Zn:BDMC:bpe of
1:1:0.5 (C: 64.88, H: 4.14, N: 3.03 wt %), therefore resulting in the
formulas [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5] or ZnC25H19O4N (462.79 g·mol−1).

BDMCZn-3. The system was synthesized as -1 but adding either
19.29 mg (0.048 mmol) or 38.58 mg (0.097 mmol) of bpp. Yield 75−
80 wt %. ATR-FTIR data (cm−1): 1599 (νCCaromatic), 1590 (C
Ost β‑diketone), 1482 (νCCaromatic), 1439 (υCN), 1384 (δCCH),
1262 (C−Ostphenolic), 1157 (oppCCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 968 (
CHδ opp). EA (wt %) for [Zn(BDMC)(bpp)1/2]n·n/2EtOH or
Zn2C51H42O8N2·C2H6O (987.68 g·mol−1) calculated C: 64.45, H:
4.9, N: 2.84, found C: 64.03, H: 5.21, N: 2.91.

BDMCZn-4a, 4b, and 4c. The three systems were synthesized as
BDMCZn-1 but adding either 15.19 mg (0.048 mmol) or 30.38 mg
(0.097 mmol) of bpy. BDMCZn-4c was the only compound obtained
in significant quantity, with a yield of 38−54 wt %. ATR-FTIR data
(cm−1): 1614 (νCCring), 1590 (CO stβ‑diketone), 1483(νC
Caromatic), 1382 (δCCH), 1261(C−Ostphenolic), 1155 (opp CCHaromatic
and CCHskeletal), 965 (CHδ opp). EA, the best fit of the data found
(C: 58.71, H: 4.07, N: 3.4 wt %) was obtained by using a molar ratio
for Zn:BDMC:bpy of 1:1:0.5 (C: 59.33, H: 4,56, N: 2.88 wt %) with
2 H2O molecules in the structure, therefore resulting in the formulas
[Zn(BDMC)(bpy)0.5]n·2nH2O or ZnC24H18O4N·2H2O (485.8 g·
mol).

Characterization. Prepared samples were characterized first by
routine powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) by recording the patterns
on a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. Single-
crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) data for BDMCZn-1 were
collected on a Bruker APEXII Qazar CCD diffractometer equipped
(Grup de Magnetisme i Molec̀ules Funcionals, Universitat de
Barcelona) at Mo Kα wavelength using ϕ and ω scans at 100 K.

Figure 1. Molecular structures of (a) main CCMoids (CCM =
curcumin, DMC = demethoxycurcumin, BDMC = bisdemethox-
ycurcumin) present in the turmeric root (central image), and (b)
dipyridine colinkers used (bpy = 4,4′-bipyridine, bpe = 1,2-bis(4-
pyridyl)ethylene, bpp = 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane).
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The structures were solved by intrinsic phasing methods
(SHELXT)32 and refined on F2 (SHELXL). Hydrogen atoms were
included on calculated positions, riding on their carrier atoms. Data
for the rest of the characterized species (BDMCZn-2a,-3,-4a,-4b)
were collected at the XALOC beamline33 at ALBA synchrotron
(Spain) K with a 0.72931 Å wavelength using the Dectris Pilatus 6 M
detector at 100 K. The ϕ scan was repeated at three different κ angles
(0°, 45°, and 90°) and merged afterward to increase the completeness
and redundancy when possible. Data were indexed, integrated, and
scaled using the XDS software.34 Crystallographic data for all
compounds are summarized in Table S1 in the SI, and the
corresponding CIF files have been deposited in the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre and can be accessed free of charge at
https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures/ (CCDC deposition numbers
1991279−1991283).
Sample chemical compositions (C, H, and N) were assessed by

elemental analysis (EA, Thermo Carlo Erba Flash 2000).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, NETZSCH-STA 449 F1 Jupiter),
performed up to 600 °C in air or Ar, was used to determine the
thermal stability and composition of some samples. Attenuated total
reflectance−Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were
obtained in a FTIR JASCO 4700LE equipment using the ATR
accessory with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and 32 scans. For the
measurements, ca. 5 mg of the powdered samples were deposited
covering the crystal of the ATR accessory and pressed with the
pressure tip. The solid-state 13C NMR experiments were performed
on a Bruker Avance III at a magnetic field of 9.4 T, equipped with a
double channel 4.0 mm MAS probe. Sample spinning was set to 10
kHz. A contact time of 2500 μs (63 kHz), a recycle delay of 1 s, 27 k
scans (overall experimental time 8 h), and a decoupling power of 83.3
kHz were used in all experiments. Pure adamantane was used as
external chemical shift reference (CH signal at 29.5 ppm).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The combination of solvothermal conditions and EtOH
provides seven new CPs with BDMC as the principal linker
and Zn(II) as the metallic node. BDMCZn-1 could be
resolved by SCXRD using a conventional radiation source.
Nevertheless, BDMCZn-2a, -3, -4a, and -4b compounds
precipitated as spherulitic crystals, in which each crystal was
composed from small subunits of only a few microns.
Consequently, for the SCXRD analysis, a synchrotron source
was necessary. Unfortunately, the obtained crystals for
BDMCZn-2b and 4c did not present enough quality for
SCXRD structural elucidation. Solid-state 13C NMR spectral
analysis, together with TGA, ATR-FTIR, and EA data, were
then used to provide further insight in their structures
regarding main formulas, coordination mode, and dimension-
ality.
Crystal Structures. BDMCZn-1, with stoichiometry

[Zn(BDMC)(EtOH)]n, crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c
space group. Crystallographic parameters for this structure are
detailed in Table S1. In the asymmetric unit, one Zn(II) atom
appears tetracoordinated, having the basal plane occupied by
the β-diketone of one BDMC linker and one EtOH molecule;
meanwhile, in the apical position the metallic center
coordinates to the phenolic ring of a neighboring BDMC
linker (Figure 2a). The pseudotetrahedral geometry of the
Zn(II) is imposed by the coordination with the two oxygen
atoms in the β-diketone (angles O−Zn−O between 99° and
120°). Each BDMC is coordinated to two different Zn(II)
atoms by the β-diketone and one phenolic ring, while the
second phenol remains protonated. As a consequence, the
system presents a 1D zigzag chain where successive BDMC
molecules form angles of 85.50° (Figure 2b). The chains are
held together in a 3D structure by hydrogen bonds established

through the coordinated ethanol molecules (Figure 2c). The
result is a compact packing with negligible structural porosity.
The PXRD pattern obtained for BDMCZn-1 indicates high
purity for the precipitated powder (Figure S1).
BDMCZn-2a presents a [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)(OAc)]n·2nH2O

stoichiometry. This compound crystallizes in the monoclinic
P21/c space group (Table S1), as well as BDMCZn-1, but its
structure involves bpe molecules as colinkers. The asymmetric
unit contains a single pentacoordinate Zn(II) atom bonded to
the β-diketone of one BDMC, two pyridine N atoms of two
additional bpe colinkers, and one oxygen from the acetate
ligand. The Zn(II) ion adopts a square-based pyramidal
geometry with the β-diketone, the acetate, and one of the bpe
colinkers on the basal plane and the second bpe at the apical
position (Figure 3a). Overall, the geometry is slightly distorted
(τ = 0.43), with angles smaller than 90° in the bonds that
implicate the oxygen atoms of the β-diketone (between 85.4°
and 88.1°) and larger in the angle between the two N-donor
linkers (94.88°). A similar coordination number has been
observed in the past in CPs and MOFs, as well as when Zn(II)
coordinate to a synthetic CCMoid.35−37 In this structure, both

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of
compound BDMCZn-1: (a) repeating unit showing the coordination
mode of Zn(II) and BDMC, (b) zigzag chain in the 1D structure, and
(c) extended 3D framework through H-bonding projected in the a
and c directions. Color code: C, gray; O, red; and Zn, blue.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of
compound BDMCZn-2a: (a) repeating unit showing the coordina-
tion mode of Zn(II) and BDMC, (b) zigzag chain in the 1D structure,
and (c) extended 3D framework through H-bonding in the b and c
projections. Color code: C, gray; O, red; N, blue; and Zn, light blue.
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phenol groups of the BDMC molecule remain protonated and
do not participate in the coordination to the metal, which is
exclusively established through the β-diketone. Therefore, a
new 1D zigzag array is formed by coordinative bonds
established exclusively between the Zn(II) metal centers and
the ditopic bpe molecules (with an angle of 64.58°, Figure 3b).
In the supramolecular structure, the chains are held together
by hydrogen bonds established between the remaining
protonated phenol groups in the BDMC molecules and the
acetate groups of different chains, with half of those through
water bridges (Figure 3c). Again, the result is a dense structure
with a negligible porosity (calculated using Mercury).
Although the general disposition of Zn(BDMC)(OAc) units
attached through the bpe is similar to other CCMoid-CPs
published with Co(II) and Ni(II) using bpy,28 the molecular
blocks of BDMCZn-2a are unique in the sense that each Zn
unit coordinates to BDMC and acetate ligands instead of
coordinating only to CCMoid molecules. The comparison
between the PXRD of BDMCZn-2a and the pattern calculated
from the single crystal structure indicates contamination with a
different phase (see peaks at 2θ = 5.96° and 8.62°) (Figure
S1). This fact could be related to the low stability of the
crystals in the absence of solvent (Figure S2), which produces
changes in the structure during the PXRD measurement.
Actually, the mixture Zn:BDMC:bpe has a complex crystal-
lization behavior, since the reduction of the molar ratio of bpe
(from 1 to 0.5 with respect to Zn(II)) provides the new
compound BDMCZn-2b, with a different PXRD pattern
(Figure S1) of BDMCZn-2a. Unfortunately, further character-
ization of the new compound was hampered by the poor
quality of the crystals found. Its composition was estimated
using EA data and corroborated by solid-state 13C NMR and
ATR-FTIR.
BDMCZn-3. This system presents a [Zn(BDMC)(bpp)0.5]n·

n/2EtOH stoichiometry and crystallizes in the orthorhombic
P21 space group (Table S1). The repeating unit has a similar
composition as BDMCZn-1, but now EtOH groups are
replaced with bpp colinkers. As a result, 3D architecture is
found in contrast to the 1D observed for BDMCZn-1. The
structure of BDMCZn-3 is highly complex, with four
crystallographically different Zn(II) atoms, all of them
tetracoordinated (Figure 4a), and four independent BDMC
units. Each pseudotetrahedral Zn(II) is bonded on the basal
plane to the β-diketone of one BDMC linker and to one
phenolic ring of a neighbor. The apical position is occupied by
the pyridinic moiety of a bpp colinker. Hence, as described in
BDMCZn-1, each BDMC is coordinated to two different
Zn(II) atoms, through the β-diketone and one phenol ring,
while the second phenol group remains protonated. The basic
unit is constituted by zigzag [Zn(BDMC)]n chains extended in
two perpendicular directions with an angle of 86.81° (Figure
4b). These units are attached by the colinker bpp (Figure 4c)
that adopts an L-shaped conformation, reducing in a great
manner its length. The dense packing of this basic construction
leads to interpenetration of the elements within the 3D
structure (Figure 4d), giving place to a dense material with null
porosity (calculated by Mercury).
BDMCZn-4a, -4b, and -4c. The three compounds display

similar stability and precipitate simultaneously from the
reagent mixture. Nevertheless, single crystals of BDMCZn-4a
and BDMCZn-4b could be resolved by isolating them by hand
from the bulk constituted mainly by the unresolved powdered
BDMCZn-4c phase. Both compounds (BDMCZn-4a and

BDMCZn-4b) are rather similar and have alike stoichiometry,
with formulae [Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n·nH2O·nEtOH and
[Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n·2nEtOH, respectively, differentiating
themselves in the nature and number of adsorbed solvent
molecules. Even though these two systems present similarities,
they crystallize in different space groups, C2/c and P21/n
(Table S1), for BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b, in that order.
Both structures are formed by dinuclear units connected

through the ligands. Each dimer displays a Zn2O6 core formed
by two pentacoordinate crystallographically equivalent Zn(II)
atoms (Figure 5a,b)37−39 coordinated each to a β-diketone
moiety from one BDMC unit and one pyridinic group, from
the 4,4′-bpy, in addition to two phenolate groups from
neighboring CCMoid molecules that act as the bridging
ligands within the dimeric cluster. Therefore, the coordination
sphere of the metallic centers in BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-
4b is the same; however, the geometry of the Zn(II) ions differ
between structures. In BDMCZn-4a, each Zn(II) center
adopts a square based pyramidal geometry (τ = 0.28) with
four oxygen atoms from three different BDMC linkers on the
basal plane (depicted in Figure 5a, in which β-diketone is
shown in red and phenolate in black) and one N atom from a
pyridine moiety in the apical position (Figure 5a displayed in
green). In BDMCZn-4a, the angles O−Zn−N are between
96.1° and 108.2° and the angles O−Zn−O are in the range
76.8−93.4°. In contrast, the Zn(II) centers in BDMCZn-4b
display a bipyramidal trigonal geometry (τ = 0.79) having at
the apical positions a phenolate group (Figure 5b, in black)
from a CCMoids and a half-coordinated β-diketone moiety
from another (Figure 5b, in red). The equatorial positions
contain similar fragments and include a pyridinic moiety
(Figure 5b, in green). In BDMCZn-4b, the angles are smaller
for O−Zn−N (86.8−129.3°) and larger for O−Zn−O (79.1−
98.1°). Again, BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b present

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of
compound BDMCZn-3: (a) repeating unit showing the coordination
mode of Zn(II) and BDMC, (b) projections of the zigzag basic unit
chain, (c) projection of the 3D structures in the b and a directions,
and (d) views of the interpenetrated structure, without and with the
space filling function in Mercury. Color code: C, gray; O, red; N,
blue; and Zn, light blue.
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generally similar trends in the way of expanding and
connecting the dimers through the phenolate bridges and the
bpy. Both structures display all the BDMC units coordinated
through the β-diketone moiety to one Zn(II) ion and one
phenolate ring to another center, remaining protonated the
second phenolate in the CCMoid unit and giving an overall 3D
structure (Figure 5c,d).
Another important difference between these two products

resides in the incorporated solvents, H2O and EtOH in
BDMCZn-4a, and exclusively EtOH in BDMCZn-4b, whose
intermolecular interactions add disparity between the two 3D
structures (Figure 6a,b). The void space in BDMCZn-4a take
up 20.2 vol% of the unit cell volume. The porosity is organized
in 1D channels extended in the b axis. The EtOH/H2O
molecules fill up such porous and are distributed in pairs,
relating through an inversion center, having strong hydrogen
bonds between one EtOH and one H2O molecule within the
sets (with a OH2O···H−OEtOH distance of 2.630 Å and angle of
164.9°). In addition, each one of these molecules presents
several interactions with the surroundings, displaying
Oβ‑diketone−OH2O, C−Hpy···OH2O, and C−HCCMoid···OEtOH
distances of 2.793, 2.874, and 3.636 Å (showing in the last
an angle of 169.64°). This crowded supramolecular network
allows the interrelation of separated BDMC linkers through
the solvent molecules (Figure S3). For BDMCZn-4b, the
structural porosity is reduced to 12.6 vol%, constituted by
isolated nonconnected pores where the EtOH molecules are
placed. The adsorbed EtOH units are disordered, displaying, in
the solved structure, the same probability for two opposite
positions at the same location. Now, the EtOH is confined in a
smaller void, surrounded by pyridinic and CCMoid segments,
with not as effective hydrogen bonding as in the former,

presenting short OPhenol···H−OEtOH distances (2.941 Å) but
small angles; such poor interactions allow the dual disposition
of the molecule in the crystal (Figure 6c,d).
In the case of BDMCZn-4c, its structure could not be

resolved even though it was the major phase obtained in the
solvothermal treatment of Zn:BDMC:bpy mixtures. For this
compound, knowledge of the composition and formulas was
acquired using EA and TGA (SI) data together with solid-state
13C NMR studies and ATR-FTIR spectrum.

Solid-State 13C NMR. BDMCZn-1, -2a, -2b, -3, and -4c
crystalline phases were further analyzed by solid-state 13C
NMR. This technique has been successfully used in the
characterization of CCM in the solid state,38−40 and it is of
great assistance in the case of microcrystalline materials, such
as MOFs and COFs.41,42 Here, the analysis of the free BDMC
linker, together with the correlation with the previously
elucidated crystal structures by single crystal XRD, was used
to provide insight on the unresolved structures (BDMCZn-2b
and 4c phases). The solid-state 13C NMR spectra of the
mentioned species are shown in Figure 7. The assignment of
the signals relates by comparison to previous reports on
curcumin and solid-state 13C NMR studies of the neat BDMC
in solution.38

For pristine BDMC, the signal related to the methine carbon
(at the center of the CCMoid skeleton, C1 in Figure 7) at
103.7 ppm, together with the two highly separated β-diketone
shifts, C2 and C2′, at 191.9 and 176.8 ppm, proves the
stabilization of the keto−enol form vs the diketone. In
addition, the signals of the C8 and C8′ (connected to the
hydroxyl groups) appear differentiated, at 160.8 and 157.3
ppm, probably due to effect of the keto−enol form and
different surroundings for both endings of the molecule. The
rest of the signals, from the diarylheptanoid skeleton and
additional aromatic groups, fall in the 115−145 ppm region,
where it is feasible to discriminate among them, split in their
majority. Taking into account the literature and simulations,
they follow a C7(C7′)−C6(C6′)−C3(C3′)−C5(C5′)−C4(C4′)

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the crystal structure of
compounds BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b: (a,b) repeating units
showing the coordination modes of Zn(II) and BDMC, and (c,d) two
different projections of the 3D structures. Color code: C, gray; O, red;
and Zn, light blue; bipyridine molecules in green and BDMC forming
bridges in black.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the crystal and pore structures
of compounds BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b: (a,b) established H-
bonding (arrows indicate the solvent molecules), and (c,d) void maps
generated by Mercury showing 1D channels in BDMCZn-4a and
isolated pores in BDMCZn-4b. Color code: C, gray; O, red; N, blue;
and Zn, light blue.
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order, from highest to lowest field, in the range mentioned
above.38

In BDMCZn-1 and BDMCZn-3, the chemical shifts of C2
and C2′ appear closer now and at lower fields than pristine
BDMC (184.6 and 183.5 ppm for BDMCZn-1 and 186.1 and
182.9 ppm for BDMCZn-3, respectively). This alignment is a
consequence of the coordination with Zn(II), having C2 and
C2′ similar displacements. For BDMCZn-2a, the same thing
happens; thus the signals appear at 182.5 and 179.9 ppm,
respectively, although here the spectrum displays an additional
signal coming from the CO group in the acetate ligand
coordinated to the metallic center (at 178.6 ppm, Figure 7). In
addition, the C8′ chemical displacement for BDMCZn-1 and
-3 remain similarly to the free BDMC, as this linker also
remains free in these structures, while the analogous (C8) in
each system displays shifts to lower fields than BDMC, due to
the coordination of this phenol group to a Zn(II) center. If the
two phenol groups in the phenyl rings remain free, as it
happens in BDMCZn-2a, the displacement values of C8 and
C8′ are very similar and closer to those of pristine BDMC.
Additional features, such as the chemical shifts of the

coordinated EtOH (18.10 and 60.96 ppm) in BDMCZn-1, can
also be discriminated, as well as the signals of the coordinated
acetate moiety in BDMCZn-2a (178.6 and 18.4 ppm). In a
similar manner, chemical shifts of the pyridinic colinkers for
BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-3 appear in the range 120−160
ppm (aromatic groups of bpe and bpp together with the
double bond from the bpe system) and 30−60 ppm in the case
of the aliphatic groups of BDMCZn-3. Their assignment was
possible by comparing with the solid-state 13C NMR spectra of
the free colinkers, measured in the same conditions as the CPs.
The knowledge acquired on solid-state 13C NMR from the

direct comparison of BDMCZn-1, -2a and -3, related to their

respective crystallographic structures, was used toward the
analysis of the spectra of the unresolved systems BDMCZn-2b
and -4c. Unfortunately, the necessity of a substantial amount of
sample (ca. 100 mg) limited the use of the technique toward
the analysis of the minor phases, such as BDMCZn-4a and
-4b. However, for BDMCZn-4c, general trends from the
colinkers observed in BDMCZn-2a and BDMCZn-3 (Table
S2) were applicable for the case of the bpy bridges. In addition,
the displacements in the solid-state 13C NMR spectra of
BDMCZn-2b and BDMCZn-4c are similar and point to the
coordination of their respective BDMC linkers through the
keto/enol moiety and one phenolic ring. In both cases, the
displacements of C2−C2′ and C8−C8′ were similar to those
found for BDMCZn-1 and BDMCZn-3. Furthermore, both
spectra suggest exclusive coordination of the Zn(II) centers
with BDMC and bpe or bpy, excluding the possibility of extra
coordinated ethanol or acetate molecules. With all of the above
taken into account, and the additional characterization data for
composition obtained from ATR-IR (Figure S5b) and EA, the
formation, in BDMCZn-2b, of a more extended structure than
that found for BDMCZn-2a is presumed, due to the double
coordination of the BDMC linker and the displacements of the
bpe together with the estimated stoichiometry found by EA
([Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5]). Similarly, for BDMCZn-4c, the
derived formulas, [Zn(BDMC)(bpy)0.5]n·2nH2O, agrees with
the TGA analysis that provides similar BDMC weight
percentages and shows the existence of solvent within the
structure together with coordinated bpy. Hence, the solid-state
13C NMR spectrum also suggests the formation of a structure
similar to that found for BDMCZn-3 (Figure 7), which
includes the possibility of a different coordination number for
the Zn(II) units (e.g., tetra- instead of pentacoordinate) within
the structure comparing with BDMCZn-4a and -4b.
These results are in concordance with the observed in the

ATR-FTIR spectra. In the spectra of the CPs, a reduction of
the band related with the νOH (3493−2890 cm−1) is observed
in comparison with that of the free BDMC, due to the
coordination of the β-diketone and one of the phenol groups
(Figure S5a). This also agrees well with the absence of bands
around 1560 cm−1 (Figure S5b) in the CPs, due to the δCOH
in the enol and the hydroxyl groups according with the work of
Kolev et al.43 Additionally, the peculiar coordination of
BDMCZn-2a (which preserves the protonation of the two
phenols and coordination of an acetate to the metal center)
presents a broad band in the carboxylic region (around 1600
cm−1, Figure S5b), related to the acetate, with some of
CCMoid nature overlapping with the bands related to the
δCOH vibrational mode with a similar intensity as in the
pristine CCMoid.

Comparative Analysis and General Trends. Due to the
variety of coordination numbers, metal geometries and
coordination modes of the ligand BDMC that can be observed
in the structures of this work (Table 1) and with the novelty in
its use as a linker taken into account, a more in-depth analysis
of them has been carried out. As mentioned previously, BDMC
has three positions for metals to coordinate through the O2−
O3 in the keto/enol group and through the oxygens O1 and O4
in the phenyl rings. However, full BDMC coordination has not
been observed in this work (with or without the use of
colinkers). Indeed, triple coordination has only been described
for CPs based on the pair Zn(II)/CCM precipitated in
alcoholic media using solvents with a rather basic nature, such
as dimethylacetamide (DMA) or dimethylformamide

Figure 7. Solid-state 13C NMR of pristine BDMC and compounds
BDMCZn-1, BDMCZn-2a, BDMCZn-3, BDMCZn-2b, and
BDMCZn-4c, showing also peak assignments.
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(DMF).44 Our first trials indicated that the pair Zn(II)/
BDMC was not crystallized in any of these basic solvents.
Remarkably, coordination reactions worked well by using

exclusively EtOH, and proof of that is the formation of
BDMCZn-1. However, in EtOH the number of coordinated
sites for the BDMC molecule never reached its maximum,
displaying one binding position in BDMCZn-2a and two in
BDMCZn-1, -3, and the -4 series, independently of the use of
additional colinkers in the reactions. As expected, in all cases,
the most reactive group is the central keto/enol moiety which
always appears coordinated.
The obtained structures can be categorized using two

features: (i) the absence or use of a dipyridinic colinker
(considering its length and flexibility), and (ii) the adsorbed/
coordinated solvent molecules. Both factors affect significantly
the coordination and conformation adopted by the main
linker, BDMC. The analysis of the results indicates that, as
expected, the addition of a dipyridine based colinker increased
the dimensionality of the system with respect to BDMCZn-1,
going from 1D to 3D. Only for BDMCZn-2a a 1D network
was obtained, which seems to be favored by the inclusion of
the large bpe molecule (distance N1−N2 of 9.37 Å) with a
limited degree of flexibility. This colinker confers to the Zn(II)
metal centers the possibility of being located far away (distance
Zn−Zn of 13.49 Å), thus restricting potential interactions
between BDMC molecules and Zn(II) atoms, hindering in this
way the coordination of the ligand through more than one site.
Certainly, in BDMCZn-2a, the BDMC did not act as a linker
extending the network of the CP, but rather it is essentially a
ligand that completes the coordination of Zn(II) center.
BDMCZn-3 and the BDMCZn-4 series, involving bpp (with
an L-shape due to its flexible aliphatic skeleton) and bpy,
respectively, had shorter N1−N2 distances than BDMCZn-2a
(6.87 and 7.06 Å, respectively). The length of these colinkers is
short enough to allow the BDMC molecules to coordinate
through two points (the keto/enol moiety and one phenolate
group) to two neighboring Zn(II) atoms. These CPs are
extended simultaneously by means of the BDMC and
dipyridinic colinker, resulting in 3D structures with variable
complexity.
For the analysis of the crystal structures based on the BDMC

linker, the different disposition of the phenolic rings promoted
by the conformations should be considered to have originated
within the CCMoids skeleton (Figure 8). For that, it is

worthwhile to pay attention to the networks described for the
pristine and solvated BDMC ligand.45 Free BDMC prefers to
crystallize together with solvent molecules to lower the crystal
free energy, in which the solvent species fill voids and bind
efficiently the host molecules providing an extended network
with multipoint hydrogen bonding. Typically, adsorbed protic
solvents are involved in the formation of the network by acting
as bridges between consecutive BDMC units. Therefore,
BDMC molecules appear separate enough to adopt a
nontensioned near-flat equilibrium conformation. Previous
works had shown that the asymmetric units of BDMC·H2O
and BDMC·MeOH are composed of one molecule of BDMC
with O1−O4 distances of 17.79 and 17.73 Å, respectively.46,47

On the contrary, nonsolvated BDMC structures develop a
compact packing in which the molecules present strong and
direct interactions among them. To achieve this, the BDMC
adopts highly distorted conformations presenting curvy forms
or segmented molecular backbones not fully extended,
presenting in both cases shorter O1−O4 phenolate distances
between 16.41 and 17.06 Å.46

Similarly, the different BDMC conformations found in our
CPs can be classified by analyzing the established short
interactions and hydrogen bonding created with the solvent or
even additional molecules. These interactions affect the overall
BDMC architecture, with one side of the molecule remaining
planar (typically the one containing the phenolic ring
coordinated to the metal), with this being fully extended and
defining here the reference plane P1 (which includes C3 to C8,
Figure 7). The other side of the CCMoid molecule defines the
plane P2 (from C3′ to C8′, Figure 7), which displays a high
degree of possible conformations based on nonextended
versions of the CCMoid skeleton adopted to promote
improvements in the packing. Significant atomic distances
between O1−O4 for the coordinated BDMC linkers and P1−
P2 angles are shown in Table 2 for each resolved CP.
In BDMCZn-1, the CCMoid linker has a quasi-flat

conformation with a P1−P2 angle of 10.32° and one of the
O1−O4 highest lengths (17.32 Å). Here, the BDMC molecules
interact through the coordinated EtOH molecule. The context
for BDMCZn-2a is quite different, since the BDMC
coordinates the Zn(II) center through the keto/enol moiety
and the network is exclusively extended by the bpe colinker.
Hence, the colinker establishes the 3D structure, allowing extra
structural degrees of freedom for the BDMC ligand. Therefore,

Table 1. Metal Coordination, Metal Geometry, and
Coordination Mode of the BDMC in the CPs

Figure 8. Superimposition of the BDMC moieties in the asymmetric
units of the different precipitated compounds, compared to pristine
BDMC conformations: (a) BDMC·H2O (gray), BDMCZn-1 (blue),
BDMCZn-2a (purple), BDMCZn-3 (orange), BDMCZn-4a (green),
and (b) BDMC (gray), BDMCZn-4b (yellow).
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the latest remains interacting with the surrounding and creates
hydrogen bonding through both phenol groups that finally
restrain the ligand. As a result, the BDMC displayed a curved
geometry with a marked P1−P2 angle of 38.26°, which bring
together the O1−O4 atoms to a distance of 16.57 Å. On the
other hand, compound BDMCZn-3 has an elaborated 3D
structure with four independent BDMC molecules that interact
through bridges of EtOH and H2O molecules. The result is a
low-distortion and almost flat conformation for all the BDMC
molecules, with O1−O4 distances of 17.05−17.30 Å and P1−
P2 angles of 8.76−11.9°. Finally, the BDMCZn-4 series,
involving the bpy colinker, exhibits the strongest influence of
the adsorbed solvent in the resulting structure. Note that
BDMCZn-4a and BDMCZn-4b had the same network
stoichiometry, [Zn2(BDMC)2(bpy)]n, differing in the compo-
sition only in the adsorbed solvent molecules (H2O or EtOH).
In BDMCZn-4a, strong hydrogen bonds are established
through H2O and EtOH bridges, and here the BDMC adopts
a near-planar geometry with a O1−O4 distance of 17.42 Å and
a P1−P2 angle of 17.75°. In a totally different scenario, the
adsorbed EtOH molecules in BDMCZn-4b interact weakly
with the crystal network. The lack of interaction of the BDMC
linkers through solvent bridges results in a highly tensioned
molecule with a distorted conformation. As a result, the O1−
O4 distance is 15.98 Å and the P1−P2 angle is 44.10°. Again,
the main reason for such a large stretching is the
approximation between BDMC molecules to allow short
interactions that stabilize the structure with the corresponding

higher distortion of the CCMoid skeleton (through the site
that remains uncoordinated).
In Figure 8, the structures of the BDMCZn-1/4b systems

are compared with the conformation of pristine BDMC in
either solvated crystal either involving H2O or unsolvated.
Superimposition of the BDMC molecules in the asymmetric
unit of each solved structure in this work shows the flexibility
of the CCMoid molecule that adopt different conformations.
The BDMC disposition in BDMCZn-1, -2, -3, and -4b is
similar to that found in solvated BDMC (Figure 8a), while
BDMCZn-4c has a conformation similar to unsolvated BDMC
(Figure 8b).

■ CONCLUSIONS

The reaction between BDMC and Zn(OAc)2 in EtOH
produced the 1D compound [Zn(BDMC)(EtOH)]n
(BDMCZn-1). BDMC, Zn(II), and the secondary linker bpe
formed either a 1D compound with stoichiometry [Zn-
(BDMC)(bpe)(OAc)]n·nH2O (BDMCZn-2a) or an unre-
solved phase with an estimated [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5]n formula
(BDMCZn-2b). On the contrary, the use of either bpp or bpy
colinker induced the crystallization of 3D structures with
formula [Zn(BDMC)(bpp)0.5]n·n/2EtOH (BDMCZn-3) and
[Zn(BDMC)(bpy)0.5]n·nSolv (Solv = H2O and EtOH in
BDMCZn-4a, EtOH in -4b and 2H2O in the estimation of
-4c). The BDMC in these structures is coordinated to Zn(II)
by the β-diketone and one phenolic ring (BDMCZn-1, -2b, -3,
-4a, -4b, and -4c) or only through the β-diketone (BDMCZn-
2a). Five of these structures could be structurally elucidated by
SCXRD. For unresolved compounds, the main findings
obtained by compiling the characterization results achieved
by XRD, EA, TGA, ATR-FTIR, and solid-state 13C NMR are
(i) BDMCZn-2b incorporates only half of the bpe colinker
present in BDMCZn-2a, with [Zn(BDMC)(bpe)0.5]n as a
feasible formula; (ii) BDMCZn-4a and -4b have similar
stoichiometry [Zn(BDMC)(bpy)0.5], but differ in the coordi-
nation geometry of Zn(II) driven by different adsorbed H2O/
EtOH molecules; and (iii) BDMCZn-4c shows lots of
similarities with the corresponding minor phases BDMCZn-
4a and -4b, but also shares features with BDMCZn-3. The
high mobility present in the arms of the BDMC molecule
creates a myriad of possible conformations, giving place to the
new family of CPs presented here. The existence of hydrogen
bonding stabilizes near-equilibrium conformations, while the
absence of these bridges forces the molecule to adopt curved/
shrunk conformations. In all cases, the presence of free phenol
groups in the structures opens the possibility of post-synthetic
reactions that can modify the properties of these CPs. This
factor becomes especially important in a compound like
BDMCZn-4a, in which these phenol groups may be easily
accessible, resulting in new potential applications for CPs
involving renewable linkers, including biomedical uses that
would be examined in a future work. Finally, we would like to
remark that our results emphasize the use of mild conditions
and green solvent in the synthetic methodology; it shows the
unanticipated coordination of the BDMC under such
conditions and the assistance of ss 13C NMR toward the
analysis of the new CPs. Altogether, this work highlights the
potential of BDMC as a polytopic linker and allows a
comprehensive understanding of its capabilities for further
uses.

Table 2. BDMC distances O1−O4 and angles P1−P2 in the
different compounds. The schematic draw shows the linker
conformation in each compound. Color code: C grey, O red
N blue and Zn light blue
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We present a new heteroditopic ligand (3pyCCMoid) that contains the typical skeleton of a curcuminoid

(CCMoid) decorated with two 3-pyridyl groups. The coordination of 3pyCCMoid with ZnII centres results

in a set of novel coordination polymers (CPs) that display different architectures and dimensionalities

(from 1D to 3D). Our work analyses how synthetic methods and slight changes in the reaction conditions

affect the formation of the final materials. Great efforts have been devoted toward understanding the

coordination entities that provide high dimensional systems, with emphasis on the characterization of 2D

materials, including analyses of different types of substrates, stability and exfoliation in water. Here, we

foresee the great use of CCMoids in the field of CPs and emphasize 3pyCCMoid as a new-born linker.

Introduction

Coordination polymers (CPs) comprise a large variety of crys-
talline metal–organic architectures extending in one, two or
three dimensions.1 The potential applications of these
materials, as gas storage modules, conducting films, drug
delivery vehicles, sensing agents and catalysts, among others,2

have driven intense research concerning the factors that
trigger the assembly between inorganic/organic units, ruling

topology and final properties.1–3 In addition, the creation of
functional materials that combine the diversity of CPs and tai-
lored dimensions is highly desirable, where the tuning of
dimensionality and size aims to overcome the present techno-
logical challenges exploiting the optical, electronic and/or bio-
logical properties of such nanomaterials.4 Toward such goals,
special attention has been paid to the design of homoditopic
linkers (molecules with identical coordinative sites) with a
variety of frameworks (from flexible to rigid)5 and binding
sites (e.g.: linkers with O- or N-donor groups).6 Much less
information has been gathered about heteroditopic ligands
(linkers with more than one type of coordinative ending),7

partly due to the difficulties in achieving crystalline materials
and predicting final assemblies. Paradoxically, the latter is
also one of the strengths of such multifunctional ligands,
capable of generating new topological CPs by binding with one
type of metal centre or the combination of a few.7,8

A number of naturally occurring molecules are potential
heteroditopic linkers, with great projection in the field, adding
beneficial features to CPs, such as low toxicity and biocompat-
ibility.9 In this sense, curcumin (CCM) fulfills all the criteria,
as shown in recent publications by Zhu et al.10 and some of
us.11 These studies display the two only crystalline ZnMOF/
ZnCP structures based exclusively on the ligand CCM.

Encouraged by the available data on CCM derivatives (the
so-called curcuminoids, CCMoids), some of us have recently
described a new family of CPs containing a natural CCMoid,
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bisdemethoxycurcumin (BDCM).12 Now, we describe a syn-
thetic linker that displays CCMoid characteristics (diarylhepta-
noid chain and central keto–enol moiety), with pyridine
groups at the ends of the molecule (3pyCCMoid, Fig. 1).

The choice of the latter confers 3pyCCMoid with: (i) new
coordination sites, in comparison with the phenol/methoxide
groups of CCM and natural CCMoids10–12 (ii) additional
chemical properties, such as weak basicity, variations in the
solubility together with the ability to generate supramolecular
interactions6,13 and (iii) possible biological contributions,
given that pyridines are chemically stable in vivo, present in
natural products (vitamins and coenzymes)14 and used as
active components in drugs and pesticides.14,15 Connected
with these factors, 3pyCCMoid is partially soluble in H2O
(Fig. S1†) and has not shown cytotoxic activity against SH-SY5Y
cells16 and in in vivo tests with mice,17 properties that encou-
rage its possible use as a biocompatible material.
Nevertheless, further applications of this CCMoid exceed the
scope of this paper and they will be explored in further work.

Here, we report three novel CPs containing 3pyCCMoid co-
ordinated to ZnII ions. This manuscript explores the use of
solvent mixtures in combination with layering and soft solvo-
thermal methods for the creation of 1D, 2D and 3D species
(systems 1, 2 and 4, respectively), including crystallographic
data for the three systems. We concentrate on the synthesis
and physico-chemical characterization of the new species,
emphasizing the heteroditopic nature of 3pyCCMoid and its
versatile coordination (two/three coordinated sites). These CPs
are achieved under mild conditions using straightforward
methodologies and purification processes. Furthermore, these
systems assert synthetic CCMoids as optimal molecular plat-
forms, being the first examples of the foreseen broad pro-
duction of CPs based on this family of molecules. In particu-
lar, the exfoliation of 2D layered metal–organic hybrid
materials,18 such as 2, has attracted attention in recent years
due to the different properties shown by a few layers of these
materials (nanosheets) when compared to the bulk product. In
this work, we present an effective methodology for the exfolia-
tion of 2 in H2O as well as the characterization of the
nanosheets.

Results and discussion
Synthesis

3pyCCMoid was prepared in high yield using the classic
method described by Pabon.19 Specifically, the intermediate

boron complex was isolated and water was used to achieve the
free ligand, avoiding this way diluted acidic solutions in the
last step that protonate the pyridine moieties and make the
extraction of the final system difficult (Fig. 2). Recrystallization
with hot MeCN provided the crystals of 3pyCCMoid.

We tested the capability of 3pyCCMoid as a heteroditopic
ligand to produce new CPs through the reaction with Zn
(NO3)2·6H2O; the latter is a biocompatible metallic source20 that
presents a versatile coordination and is well known in the fields
of bio-MOFs and CPs.9–12,21 Table 1 shows the interplay of sol-
vents as well as the two methodologies studied to afford 1–2
and 4, respectively. A mixture of alcohols (MeOH/EtOH) with
high boiling point solvents (DMF/DMA), together with subtle
differences in their combinations, provides partial or full
coordination of 3pyCCMoid showing penta- or hexacoordina-
tion modes for the ZnII centres, as seen in the structures. As a
result, the attained crystalline materials display a variety of
structural dimensionalities, from 1D to 3D, pointing to the plur-
ality that the design of CCMoids can add in the field of CPs.

Structural descriptions

The single crystal X-ray crystallographic resolution of 1, 4 and
3pyCCMoid required the use of a synchrotron source, while for
2 routine equipment could be used. Table S1† shows the
general crystalline structural data for all the species and
Fig. S2–S4† show the enlarged views, for clarity, of the images
shown in this section. The selected bond lengths and angles
for each system are listed in Tables S2, S3 and S4,† respectively.
Compound 3 did not provide suitable crystals for crystallo-
graphic resolution, which is the reason why the analysis of its
structure is still elusive. This compound was achieved together
with 1 and provides some insights into the effects of solvents
and the synthetic methodology. Fig. S5† shows the X-ray diffr-
action (XRD) patterns generated from the three single crystal
datasets compared with those measured from the powdered
samples, except for 4, with reproducible synthesis but low
yield, not enough to record the experimental XRD data, there-
fore only the simulated ones from single X-ray diffraction are
shown.

3pyCCMoid. This CCMoid (Fig. 1) crystallizes in the mono-
clinic space group P21/c. The molecule presents a diarylhepta-
noid skeleton that contains alternating conjugated bonds on
both sides of the β-diketone moiety (CvC and C–C distances
range between 1.336–1.385 Å and 1.454–1.469 Å, respectively).
Distances of 1.315 Å and 1.281 Å were found for the C–OH and

Fig. 1 (Left) General molecular structure of 3pyCCMoid. (Right) Picture
of 3pyCCMoid from the crystallographic data. H atoms are not labelled
for clarity. Colour legend: C, grey; O, red; N, blue; H, light grey.

Fig. 2 Scheme of the synthetic path to achieve 3pyCCMoid.
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CvO groups, in this order, and the intramolecular hydrogen
bond displayed an angle of 158.68°, similar to alike systems in
the literature.10,12,22 The molecule is almost flat, and only the
pyridine arms show slight deviations from the plane that con-
tains the linear framework (6.78°).23 Such units are placed at
the ends, having the N atoms at the meta-positions and facing
opposite directions with respect to each other. A rich supramo-
lecular environment leads the packing arrangement (not
shown). The pseudo-hydrogen bonds between each pyridine
moiety and neighbours appear to be weak (Cpy–H⋯N) but
numerous, displaying angles of 152.83° and 158.84° and dis-
tances of 3.384 Å and 3.441 Å. Additionally, the CvO⋯H–Cpy

interactions assist the network extension, with a distance of
3.350 Å and an angle of 150.45°. The final assembly displays
negligible π–π interactions.

[Zn0.5(3pyCCMoid)]n (1). 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic
space group C2/c. The asymmetric unit includes one
3pyCCMoid molecule and one-half of the Zn ion. The ZnII

centres are hexacoordinated, where each unit binds to two
3pyCCMoids through their β-diketone moieties (Zn–O dis-
tances between 2.026 and 2.132 Å) and two pyridine groups
(Zn–N distances of 2.211 Å) from neighbouring CCMoids
(Fig. 3a). In this arrangement, the β-diketone groups are con-
tained in crossed planes, disposing in a cis configuration the

two pyridine moieties (Fig. 3a). Regarding each 3pyCCMoid
ligand, one of the pyridine moieties remains always free
(Fig. 3a–c). Compared with the free CCMoid, here the CCMoid
skeletons are slightly bent (23.16°, Fig. S6†)23 with the pyridine
groups facing in opposite directions as seen before. The frame-
work spreads forming loops through the coordination of the
adjacent unit, similar to Fig. 3a, by pyridine endings (Zn⋯Zn
distance 9.271 Å, Fig. 3b and c). In addition, the ZnII centres
act as nodes among the loops, displaying them in a nearly per-
pendicular way (angles of 87.52° and 93.77°) and as a result,
the system evolves into a staircase shaped 1D net. The chains
are aligned and efficiently packed (Fig. 3d), with Zn⋯Zn dis-
tances of 14.5 Å and 12.5 Å among the closest neighbours.

[Zn2(3pyCCMoid)2(NO3)2]n (2). System 2 crystallizes in the
monoclinic space group P21/n. The asymmetric unit cell con-
tains two [Zn(3pyCCMoid)(NO3)] fragments, each presenting
3pyCCMoid molecules with slightly different distances and
conformations. As in 1, the ZnII ions adopt a pseudo-octa-
hedral geometry, but now there is only one 3pyCCMoid chelat-
ing the metal centre together with one NO3

− anion. The two
remaining sites, within the ZnII unit, are occupied by pyridine
moieties from nearby CCMoids. Here again, the disposition of
the chelating groups, CCMoid and NO3

−, is in the cis-configur-
ation (Fig. 4a). The 3pyCCMoid ligand is now fully co-
ordinated, bringing into play its three coordinative sites. Each

Table 1 Summary of methodologies/conditions used to achieve 1–4 CPs. System 3 was crystalline but not suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion; it was found in a mixture together with 1 and has been added to the table for comparative purposes

CP Ligand Metal salt Method Solvent Conditions

1 3pyCCMoid Zn(NO3)2·6H2O Solvothermal DMF :MeOH (1 : 4) 80 °C
0.018 mmol 0.054 mmol 72 h

2 3pyCCMoid Zn(NO3)2·6H2O Solvothermal DMA : EtOH (1 : 4) 80 °C
0.018 mmol 0.054 mmol 72 h

1 & 3 3pyCCMoid Zn(NO3)2·6H2O Solvothermal DMF : EtOH (1 : 4) 80 °C
0.018 mmol 0.054 mmol 72 h

4 3pyCCMoid Zn(NO3)2·6H2O Layering DMF : EtOH (3 : 7) RT
0.108 mmol 0.215 mmol 2–3 weeks

Fig. 3 Crystal structure of 1: (a) Representation of the coordination
sphere of a ZnII centre and the coordination modes of 3pyCCMoid
molecules; (b) representation of two loops connected through the inter-
mediate Zn(II) centre; (c) extended view of one chain; (d) arrangement of
four chains in the crystal. Colour legend: Zn, pink; C, grey; O, red; N,
blue; H atoms are omitted for clarity.

Fig. 4 Crystal structure of 2: (a) Representation of the coordination
sphere of a ZnII centre and the coordination mode of 3pyCCMoid; (b)
picture of the smallest loop in the layer; (c) single 2D layer; (d) frame-
work consisting of packed 2D layers (each layer represented by a
different colour). Colour legend: Zn, pink; C, grey; O, red; N, blue; H
atoms are omitted for clarity.
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3pyCCMoid coordinates through the β-diketone moiety to one
of the ZnII ions in the fragment, binding the pyridine groups
to two neighbouring ZnII centres (Fig. 4a). The assembly of two
asymmetric units forms loops too (Zn⋯Zn distance of 9.028 Å,
Fig. 4b). Within such dimers, everything relates by an inver-
sion centre, making the NO3

− groups point out in opposite
directions. The connection of four of these loops through the
remaining pyridine groups creates a bigger cavity (Fig. 4c).
Now the void displays a rhomboid shape, being the longest
Zn⋯Zn distance of 22.060 Å. This implies a greater twist of the
skeletons of the CCMoids (60.42° and 75.52°),23 where the pyr-
idine moieties face almost perpendicularly allowing the exten-
sion in two dimensions and forming infinite layers (Fig. 4b
and c). Despite the presence of several cavities in each single
layer, the material presents a dense arrangement, where two
NO3

− groups, from adjacent layers, are inserted in the bigger
voids resulting in a compact material (Fig. 4d).

[Zn(3pyCCMoid)(NO3)(EtOH)2]n (4). System 4 crystallizes in
the orthorhombic P212121 space group. The asymmetric unit is
formed by one [Zn(3pyCCMoid)(EtOH)]·NO3·EtOH fragment.
Here, the ZnII ions are pentacoordinated adopting a trigonal
bipyramidal geometry (τ = 0.85). Their coordination sphere
chemically resembles the previous one, with every metallic
centre coordinated to one β-diketone group from one CCMoid
and two pyridine moieties from two other neighbours.
However, the remaining position is now occupied by an EtOH
molecule leaving uncoordinated the NO3

− ion (Fig. 5a). In the
structure, the CCMoid shows deviations from planarity
(35.25°)23 but less pronounced than for compound 2, having
here the pyridine groups oriented in opposite directions as in
the pristine 3pyCCMoid and in 1. A remarkable difference with
previous CP structures is the absence of loops. The shortest
Zn⋯Zn distance is now 9.31 Å. In this case, the pyridine
groups of the neighbouring CCMoids do not promote the for-
mation of dimers, exhibiting their rotational freedom and

spreading of the net (Fig. 5b) assisted by the ZnII centres. This,
together with the fact that all the active sites of the
3pyCCMoid ligands are coordinated, favours the formation of
a compact 3D structure (Fig. 5c). The new CP displays small
voids occupied by one extra molecule of EtOH and the NO3

−

ion (Fig. 5c), both promoting supramolecular interactions with
adjacent CCMoid residues.

Comparative structural analysis of 3pyCCMoid

Compounds 1, 2 and 4 show that 3pyCCMoid is an excellent
heteroditopic ligand that always binds through the β-diketone
group with partial or total coordination of the pyridine moi-
eties. It is worth noting that the description of our experi-
mental combinations, regarding the metallic salt, solvents,
and methods, was restricted for comparative purposes in con-
trast to the variety of results. Still, we focus on 3pyCCMoid,
where the reasonable study of all variables would be highly
complex. Nevertheless, some facts are highlighted for the
general overview.

Briefly, solvents have a regulative role in the assembly
process of different CPs, acting as orchestrators of the final
coordination of the metal and/or as guest molecules, although
it is difficult to assert the specifics of their performance.12,24,25

In this regard, the solvents used in this work (high boiling
points, DMA and DMF, and alcoholic solvents, EtOH and
MeOH) present excellent coordination abilities (DMF > MeOH
> DMA > EtOH)26 and the synthetic procedures of the three
systems, 1–2 and 4, display different combinations of them.
This coordination ability is even more remarkable in 4, where
EtOH forms part of the structure. Considering the metal
centre, the ZnII ions can show a variety of coordination
numbers (from 4 to 6) optimal to stabilize the coordination
segments that the latter can connect and expand, increasing
the dimensionality.25,27 Nevertheless, the arrangement among
the units (Table S5†) is responsible for the final dimension (4
is a 3D system that displays pentacoordinated ZnII ions, while
1 and 2 show hexacoordinated metal centres, being 1D and 2D
systems, respectively). With reference to the methodology, the
achievement of a mixture of crystals, 1 & 3, instead of 4
(Table 1) is a clear example of the effects of temperature,
pressure and time on the creation of fragments that grow and
organize. System 3, although crystalline, could not be resolved.
This together with the achievement of 1, with two different
mixtures of solvents, indicates that independent of the meth-
odology, similar coordination entities may be possible or even
coexist in solution, the solvent mixture being responsible for
favouring one over the others.

On the basis of the CCMoid structures, Fig. 6 shows the
crystallographic variations among the coordinated 3pyCCMoid
in the CPs compared with the pristine ligand. The uncoordi-
nated 3pyCCMoid (in grey) shows a quasi-planar disposition
that appears slightly disturbed in 1 and 4 (Fig. 6, magenta and
blue, respectively). System 2 shows the highest distortion,
having two crystallographically different CCMoids with twisted
skeletons (yellow and green, Fig. 6), showing a clear predispo-
sition towards the perpendicular orientations of the pyridine

Fig. 5 Crystal structure of 4: (a) Representation of the coordination
sphere of a ZnII centre and the coordination mode of 3pyCCMoid; (b)
picture of the connection of two neighbouring CCMoids; (c) 3D struc-
ture with molecules of the solvent and magnification of their disposition
in the cavity. (Zn, pink; C, grey; O, red; N, blue; H atoms are omitted for
clarity).
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groups in the same ligand (green). Comparing 1 and 2, it can
be observed that the dimers that provide small loops do not
relate to the framework differences, although the higher distor-
tion observed in 2 allows the connection among dimers creat-
ing additional bigger loops (Fig. 4d).

Hence, the gentle conformational changes in the CCMoid
skeleton, together with the rotation of the pyridine groups,
allow further coordination to the ZnII units, increasing the
variety of possible arrays and, therefore, the dimensionality. In
this context, the N atoms in their pyridine groups appear
always facing opposite directions.

Studies on the 2D material (compound 2)

Encouraged by the known biocapabilities of 3pyCCMoid and
that the synthesis of nano-sized 2D CPs is highly desired for a
number of applications, including membrane sensors and
biomedicine,10,28,29 we further characterized our 2D system
(compound 2). In this way, exfoliation was pursued towards
the achievement of few-layered sheets from the hybrid
material, together with the analysis of their thickness and
stability. The physico-chemical properties of 2 were studied,
together with the assessment of the number of layers after
exfoliation, among others.30,31 Regarding this matter, com-
pound 2 is an appealing system due to its arrangement and
composition, although limitations such as constrain, thermal
and/or solvent instability had to be tested.32 The powder XRD
spectrum of 2 before (crystals) and after grinding (fine
powder) displays a consistent pattern (Fig. S7†). STA(TG-DSC)
experiments (Fig. S8†) show that 1 and 2 start decomposing at
325/262 °C, temperatures higher than the one found for the
neat 3pyCCMoid, which starts to show a remarkable loss of
weight at 185 °C. Regarding the two CPs, the lower thermal
stability of 2 with respect to 1 could be related to the lability of
the NO3

− ions and further instability of the remaining system.
Solvent studies. 2 is stable in EtOH at RT for long periods of

time (>1 month). The powder XRD patterns, shown in Fig. S9,†
demonstrate that the treatment with this solvent, which
includes washing and conservation, does not affect its general
structure, although the intensity of some peaks changes which
is especially noticeable in the peak around 6.4°. These small
changes can be related to the labile nitrate group or changes
in the preferential growth direction of the crystals. However,
when neat DMA is used to keep the crystals, the material loses
crystallinity and the solution becomes yellowish, indicating
partial re-dissolution. The remaining solid and solution were

studied in parallel. First, in an attempt to identify the com-
ponents of the yellowish solution, DMF-d7 was used to par-
tially dissolve the crystals and the filtered solution was studied
by 1H NMR to compare with the spectrum of the pristine
ligand (Fig. S10†). The spectrum of 2 displayed a set of well-
defined shifts that agreed with the presence of one fragment
different from the free ligand, pointing to the existence of a
ZnII-CCMoid compound, similar to other mononuclear ZnII

species previously published.22 Nevertheless, the putative
structure is still elusive (e.g.: mononuclear or some sort of
dinuclear/short polynuclear systems). Beyond the singularity of
its NMR in DMF, ESI studies in DMA did not show traceable
molecular weight patterns (Fig. S11†). In addition, unfiltered
solutions of 2 in DMA and the remaining solid were studied by
SEM and AFM after deposition on different substrates (drop
casting on SiO2/Si wafers, HOPG and mica). EDX experiments
corroborated the existence of Zn and expected C and N atoms
in the samples (Fig. S12†). Drop casting of the unfiltered solu-
tion after the complete evaporation of the solvent on SiO2/Si
shows flakes of 2 and aggregation (Fig. 7, right). Here, there is
a significant effect on the final morphology depending on the
surface. Similar organization is observed for HOPG, although
on mica the molecules spread out in a distinct manner, pre-
senting less aggregates and, therefore, affinity for the substrate
and higher disorder in their disposition (Fig. S13†). The mor-
phologies found in all the cases for the unfiltered solution are
dramatically different from those found for 3pyCCMoid under
the same conditions and substrates (Fig. S14†), emphasizing,
once more, the idea that the dissolved systems from DMA do
not relate to the free ligand. On the other hand, the remaining
solid from DMA is dispersed on the different substrates in a
similar manner, displaying homogeneous cubes with an
average size of 1 µm, (Fig. 7, left and S14†). Related types of
shapes are reported studying the effect of solvent and surfaces
on some CP dispersions, showing that crystals are formed by
domains that can disaggregate.33

AFM topographic images, using the tapping mode for the
SiO2/Si wafers, are shown in Fig. 8. The so-called flakes from
solution appear as amorphous aggregates of different heights
(average 1 μm, Fig. 8, top). In contrast, the AFM images of the
remaining solid show the robustness of the cubes with dimen-
sions of 1 to 1.5 μm and a height of 0.5 μm (Fig. 8, bottom).
Within the cubes, no further information regarding the orien-

Fig. 6 Superimposition of 3pyCCMoid in the asymmetric units of the
different compounds, compared to pristine CCMoid: 3pyCCMoid (grey),
1(purple), 2 (yellow and green) and 4 (blue).

Fig. 7 SEM images of different substrates of 2 after treatment with
DMA on silicon wafer: (left) solid sample and (right) solution.
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tation of the sheets with respect to the surface was extracted;
further work may require functionalization of the cubes/sur-
faces to promote their alignment with the working surfaces.
Overall, the cubes appear as intermediate forms between the
crystals and the amorphous flakes that segregate, at the same
time, in the units observed by NMR; overall, these experiments
show the steps into the formation/aggregation of the 2D
system.

Exfoliation studies. Several sets of experiments in H2O were
performed with 2, by varying sonication and resting times, as
well as sample collection modes. A complete description of the
most reproducible methodology is provided in the
Experimental section. The Tyndall effect (Fig. S15†) proved the
presence of nanosheets in suspension. Statistical analysis by
AFM of the height profile using 100 measurements of these
nanosheets deposited on SiO2/Si (Fig. 9) shows that approxi-

mately 70 of the measured nanosheet heights were between
11–50 nm (approximately: 12% of 11–20 nm, 21% of 21–30,
22% of 31–40 nm and 15% of 41–50 nm) followed by
15 measures that show values under 10 nm and in the same
number of nanosheets higher than 50 nm.

In contrast, the extension of the nanosheets is dramatically
large (average 1–5 µm, Fig. 10). Nanosheet deposition on the
TEM grids showed transparent layers and continuous surfaces
(Fig. 10a and b). After three days of sample deposition, the
setups displayed breaks on the edges and folding of the sheets
(live phenomenon in the ESI† video), due to surface tension
effects and the low thickness of the material (Fig. 10c).
Attempts to decrease the height of the sheets were made by
applying longer resting periods, from 7 to 12 h. However, as a
result, degradation of the material was observed, where the
TEM grids presented black aggregates together with
nanosheets that displayed evident holes. We postulate that at
the interface between the nanosheets and the solvent, due to
the labile nature of the NO3

− groups coordinated to the ZnII

centres, together with sonication and long periods in contact
with H2O molecules, must trigger the segregation of the units
which in H2O deteriorate, creating the holes in the
nanosheets.

A similar nanosheet appearance is observed when more
water is added to the nanosheets after 6 hours of resting,
proving the important role that this solvent plays in the degra-
dation (Fig. 10d). The composition of the nanosheets de-
posited on the TEM grids was analysed by EDX showing the
same elements as the original crystals (Fig. S16†).

Solid state fluorescence studies

The luminescence properties of 3pyCCMoid together with
compounds 1 and 2 were analysed in the solid state at room
temperature (Fig. S17†). 3pyCCMoid shows an emission band

Fig. 8 AFM images of the cubes of 2 (left) and 3D representations
(right) obtained with the tapping mode for solution samples (top) and
solid (bottom).

Fig. 9 AFM height profile of three different nanosheets showing the
most abundant height ranges and the statistical analysis of the
nanosheet thickness.

Fig. 10 TEM images of nanosheets (a) after the evaporation of the drop
on the TEM grid, (b) magnification of (a), (c) after 3 days in the TEM grid,
and (d) after the addition of more water.
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at 527 nm, expected in part from the CCMoid dye nature.
However, compound 1 does not show fluorescence, and 2 com-
pared with the neat ligand displays an attenuated band at the
same wavelength. These results were somehow unexpected,
taking into account that the chelation enhancement of fluo-
rescence (CHEF)34 is normally observed when ZnII ions coordi-
nate to dyes, which is our past experience with different Zn-
CCMoid coordination compounds, although coordination in
the latter was exclusively through the β-diketone group.22

Conversely, here the outcome indicates that the coordination
of ZnII units to the pyridine moieties of the skeleton may have
an adverse effect on the fluorescence.

Experimental section
Materials and methods

Experiments were carried out using commercial HPLC grade
solvents. The chemicals were purchased from Sigma and used
as received. The oven used for the CP synthesis is an Ecocell
comfort.

Synthesis

Synthesis of 3pyCCMoid.35 0.7 g of acac (7 mmol) and 0.35 g
of B2O3 (5 mmol) were dissolved in 8 mL of EtOAc. The reac-
tion mixture was heated at 70 °C for 30 min until a white paste
was formed. Then, a solution of 1.5 g of 3-pyridine carboxyal-
dehyde (14 mmol) and 3.22 g of tributyl borate (14 mmol) in
3 mL of EtOAc was added. The mixture was stirred and
refluxed (70 °C) for an additional 4 h. After cooling down, a
solution of n-butylamine (0.4 mL, 4 mmol) in EtOAc (1 mL)
was added dropwise, and the final reaction mixture was kept
stirring at room temperature overnight. The reaction mixture
turned yellow with the precipitate on the next day. This sus-
pension was filtered, washed with EtOAc and dried to afford a
yellow solid. Then, the solid was suspended in 30 mL of H2O
and stirred for 3 h at room temperature, followed by filtering,
washing with H2O and finally vacuum drying. Pure
3pyCCMoid was achieved by recrystallization from hot MeCN.
Yield: 1.56 g, 80%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 15.96 (s,
1H), 8.91 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H), 8.59 (dd, J = 4.8, 1.7 Hz, 2H), 8.19
(d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.69 (d, J = 16.1 Hz, 2H), 7.48 (dd, J = 7.9,
4.8 Hz, 2H), 7.13 (d, J = 16.1 Hz, 2H), 6.22 (s, 1H). Elemental
analysis (%) calculated for C17H14N2O2·0.15 H2O: C 72.66, H
5.13, N 9.97; found C 72.18, H 4.43, N 10.07. MALDI-MS m/z
(%): 277.04 ([M − H]−), 279.03 ([M + H]+). FTIR data (KBr,
cm−1): 1626 (νCvCaromatic), 1579 (CvOst,β-diketone), 1509
(νCvN) 1476 (νCvCaromatic), 1383 (δCCH), 1295, 1145 (opp
CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 973 (vCHδ,opp). Elemental ana-
lysis (%) calculated for C17H14N2O2·0.15 H2O (281.01 g mol−1)
calculated: C 72.66, H 5.13, N 9.97; found: C 72.18, H 4.43, N
10.07.

Synthesis of 1.35 3pyCCMoid (5 mg, 0.0180 mmol) and Zn
(NO3)2·6H2O (16 mg, 0.054 mmol) were added to a mixed
solvent involving DMA (0.5 mL) and methanol (1.5 mL). After
blending well by sonication at RT, the solution was heated in a

closed vessel at 80 °C for 3 days to obtain orange crystals with
a size of about 1 mm. The crystals were washed and kept in
MeOH. FTIR data (KBr, cm−1): 1633 (νCvCaromatic), 1548
(CvOst,β-diketone), 1509 (νCvN) 1462 (νCvCaromatic), 1383
(δCCH), 1298, 1160 (opp CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 970
(vCHδ opp). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for [Zn(3py-
CCM)2]n·n/2ZnO or C34H28N4O5.5Zn0.5 (659.6 g mol−1) calcu-
lated C:61.8, H:3.96, N:8.48; found: C:61.56, H:4.055, N:8.6.

Synthesis of 2.35 The amount of the ligand and metal salt
used to synthesize 2 was the same as that for 1. The reaction
was performed in a mixed solvent involving DMA (0.5 mL) and
absolute ethanol (1.5 mL), following the procedure previously
described for 1. The obtained orange crystals were washed and
kept in EtOH. FTIR data (KBr, cm−1): 1641 (νCvCaromatic),
1550 (CvOst,β-diketone), 1512 (νCvN) 1463 (νCvCaromatic), 1384
(δCCH), 1295, 1160 (opp CCHaromatic and CCHskeletal), 970
(vCHδ,opp). EA (wt%) data for [Zn(3py-CCM)]n·1/2nH2O or
C17H14N3O5.5Zn (413.68 g mol−1) calculated C: 49.35, H: 3.41,
N:10.15; found C:49.33, H:3.33, N:9.8.

Synthesis of 4. 3pyCCMoid (30 mg, 0.108 mmol) was dis-
solved in 1.5 mL of DMF and placed at the bottom of an
elongated vial. Then 1 mL of EtOH was placed on the top.
Finally, 64 mg (0.215 mmol) of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, dissolved in
2.5 mL of EtOH, were added. After the system set-up, it can be
observed that the clean EtOH was forming a clearly visible
boundary between the solvents keeping the two reagents. After
2–3 weeks, the formation of crystals was observed on the vial
walls. These crystals were cleaned several times with fresh
EtOH and kept in this solvent. The characterization of 4 by IR
spectroscopy and elemental analysis was not possible because
only a few crystals are obtained.

Exfoliation of 2. A suspension of 1 mg of the crystalline
sample of 2 was prepared in 1 mL of Milli-Q H2O and added to
2 mL vials, which were sonicated for 1 h. Then, the vials were
left undisturbed for 6 h. During this time, the deposition of
the largest multi-layer nanosheets is expected, while those
with only a few layers remain dispersed in the solvent. The
presence of residual nanosheets in the solvent is proved by the
Tyndall effect using a conventional laser. In the experiment
where the effect of H2O on the degradation of the nanosheets
is tested, 10 µL of the solvent was placed on the top of a vial
containing 50 µL of fresh Milli-Q H2O. The liquids were mixed
using a vortex. For analysis, 10 µL of the solvent on the top of
the vial was placed on a TEM grid or on a SiO2/Si surface.

Characterization

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data for 1 and 4 were collected
at the XALOC beamline 13 of Alba-CELLS Synchrotron (Spain)
(T = 100 K, λ = 0.82654 Å for 1 and 0.729 Å for 4), data for
3pyCCMoid at the ALS Synchrotron (Berkeley, USA) (T = 100 K,
λ = 0.7749 Å) and data for 2 using a Bruker D8 Venture diffract-
ometer at 293(2) K (λ = 0.71073 Å). The structures were solved
by intrinsic phasing methods (SHELXT using the XIA package
for the data collected on the beamline) and refined on F2.36

Hydrogen atoms were included at the calculated positions,
riding on their carrier atoms. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
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patterns were collected on a Panalytical X’PERT PRO MPD
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) at 295 K.
The simulated powder patterns were calculated from the single
crystal crystallographic data using Mercury 3.7 programme.
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained using
an FT-IR JASCO 4700LE using the ATR (attenuated total reflec-
tance) accessory in the range between 600 and 4000 cm−1.
Elemental analyses were carried out using a PerkinElmer 2400
series II analyser. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker
Advanced at 300 MHz and 298 K. Thermogravimetric analysis
was performed under a N2 atmosphere from room temperature
to 1000 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1, using a simul-
taneous thermogravimetric analysis (TG)-differential scanning
calorimetry/differential thermal analysis (heat flow DSC /DTA)
system NETZSCH-STA 449 F1 Jupiter. Images of the
nanosheets for the morphological analysis were obtained with
a TEM 120 kV JEOL 1210. The composition of the nanosheets
was roughly estimated using a SEM Magellan 400L working in
STEM mode and equipped with an X-Max Ultim Extreme EDX
(Oxford Instruments). The determination of the nanosheet
thickness was performed by analysing the topographic images
obtained with a Keysight 5100 using the software WSxM 5.0.37

Conclusions

This work presents the ligand 3pyCCMoid as a promising het-
eroditopic ligand in the field of CPs. The synthesis of this
molecule together with three new CPs, 1–3, containing exclu-
sively 3pyCCMoid as a linker among the ZnII centres, provides
structures that extend from 1D to 3D. This work illustrates the
versatile architectures that are possible thanks to this ligand
and presents CCMoids as reliable connectors, emphasizing
that their use in coordination chemistry should not be limited
to curcumin. Our work describes the structures and basic
physicochemical properties of the three new CPs, as well as
pays great attention to the study of compound 2, due to its 2D
nature. Here, stability studies in organic solvents and exfolia-
tion in H2O have been introduced finding a way to achieve
extended few-layered materials and analysing the factors that
could degrade the system. We would like to extend our studies
to other metals as well as heterometallic systems. In addition,
extended biocompatibility studies of 3pyCCMoid and CPs will
be analysed toward their possible use as active ingredients in
therapeutic uses and/or nano-/microdevices.
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